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FACTS
FOR THB

KlMJ-llLAKrLU OF ENGLANU

In my twentieth year my first visit was made
to I^ndoii—how long since need not be said, lest 1

make discoveries. I arrived at the " Swan with

two necks," in Lad Lane, to the imminent peril of

my own onf, on entering the yard of that then

famous hostlery, the gate of which barely allowed

admission to the coach itself—and first set foot

on London ground, midst the bustle of some half-

dozen coaches, either preparing for exit, or dis-

charging their loads of passengers and parcels.

Four *' insidcs" were turned out, and eight *' out-

sidi's '' turned in—I, amongst the unfortunates of

the latter class, taking possession of the nearest point

I could to the coffee-room fire. It is to be recollected

that in those days one had but four chances in his

favour, against perhaps forty applicants for the in-

terior of the mail—and he who was driven in winter,

by necessity of time, to the top of a coach in Liver-

pool, and from thence to Lad Lane, and found

himself in the coffee-room there unfrozen, might be

well contented. So felt I, then,—and doubly so

now, as I think of the dangers of flood, and road,
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and neck, which I tMicountered in a twenty-six

hours* journey, exposed to the ** pelting of the

pitiless §torro,'*~for it snowed half the way.

Dinner discussed, and its etceteras having been

partaken, in full consciousness of the comforts

which surrounded me, contrasted with the discom-

forts, &c. from wliich 1 had escaped,— I sank into

an agreeable reverie; and during a vision,— I must

not call it a doze,—composed of port wine and wal-

nuts—the invigorating beams of Wallsend coal

—

an occasional fancied jolt of the coach—the three

mouthfuls of dinner, by the name, I had gotten at

Oxford—and the escape ofmy one neck, when, goose

as I was, I presented it where two seemed to be an

essential by the sign of the habitation and the dan-

gers of the gate,— I was aroused by a crash, some-

thing like the noise of the machine which accom-

panies the falling of an avalanche or a castle, or some

such direful affair at " Astley's ;'* and starting up,

I thought,—had the coach upset ? but, much to my
gratification, found myself a safe ** inside." Still

came crash after crash, until I thought it high time

to see as well as hear. ** What on earth is the mat-

ter,*' said I to the first waiter I met, as I descended

from the coffee-room, and got to the door of the

•• tap," or room for accommodation of the lower

g^de of persons frequenting the establishment.

•' Oh ! sir," said he, ** it is two dreadful Irishmen

'• fighting: one has broken a table on the other's

** head ; the other smashed a chair." I stopped

short, and well do I recollect that the blood rushed



to 111^ face as I turned away ; I coiifi**^ too, thai

while returning to the coffeo-rooro, when the waiter

followed and asked, should he bring tea, I ** cock-

iieyfied " my accent as much as poMible» in the

hope that he should not know I was an Irish-

man: --such was my shame for my country at the

moment.

Many minutes, however, had not elapsed until 1

felt shame another way-— namely, that I should for

a moment deny the land which gave me birth ;
—

and 1 at once determined to ascertain the facts and

particulars of the outrage. Down I went, there-

fore, again, and entering the tap-room, found that

in truth a table had been broken, and a chair too,

not to speak at all of the heads ; but, on further

investigation, it appeared that the table, being weak

in constitution, sunk under the weight uf one of the

belligerents, who jumped upon it to assail the other

with advantage, — and that the chair had been

smashed by coming in contact with the table ; the

gentleman on the ground having thought it fair to

use a chair in his defence when his enemy took to

the larger piece of furniture :—hence the awful

crash, crash—that awoke me from my —vision.

So far well—but further inquiry brought forth

further truths. It came out that one of the party

had called the other *' a beggarly bogtrotier," for

which he received in reply a blow upon his nose.

Thus the row commenced ; but better still, it

appeared that one of ** the dreadful Iris^hmen ** was



a WBlikmtiH / and that it was he who called poor

Faddy " a bogtrotter."

ViTSi then, said I to myself, the table was not

broken on the Irishman's head ; it was smashed by

the Welshman's /oo^—and it was not " two dreadful

Irishmen" but owe, who had been engaged in the

fray, and he was insulted ; therefore, at the most,

ONLY ONE HALF OF THB STORY IS TRUE I And in

about that proportion have I since found almost all

the stories and charges against the lower class of my

unhappy countrymen—and so will others too, who

please to investigate facts.

Amongst ray earliest introductions to '* London

Society'' was " St. Giles's." Notwithstanding the

warnings of my friends, as to the danger attendant

even on a walk through its streets, I. ventured a

little farther ; and who ever may Iiave suffered

there, I have not, except from witnessing the almost

indescribable misery of its inhabitants. Through-

out my entire search into its wretchedness, I never

received even an uncivil answer but on one occa-

sion, and I am the more desirous to state this fact,

because, although " St. Giles*' sounds to English

ears a8 a spot contaminated by the abode of Irish

only, I found many and many an Englishman

there, as wretched as my own wretched countrymen.

In the instance I allude to, I had entered the



first lobby in one of the hooses of a most niitertble

street, where I saw a woman '* rocking; *' in the

manner the lower class of Irish express silent agony

of feeling. Her body moved back and forward in

that pecnliar motion which told to my heart she

was in misery ; and entering the room in silent

respect for her suffering, I forgot to knock or make

any noise to attract attention. In a moment a

figure darted from the side of a bed behind ibe

door, and having cauglit up something as it passed

between nic and the entrance, he, for I then saw

my assailant was a man, brandished the *' misera-

ble remains" of a kitchen poker before my face,

and demanded, '* What did I want ^ and how da-ar

I come there to throuble thim with my curosity,**

And what right had I to pry into their miseries,

unless to relieve them ? I confess my object in

visiting St. Giles's then, had not arisen from so

pure a motive, and I felt the justice of his demand

—

The miseries of the heart are sacred amongst the

rich : why should they not be equally so amongst

the poor? Nature has made original feeling

alike in all ; but the poor feel more deeply; for

the rich suffer in heart midst countless luxuries and

efforts from others to wean them from their suffer-

ings, while the poor suffer midst numberless priva-

tions, and almost utter loneliness. Why then should

1 have ** throubled thim with my curosity ?"

But I made my peace, with little effort too ; and

then, for the first time, saw a dead body lying on

the bed from whence the man had come, •* waking,"
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ID the Irish fushion of the lower orders. It was a

child ofabuutsevenyearsold. Its last resting placeon

earth was dressed with flowers, and the mother*

hand had evidently done the most within its feeble

power to give honour to the dead. Rising, she

with her apron rubbed the chair she had been

sitting on, and placed it for me ; thus offering,

in her simple way, the double respect of tendering

her own seat, and seeking to make it more fit for

my reception by dusting it.

1 need not repeat all the tale of misery, the cause

of their suffering then, was apparent. **She was
•* their last Colleen—th' uther craturs wur at home
** with the Granny," and " //chad cum to thry his

" forthin in Inglind ; an* had forthin it was. But
** the Lord's will be done, fur the little darlint was

" happy, anyhow— an' sure they had more av thiin

•• at home—an' why should she be mopin' an'

** cryin' her eyes out for her Colleen, that was gone
" to God r ^

Thus the poor creature reasoned as she cried and

blamed herself for crying; for miserable as she

was, she evidently felt that she should be thankful

for the other blessings that were left her. Do we
all feel thus ? Yet, at the moment that she did so,

I believe there was not a morsel of food within

reach of her means, and that her last penny had

been spent to deck with flowers the death-bed of

her child.

It is needless for me to describe the general

miseries of "St. Giles,"— now no more. Its
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wrctchoil habitations have yielded their place to

palaces; its dreaded locality lives but in recol-

lection ; and its inlmbitant^ bave gone forth

—

Wliither ? Perhaps to tjrcater wretchedness. Aye,

almost surely ! The misery of St. *Giles* has

cea.^fHl, mayhap to make misery double elsewhere;

but, thank (rod ! there no longer exists in London

a special spot upon which the ban is placed of

Irish residence being tantamount to crime.

^ Years and years have since gone by, and many

a time the story of '* the two dreadful Irishmen'* has

risen to my mind, as I have read paragraph after

paragraph in the English papers, telling of sonic

direful thing which had occurred and was wrapped

in mystery, but concluding after the following

ftishion :—

-

"Highway Robbbrt—(Particulars), There it no olue

whatever to discover the parties who committed tbift atrociont

act - but two Irish tatM)urert who live in the neighbourhood ar$^

it is supposed^ the delinquents /**

"BuBOLART AT ( Particulars ). The partiet who

committed this robbery acted in the most daring manner. The

country is nowJiUed with Iri*h harvett labourers /**

'* Footpad.—A daring attempt was made by a moat

deaperate looking man to rob a farmer tome dajr» aioce—

(fkrther particulars) aAer a great straggle he got off. He is

supposed to l^e an Irishman P*

*' Marlborougb-strbbt.—There is a claia of persons now

known, called ** Mouchers,*' who go about io gmngs, plunder-

ing the licensed viotnallerf, eating-house and coffee-shop

keepers, to an extent that would be deemed impossible, did
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not the records of police cowrie afford gufticient evidence of the

fact. Tht Mouchert are mostly of the lower order of Irish''—
London Morning Paper, \2th April, 1847.

•' HoreiblbMdrdeb—(Par/iVu^r«). Every possible search

lias been made for the murderers, but unfortunately virithout

effcHJt. However, it is positivelt/ hnonm that four Irish

harvnttTM pasttd through the village the day before, and there

cannot he a dovht the dreadful d$ed was committal by them r

Such are tliu kind of announcements seen fre-

quently, particularly in provincial papers. In the

latter case, the facts impressed themselves strongly

upon my mind. A horrible murder had been com-

mitted, as well as I recollect, in Lancashire. Thel

widow of a farmer, much beloved in the neighbour-

hood, and known to possess considerable property,

was barbarously murdered in her bed at night, and

her presses and strong box thoroughly rifled

;

nothing, however, having been taken but money,

of which it was known she had received a con-

siderable sum a few days previously. Much sensa-

tion was created by the fearful occurrence ; and it

was fully believed that ** the four Irishmen" had

committed the murder— why? because they had

been seen in the neighbourhood ! verifying most fully

the adage, that " one man may steal a horse without

being suspected, while another dare not look over the

hedge.'* So it eventually turned out. A month

elapsed ; the four Irishmen could never be traced
;

but luckily the real murderer was. A labouring

man offered a £20. note to be changed in a town

some miles distant from the scene of the murder.
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und fttupicioo httviug arisen as to bow heobtaiiMd

it, he was taken up : eventually turning out to be

the confidential furm servant of the unfortunate

woman, still continuing to live unsuspected where

the murder had been actually committed by himself;

and he was subsequently executed.

But did this clear ** the four Irishmen*' from the

imputation, or retrieve the character of their class ?

Not an iota. The journalist who accused them

was not the fool to proclaim his own injustice;

and perhaps, even if he did, the refutation would

never have met the same eye that read the con-

demnation. No ;
** the four Irishmen" continued as

thoroughly guilty in the public mind as if twelve

jurors on their oaths had declared them so. The

editorial pen had signed the death warrant of

character, if not of life, as it has done in many and

many instances with just as much foundation.

Poor, unhappy ** Paddy" the labourer has had

years and years of outcry to bear up against and

suffer under, a thousand times more trying to him

than that now raised agtiinst ** Paddy** the Lord.

The poor and lowly struggle single-handed and

alone ; the rich and high face the enemies of their

order shoulder to shoulder, and as one. Poor fellow,

he is like the cat jn the kitchen : every head broken

is as unquestionably laid to his charge, as every

jug to pussy's. And he has another direful mark

which stamps him at once ; namely, that *' profana-

tion to ears polite*' his brogue! lie possibly may

not look ill to the eye—|>erhai)s tlie re^'erse; his
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coniiuijiimr may be honest and open, and his

bearing manly, as he approaclies an employer to

seek for work; up to that point all goes well,

perhaps ; but once his mouth opens, the tale is told ;

instantly Prejudice does her office, unknowingly

almost, and unless actual need exist, Paddy may

apply elsewhere, again and again to meet the same

rebuff. Lancashire, Somersetshire, Yorkshire, may

revel in their patois without raisinga doubtful feeling

or a smile, but the brogue of Ireland does the work

at once,*|M)d the unhappy being from whom it is-

sues slinks back into himself degraded, as he hears

the certain laugh which answers his fewest words,

and the almost certain refusal to admit him within

the pale of his class in England. Hence St. Giles's

as it was—the purlieu of Westminster, as it is—
the Irish labourer's refuge in England, is often the

lowest point, because he cannot be driven lower.

And all this arises, not from ill will, but from

long felt prejudice, and the repetition of stories and

anecdotes and caricature of Irish character, which

trifling circumstances havegivenrise to and upheld
;

and which, I grieve to say, is greatly due to the

domiciled Irishmen in England, of the middle and

better class. They sometimes forget their country,

and in place of explaining away fallacies and

making known facts which would have roused

England long since to our aid, had they been fairly

understood, year to tell truths which they deem to

be unpalatable, while perhaps their own palates

are being feasted on the good things of the party
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who declaims against their country . thui per-

niitting the continued existence of prejudice and

consequent estrangement.

It is in no small degree amusing to observe the

attempt made, in addition, to disguise the fact that

the delinquent 1 speak of ( I had almost written

renegade) is an Irishman. No wonder that he

should attempt the disguise, for he must deeply feel

his delinquency. In all cases such as this, the

Cockney twan^ and occasional curtailment is as-

sumed to overcome the brogue^ but in vain. For

the first half dozen words of each parajraph in a

conversation it gets on well enough, but the con-

clusion is sometimes exquisitely ridiculous.

I had the honour to meet at dinner recently, a

person of this class, and a conversation having

arisen on the subject, he said, ** I aam pc-fectly

ce-tain no one caaen know that I aam an I-ishman ;"

and the next instant, turning to a servant, he added,

** Po-ta, if you plazeJ* When this thoroughly low-

bred Irishism came out I could not help smiling,

and caught at the same moment the eye of a lady

opposite, who seemed greatly amused. In a few

minutes after, she said, evidently for the purpose of

having another trial of the Anglo-Irishman, ** Pray,

may I help you to a potato**— the killing reply was,

'* Pon my bona* I neva' ate pittatis at all at all.*'

This was too much for the lady, as well as fnr

myself; so we laughed together. The Irish yr;^-

tleinan^ however, perfectly unconscious of the caus..*.

Having subsequently mentioned the circumstance
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to an ** Irishman in London," who docs not foar to

acknowledge his country, hi? said, ** O ! the feeling

descends lower still— the better class of labourers

attempt to speak 80 that they shall not be known."

Continuing, he said, •* A porter in our establish-

ment, wlio is an Irishman, came to me th(! otiicr

day, and speaking very confidentially, whispered,

'Sure now, Misthur , you woudn't guiss be me
taulk, thit I wus an Irishmin." ** Certainly not,'*

said my friend, laughing, when the fellow replied,

quite happily, ** Whi-thin that's right any how."

Who will excuse the man in a better grade who

pauders to prejudices, and not only forgets the

country of his birth, but aids, by consent, to let her

remain in misery. But must we not excuse the

low and helpless, who are driven by such prejudices

to keep themselves in existence by following the

example of those above them ? wlio, thus, have

double sin to answer for ; their own, and that which

their dastardly conduct creates. Still, why should

the unhappy labourer who feels that the tone of his

voice keeps bread from his mouth, not wish it

changed.

** Move on," said a policeman to a poor Irishman,

who was gazing with astonishment at a shop win-

dow in the Strand, his eyes and mouth open equally,

with intensity of admiration. But Paddy neither

heard nor moved. ** Move on. Sir, 1 say," came

in a voice of command delivered into his very ear.

** Arrah, ph-why V said the poor fellow, looking up

with wonder, and still retaining his place. '* You
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must move on, you Irish vagabond^** mm roared the

policeman, *' and not slop the ptUkway** aocompa-

II) ing the ** must'* with a push of no ^trj gentle

nature. Paddy did move, fur he could not help it

;

but as he turned away from the sight which was

yielding him hariiilcss enjoyment, to the forget-

fulness of misery for the moment, and perhaps to

create in him desires for better things, and give him

greater energy to work and laliour for them ; he

was rudely branded with a mark of debasement,

and 1 could see in the pour fellow's eye and gait,

though labourer he was, pride and degradation con-

tending for the mastery ; but the latter conquered,

and he did " move on,'* almost admitting by the

act that he was " AN IRISH VAGABOND.**

The position of the lower class of Irish *in Eng-

land is evidently not to be envied, but what is it in

Ireland ?

In the paper annexed, on ** The Potato Truck

System of Ireland^' will be found the ground work

of the misery of the peasantry. The whole recom-

pense for their labour is the potato. If it fail, they

starve. In sumnier*s heat and winter's cold the

potato is their only food ; water their only drink.

They hunger from labour and exertion—the |>otato

satisfies their craving appetite. Sickness comes,

and they thirst from fever—water quenches their
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burning desire. Nature overcomes disease, and

they long fur food to re-invigorate their frame.

What get they ?—the potato ! Tlie child sinks in

weakness towards its grave. What liolds it betwixt

life and death ?— the potato. It is the Alpha and

Omega of their existence. A blessing granted by

Providence to man, but made by man a curse to

his fellow-beings. From what causes come the

charges made, and made with truth, against the

Irish peasant, of ** indolence* and
^^
fUh in and

about their habitations V*—One and all from that

dreadful system, the ^* potato trucks

Tourists tell that ** the cabin of the Irish peasant

viust be approached through heaps of manure at

either side, making it necessary to step over pool

after pool, to reach the entranced This is no more

than fact, but the cause should be told too.

From the detail of the truck-system, it will

be seen tfcat the unfortunate peasant is paid for his

labour by land to cultivate the potatoes which

sustain his existence, and these potatoes cannot

be eftectively grown without manure. His cabin

is usually situate on some road-side, his potato-

garden rarely with it, and the only spot he pos-

sesses, upon which he can collect manure to ob-

tain food for himself and family throughout the

year, is the little .'ipace reserved before his door.

He has nothing else, it may be said, in the world,

but that manure. It is that which is to yield sus-

tenance to his family, and if he have it not, they
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starve. If put ouuidc the precincts of Iua holding

it it) lost to him, and thut which he collects scrap

after scrap from the road side, or elsewhere—thai

upon which his life actually depends, is too precioaa

to be risked beyond his care. Why should he be

blumed then for the apparent " filth" which sur-

rounds it. Whether is it his fault, or that of the

system which has driven him to this degrading

necessity ? Not his, surely !

Then he is described as to be seen " supporting

his door-frame, and smoking his 'dhudeen,** while

he should be at work." It is true ; but whence

his seeming idleness? The truck system again!

He is engaged by the year to some farmer, and is

bound to do his work, for which he gets his potato

land ; but the fanner is not bound, as he should be,

to give him continuous labour throughout the year.

And many a day, and half-day, and quarter-day is

cut off his year's labour, when the weath'er, or the

farmer*s absence, or his mujhty will and pleasure,

may make him think it fit to stop the work.

When this occurs, and it is sadly frequent, it is im-

possible the poor labourer can either seek or find a

half, or even a whole day's labour. He has no

garden, or patch of ground upon which he might

expend with profit his leisure, or his extra time ;

he has nothing to occupy him ; nor can he make

an occupation perhaps, for he has not the most tri-

fling means to obtain even lime to whitewash his

* Short tobtcoo-pipe.
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cabin. Then, if he do smoke his **dhudeen,

leaning against his door-way," where so proper for

him to be, ^B with liis wife and children ? And is

the so-named ** weed of peacefulness** sought for by

the highest in the land as a soothing enjoyment ; by

those who have but to wish for and obtain every

luxur}' and blessing that wealth can give— is the

scanty use of the meanest portion of it, improper

or slothful in him who knows no single blessing

but his wife and family? But it cannot be fairly

deemed so. The custom is universal, and the Irish

peasant, declared by the Legislature it may be said,

to endure more privation than the peasant of any

other country in Europe, ought not to be set down

as slothful, because, to soothe his care, he smokes

his "dhudeen.''

Again, we are told by tourists of the fearful fact,

tliat men, women, children, a cow, a horse, a

pig, congregate together at night in one cabin ; one

bedfor all! How dreadful the truth— for it is true

to the letter. But we are not told the cause ; on the

contrary, subsequent commentary ascribes the fact,

in no gentle terms, to the ** slothful, filthy habits

of the people." Yet, when such realities exist,

it is not wonderful that they who so patiently bear,

should be set down as the producers of their own

misery—still they are not only not so, but they

have no power to release themselves from the

thraldom which sinks them day by day deeper in

degradation.
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Once iiiMi' I r- Nirti to ili- ii-i.t. '^^.^i.:. •

'

potato, ll r,(K>(f (KM) of the jKui/ic ut iiiUiiU l.a..

iustained life, an. I I a rely, on that root alone—many
and many a day without even salt—how well may
it be understood that they have not meani to buy

proper clothing. In fact, their only hope for this,

is on 'Uhe woman*' as they express, whose sole

depcndance has been on eggs from her few hens

—knitting stockings, in some localities, in others,

spinning. But the numerous calls for family

necessities swallow np these little means ; and it

may with truth be said, that except a single

blanket, or a coarse rug, there is rarely to be found

any thing in their cabins as covering for the night.

The clothes of all are clubbed together to do the

office of the blanket and the counterpane. Then,

think of the cabins they live in. In one county

alone, Mayo, there are 31,084 composed of one

apartment only, without glass windows, and without

chimneys ; and the door so frail and badly made»

lh.it every blast finds its way through it. The

floors are wwrf, the beds straw or ferns strewed some-

times on stones raised above the ground. The

father and mother sleep in the centre, the children

at each side, and the pig and horse, or goat, as

may be, at one end. How dreadful it is to con-

template that such should be a fact existing in

a Christian country—and worse, that this most

fearful reality, which arises from the people's

helpless misery, should be made a charge of ** filthy

B 2
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liubit** in place of being urged as the ground-work

for the perfect change of a system which could allow

so crying an evil. It is a truth, that men, women

and children, pigs and cattle, lie in one bed !—but

what causes it? Their hopeless, helpless, poverty.

They have not a sufficiency of clothes to cover

them at night in winter ; and if they did not bring

in the pig and cattle to create wannth in their

cahinSy they must perish of cold. This is the

cause, and the only cause, and the true proof is,

no tourist will pretend to tell you it occurs in

summer.

Having now seen what the lower class of Irish

endure, it may be well to look into their natural

character, and ascertain what is the cause of that

endurance—what are their virtues, and what their

vices?

That "endurance under privation, greater than

that of any country in Europe," is the true cha-

racteristic of the peasantry, cannot be questioned,

particularly after being declared by the high au-

thority of the Devon Commission. That it is

innate in their character, is evident. They believe

that ** whatever is, is best*'—not as fatalists

;

for under the most severe suffering, you will hear

them say, ** Well, shure, it's a marcy 'twas'nt

worse any how.*' " Well, Vm shure, I might

be contint, bekase it might be double as bad.'*

And every sentence ends— ** And God is good."
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They have also a certain natural ipritt^ (leeiettlog

duily) which upholds them, and th(*y Irt; to make
the best of every thing as it comei».

**Jack,** said I, some years since, to a handy
• hedge carpenter/ iu the county of Wexford,
•* why did you not come last night to do the job

*' 1 ^K anted ? It is done now, and you have lost it."

** Whi-thin, that's my misforthin any how— an
*' be-dnd 'twas a double misforthin too, for I wus
** dooin nothin else thin devartin meeself." ** ZH-
** verting yourself," said 1, *• and not mindinp^ your

"business?" ** Bee-dad it's too thru; but I'll

** tell your hanur how it happened. I wus workin
** fur the last three days fur my lan'lady, which av

** coorse goes agin the rint ; and whin I cum home
'* yisterday evenin, throth, barrin I tuck the bit

** from the woman and childre, sorra a taste I could

** get— so sis I, Biddy jewel, I'm mighty sick in-

** tirely, an I cant ate any thing. Well, she coxed

** me— but 1 didnt. So afther* sittin a while, I

** bethought me that there wus to be a piper at the

** Crass-roads, an 1 was thin gettin raorlhul hun-
** gery ; so sis 1 t'meeself I'll go dance the hunger

•'
off—and so I did : — an that wus the way I

** wus divartin meeself." Now, I have no doubt,

that many an Irishman has danced the thought of

hunger away as well as Jack. But the following

incident will prove that the innate feeling of the

people is to make the be<»t of their miseries.

It was, I think, in the winter of 1840, a fortnight

of most severe weather set in at Dublin. I had
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in 1838, and thought it was in reality the coldest

1 had ever felt ; but 1840 would have won the

prize if left to his Majesty of Russia to decide the

question. In addition to a black frost, there came

with it a biting, piercing, easterly wind, which

seemed to freeze and wither every thing it came

upon. Pending this infliction (for I confess I

suflered under sciatica as well as the easterly wind),

I left home rather early one morning, muffled in

two coats, a cloak, muffler, ** bosom friend," worsted

wrists, and woolsey gloves ; and yet as I closed the

door, I half repented that I had faced the blast.

Not twenty yards from my dwelling, I overtook

a little creature, a boy of about eight or nine years

old, dressed in— of all the cold things in the world

—a hard corduroy habiliment, intended to have

fitted closely to him ; but his wretched, frozen-up

form, seemed to have retreated from the dress, and

sunk within itself/ I believe he had not another

stitch upon him. His little hands were buried into

his pockets, almost up to the elbows, seeking

some warmth from his body ; and he crept on

before me, one of the most miserable pictures of

wretcheduess my eye ever rested on.

As I contemplated him, I could not but con-

trast my own blessings with his misery. 1 had

doubted whether I should leave the comforts of my
home, altliough invigorated by wholesome, perhaps

luji^urious food, and I was clothed io excess; while the
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being befbrt me, likely had not taftt«d food that

<lay, and was barely covered. Such were my
thouglitB; and I had just said to myself, we know

not, or at least, appreciate not, a tithe of the

blessings we poaeese, when that little creature read

me a leeson I shall recollect for my life. He

shewed me that he could l)oar up against his ills,

und make light of ihern too.

At the moment 1 speak of, I saw one hand slowly

drawn from his pocket, and in effort to re-

lieve it from its torpor, he twisted and turned it

until it seemed to have life again. Next came forth

the other hand, and it underwent the same opera-

tion, until both appeared to poeseaa some power.

Then he shrugged up one shoulder and the other,

seeking to bring life there also ; and at length

flinging his arms two or three times round, .he gave

a jump oti' the ground, and exclaimed in an accent

half pain, halfjoy, **Hurrah Ifor the could momins!**

—and away he went scampering up the street

before me, keeping up the life within him by that

innate natural power of endurance I have described,

evidently witii a determination to make the best

of his suffering, and not sink under misfortune.

What a noble trait of character—but how little

appreciated I

With such a ground-work to act upon, what

might not these people be made ? and that they

have iutellect of almost a superior order, cannot be

questioned. Their ready replies alone prove it ; and

their ueoal enceeM any where but in their own
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country, tells it truly. Some years ago I stood

talking to an English gentleman on particular busi-

ness at a ferry slip in Dublin, waiting for the boat.

A boy, also waiting for it, several times came up

to shew some books he had for sale, and really

annoyed my friend by importunity, who suddenly

turned round and exclaimed, " Get away yoii

scamp, or I shall give you a kick that will send

yoo across the river/' In an instant the reply

came— ** Whi-thin thank yur hanur fur thit same—
Jnr 'tunlljust save me a ha-pinmjJ' They are quick

to a degree—and have great activity and capability

for labour and effort, if hut fed, which may be seen

by every Englishman who looks and thinks. The

coalwhippers of the Thames, the hod-men, or ma-

son's labourers of London, the paver's labourers,

and such like, almost all are Irishmen. But they

must be fed, or they cannot labour as they do

here. Treat them kindly, confide in them, and be

it for good or evil, I mean to reward or punish,

neter break a promise, and you may do as you

please with them. My own experience is ex-

tensive ; but one who is now no more, my nearest

relative, had forty years of trial, and he accom-

plished by Irish hands alone, in the midst of the

outbreak of *97 and '98, as Inspector- General of the

Light-houses of Ireland, the building of a work,

which perhaps more than rivals the far-famed

Eddystone,—namely, the South Rock Light-house

three miles from the land, on the north-east coast

of Ireland,—every stone of which was laid by Irish
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spoken, when the rebelhou broke out it wa» known

thut a large stock of blasting fiowder uud lead hiy

at the works on the shore ; yet not a single ounce

of one or the other was uken. It was known,

too, that thoir omplovtr was then engaged in the

coinniuiid of a yeomanry brigade, formed for the

deiente of the east side of Dublin ; still his lead and

powder lay safely in the north of Ireland. But more

extraordinary still, after the battle of Ballinahinch,

where the rebels were routed, his yacht was taken

by a party of them to make their escape to Eng-

land ; and lest any ill should befal it, when they

arrived at Whitehaven they drew lots for three to

deliver it up to the collector of the port, and state

to whom it belonged. They were immediately

arrested, as indeed they must have expected, and

with great difficulty were their lives afterwards

saved.

Icould relate several similar iustaiu-i s which oc-

curred to others ; but I shall only state one more, as

occurring to a defenceless woman. My maternal

grandmother occupied at the time of tliat rebellion

the castle of Duugulph, in the county Wexford, the

family residence. It was an old stronghold regularly

fortified and surrounded by a moat, with a draw-

bridge; and when she left it to take refuge in the fort

of Duncan non, with the other gentry of the county,

it was immediately taken possession of by a force of

rebels from the county Kilkenny, as a most valua-

ble place of defence, &c. They remained in pos-
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killed twenty of the sheep found in the demesne.

At the expiration of tlie period, the rebels of the

neighbourhood, who liad been in the interim en-

gaged at the battle of Ross, returned, forced the

others to leave the castle, and when my relative

came back to her residence, she found that twenty

sheep had been brought from another part of the

country, and placed with her own in the demesne

;

which on being traced by their marks, were disco-

vered to belong to a county Kilkenny grazier,

the county from whence the rebel party had come

;

thus the sheep were brought from the same place

the rebels had come from,—it was supposed, as an

act of retaliation. I should add, too, that while

these occurrences took place, the heir to the pro-

perty was engaged in the defence of Ross, where

many of his own tenantry were slain or wounded, as

rebels, by the military under his command.

Naturally the mind of the Irish peasant is

good, honourable, and grateful—but it has been

deteriorated by miseries and neglect ; and is being

80, more and more daily at home ; while, when they

go abroad they seem to inherit all their original

good qualities.

It is a fact too, known to all who know them,

that when Uiey settle in England as labourers,

they almost invariably share their earnings with

their relations at home. The remittances from

London aloue to Ireland amount to many thou-

sands yearly. There is no possible means of as-
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myself, and it may be judged of from the facta

which appear in the following statementa, recently

published in the TimeM and Mommg Chramiele,

shewing the amount which comes yearly from

America.

•'A curioui fact it prcscuted in a letter from n rom^pond" rjt at

New York, showing that it it not to Kiigland alone tlial the

Iriah proprieton tre largely indebted for the support of tlMfar

poor. It ha« generally been understood that the Irish emignats

to the United States hate always remitted ver)* fully of th«ir

hard earnings to their relati?es at home, but most persons will

be 8uq)rised to hear the extent of this liberality. "A tew days

since/* says our correspondent, " I called upon the different

hoQSM in New York who are in the daily practice of giving small

drafts on Ireland, from fiTe dollars upwards, and requested from

them an accurate statement of the amount they had thus remitted

for Irish labourers, male and female, within the last sixty days,

and also for the entire year 1846. Here is the resnlt—'Total

amount reoeiTed in New York flrom Irish labourers, male and

female, during the months of November and December, 1846,

175,000 dollars, or 35,000/. sterling ; ditto, for the year 1846,

808,000 dollars, or 161,600/. sterling.'
'* These remittances are

understood to average 3/. to 4/. each drafl, and they are sent to

all parts of Irchind, and by erery packet. " Prom year to year,"

our correspondent addn, *• they go on increasing with the increase

of emigration, and they prote most condusirely that when Irish-

men sre afforded the opportunity of making and saving money,

they are industrious and thrifty. I wish these facts could be

giren to the world to show the rich what the poor hate done for

suffering Ireland, and especially that the Irish landlords might

be made aware of what their former tenanU are doing for their

present ones. I can affirm on my own responsibility that the

amount stated is not exaggerated, and also that ftrom Boatoa,

Philsdelphis, Baltimore, and New Orleans, similar remittanen



tre made, though not to the tame amouDt." With regard to the

feeling in America upon the caUmity under which the Irish

people are at present suffering, the same writer observes :
" Col-

lactioDa are being made for their relief, but the distress is so

general that our benevolent men have been almoBt afraid to

attempt anything ; they think the British Government and Irish

landowners alone competent to the task."

—

Times, 3rd of

Feb, 1847.

"Ambrican Sympathy.—We do not think we can better ex-

preaa the lympathy which is now so universally felt in the United

States, for the sufferings of the people of this country, than by

atating that immediateh/ ajter the news brought by the Cfimbrta

had been promulgated, 1,600 passages mere paid for by residents

in New York, into the house of Qeorge Sherlock and Company,

for the transn^ission of theirfriends in Ireland to the land of

plenty. Through the same house, by the last packet, there have

arrived remittances to the amount of 1 ,300/., in sums varying

from 2/. to 10/."

—

Dublin Evening Post,—Morning Chronicle,

bthofAprU, 1847.

As to the vices* of the Irish peasant, a few years

since they might have been set down as three—
whiskey drinking, cupidity, and combination. The
first exists no longer, and if we seek for proof of good

intention and desires in the people, this gives it

forcibly. Having food of but one kind, and that

possessing no stimulating power, nor capability of

imparting grateful warmth, such as the "brose" of

the Scotch, or the soup of the continental peasant;

and the climate being cold and humid to excess, they

naturally, it may be said, used the only stimulant

they could obtain. And if we think how anxiously

* See Comparative Statement of the Crimes of England and
IreUnd, in " The Appeal for the Irish Peasantry:*
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we leek tuch, under the influence of wet and cold,

(we, who have all comforts and all vurietiefl and

luxuries of food)—can it be wondered that the Iri«h

peasant, who working for the day io a wintei^s

mi At, his clothes saturated through, and none to

change when he returned to his wretched cabin,

should have been tempted to take this stimulating

poison. But, by the gentle guidance of one good

and great man, they have been led from the evil,

receiving no substitute for what they relinquished

;

getting nothinf^ in return, they gave up their only

luxury at his bidding. Wliat may not be done with

such a people?

But the peasant has two vices which still conti-

nue—cupidity and desire for combination. Strange

that amongst all the evils laid to his charge the

first has been passed over. It exists to a great

extent, and in place of being reckless as to moneyt

he too eagerly grasps at it when the opportunity

offers ; hence the combinations which have at dif-

ferent times occurred in the accomplishment of

public and also private works. He mars his object

by his ignorance. This has arisen principally from

the unfortunate frequency of public undertakings,

caused by famines or distress. In any such case he

took it, to use his own expression, as a <* good luck,**

and sought by any means to make the most of it

while it lasted. Then, in private works* when

he imagined a necessity existed for their accom-

plishment, he sought to make the most by demand-
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ing higher wages^ and* forcing tho well-inclined to

join in the dettMML It is a fact that he suffers

under natural etfUSfy, and its evils have been

increased by the circumstances named, the effects

of which will require care to overcome, if his

regeneration be attempted ; and, perhaps, under

all circumstances, it cannot be wondered at. The

opportunity to obtain money for his labour so

rarely occurred, that when it did he could not

resist the temptation of getting as much as possible

to provide against the day which he knew would

soon come again, when he would be left to the

potato alone ; and on this point he will require to be

led and taught as in other things. But the Irish

peasant is, in fact, now in that position which it

is fearful to contemplate. From the nature of

his fond alone he has been long retrograding in phy-

sical capability, and, of course, energy of mind. It

is impossible that beings living entirely upon one

description of food, no matter what it be, can exist

in strength and health fulness. But if the food be

of that nature whicii, used as the potato is, tends to

produce evil from the quantity necessary to be con-

sumed, in order to give to the body bare nourish-

ment to uphold existence, it must be evident that

the very quantity 'Aox\q will produce listlessness and

want of energy, while the system itself receives

scarcely enough to uphold its vital powers.

My own memory (and I am not so old as to count

half centuries) shows an evident change in the
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gmiMrai iflbjtinl sppCMne and iJiUMuftj of the

peasant labourer. He is not tlic same, eren within

twenty years ; and to those who recollect 6fty, the

alteration must be painfully great.

A little thought will shew it could not h. <,t}i. :-

wise. The potato, eaten in the way it i**, -^in-jlv

boiled, and as I have again and again )>ointr(i out,

without aught eUe with it but salt ! and not even that

sometimes, contaiuft but little more than twopaiauU

weight of that description of nutriment (gluten, or

animal matter)which is essential to uphold strength,

in fact to re-create bone and muscle in the system,

for every hundred pounds weight, the unfortunate

being condemned to live upon it solely, is obliged

to.gorge himself with, in order to sustain his animal

powers.

The average quantity of potatoes an adult peasant

labourer consumes in the day is about ten poonds

—his meal being usually a quarter of a stone each at

breakfast, dinner, and supper ; thus be receives

into his system every twenty-four hours, about 8

ounces of that which is essential to give him power

to perform his functions of labour. In other

words, he eat«» in that time but 3. ounces of the re-

presentative of meat. What would the railroad

** Navvy** of England say—what the farm labourer

— if either was doled out 3 ounces of beef or

mutton per day to work upon ? and if he seemed

listless and unenergetic, was then taunted with the

name of ** indoteiU, reckleUt good-foT-moMghL**
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Still, my unhap|)y countrymen have received this

quantum of food, with submission for ages ; and

with it received those degrading appellations, as a

fitting reward for their ^^ endurance''

Now, medical research has fully established that

the quantum of animal matter, be it obtained from

vegetable or else, actually necessary to be taken

into the system merely to reproduce the bone

and muscle worn away by the general labourer

in his day's work, is 5 ounces ! It cannot therefore

be doubted, that the Irish labourer, in Ireland, is

and has been deteriorated in physical capability,

and consequently, mental energy, by* want of

proper nutrition.

Such has been his position for ages; and my
firm belief is, that his sufferings would not have

been so long borne, but for the hope which has

been, from time to time, kept alive in him. Alas,

how delusively ! In " Emancipation "—he was

taught to see deliverance from his miseries—may-

hap, remission of his rent. In " Repeal"—" plenty

** of work and plenty of money ; and the cattle

** kept at home, and the pigs to be eaten by him-
** self, in place of by the Saxon.''

Unhappy designation, and unhappy delusion,

which have held the countries asunder, in place of

being one and the same in all things. But he has

lived upon that hope, until now, when it has

vanished from him for ever. And with his hope,

the food that kept life barely in him has gone too.



lie is bereft of nil that hohls ixistencc ami soul

together, and sees nought before him, even if he do

live, but ccaseleM struggle and ceaseletB miserj.

Can such a being aid himself? No more can ht%

than the invalid, weakened and powerless from

sickness. Aid must be given him by those who

have strength and knowledge, or he will sink, if

not into dgath. to that which will be worse,

—

hopeless, helpless degradation.

And will Ireland then be *• the right arm of Eng-

land ?*' No; she will be the blot upon her noble

scutcheon—mayhap the "millstone" to sink her in

that ocean over which she now so proudly and

gloriously rules.

It has been proved that above 4,000,000 of the

peasantry of Ireland live upon the potato, which

they receive as payment for their labour—about, or

nearly one half of the population of the country, and

from whom should, and now does spring its almost

entire wealth. Their hands, with God's permission

and will, produce the means to feed themselves
\

to feed the remaining half of the population, and to

pve to England many millions* worth yearly

;

which sup|>ortsthe aristocracy of Ireland, and pays

the taxes to the nation. Humanity and justice, then,

are notthe only claims u|>on us; self-interest, nay, self-

preservation demand, that they who yield us food

and comfort, should have ample food and comfort

themselves—that they who aid to clothe us should

have at least sufficient covering to protect them

c
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from the rigour and humidity of the climate in

which they labour—that they should have houses

fitted for the inhabitants of a civilized country, not

wigwams worse than those of the savage—that they

shotild be taught and led and fostered till they under-

stand and can practise at home the artsof proper in-

dustry— to give not only blessings to themselves but

the nation at large. Then would Ireland be in truth

" England's right arm ;'* but more, she would have

her heart, which now lies open, yearning to receive

and give affection. I know my country and its

feelings well—I mean itspeople s feelings ; and there

exists not elsewheremoregenuinegratitude than in its

heart. Causes and circumstances already explained

have encased it in icy doubt towards England ; but

now England has proved her heartfelt pity ; not

alone her money, but the kind and high and noble-

minded have risked their lives to distribute food

and help and covering to the wretched beings as

they lingered between life and death. And I know

the people not, if I may not vouch, as a man
and Christian, that every mouthful given (not

through public works), every comfort yielded,

every gentle and kind and consoling word

uttered, is indelibly impressed upon their feelings,

and will live there. Seize, then, the opportunity

to amalgamate as one, Ireland with England's

people. Fear not the idle stories of the past ; look

but upon the present, and think of the glorious

future which the guidance and help of England
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may nccoinpligli. England hii?^ lalHuirrd for, and

won her {^lories by her labour. Teacb Ireland, and

she will win glories too— not for herself alone» but

for the general weal. Lead her kindly now, and

she will rush to your foremost ranks in the hour of

danger

—

not prat/ for that hour, that it may give

her chance of rescue from her misery.

Sliull i conclude, iiud rest in hope oi general

sympathy. No ; although it has magiiifi««»itly

proved itself.

History gives some thousand facts to shew that

man is led to good by woman ; deprived of her

gentle guidance towards that good, he usually sinks

to evil. Unchecked by the example of her patience,

gentleness, and faith, he often revels in thoughtless

wantonness, — while, resting under the beaming

influence of her love and sympathy, he melts and

is moulded into a form approaciiing her own.

Happily for Great Britain, this peaceful, blissful

influence sheds its beams over almost all meu*s des-

tinies, hence its public virtues, its private happi-

ness ; and hence the cause of my present appeal

to Uie Ladies*of Great Britain !

Pardon me, fair ladies ! if I approach you on that

which may be deemed **a matter of business;" but

I iiul not of those who consider woman's mind un-

fitted for the toils and dtfiiculties of life and only
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made for its pleasures far the reverse. Nor shall

I yet approach you under the sweet incense of

flattery, said to be a cloud which gives to you a

grateful odour— I believe it not. Nor shall I, to

tell you of the prowess of man in liis deeds of arms ;

nor of his glories midst the slain or dying ; for,

tlianks to God I the heart of an Englishwoman shud-

ders at the thought. Man shall not be my theme.

I come to tell you of the ills and sufferings of un-

happy Women !— beings like to yourselves, in gentle

and good feelings, though poor— like to yourselves

in love and aft'ection, though wretched—Woman,

in truth, kind, affectionate, and good ; blessings to

their own—Woman in all things, but in that which

is her due and right in Great Britain

—

care and

respect for her sex and virtues. Those whose cause

I plead are blessed with as pure and spotless bosoms

as your own—though one may be cased in russet

or in rags, the other enshrouded in lace—and they

die, not through the horrors of war, or of

plague, but of starvation and of cold.

In my description of the cottage of the general

peasantry, you will have seen, and I doubt not recol-

lect the fact, that upon some 2,000,000 of your sex

in Ireland is entailed the degradation of passing the

hours of her rest with the family, all in one resting-

place, and getting warmth by being forced ** to

herd with the beast of the field/* Think of this

indignity and say shall it longer exist?

To you is due the final accomplishment of one of
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the noblest acts of England—the abolition of West

Indian slavery. The battle was conouaenced by man,

and fought nmnfully ; but without your aid be

could not have conquered as he did. Your gene-

rous voices cheered iiiin on, and he became invin-

cible. And so will it ever be in Great Britain. O !

give but the same aid now, ami von will accomplish

at least an equal good.

Ifof the aristocracy, tell to those whose hulls you

adorn, that the peasant woman of Ireland can only

obtain warmth enough to save her from perishing,

and give her sleep, by herding with her pig ! Say,

Woman sleqM thus ! and ask, should it be? May-

hap when Woman in her loveliness and power thus

pleads for Woman in her misery and poverty, the

chord may be struck which will proclaim the ttn,

and produce its abolishment.

If the mansion of the wealthy be guided or

blessed by thy residence, proclaim the fearful fact,

and whispering ask, ** For what does God give

wealth ?*' The answer may not come at first, or

for a time ; but whisper again—and 'tis said that

angels' whispers fill the air with charity and love.

So, perhaps, will thine—and wealth may at thy

bidding aid to rescue Woman from such degra-

dation.

If the middle class (from which England's great-

ness springs), claims thee as its own, tell to all

around the truth which tells of Britain's shame

—

t/i(ii thv Irishirntnan is forctd to lurtl with rattle !
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Plead, and say—Am 1 imi .i >\onuin, and is she

uot my sister ? And by degrees thy pleadings will

strike man's heart, for the thought will come upon

liim— ** Oh I that one 1 love should fall to such a

lot," and his voice will join thine in truthfulness

and charity, to win others to the task of rooting

out the evil.

If thou art poor, I need not plead. The poor

feel for the poor, and spare even somewhat from

their poverty. Their hearts can tell the pangs of

poverty, and pity fills them with love and charity

and regret that j)overty makes them powerless.

But still thou hast a voice. Raise it, and cry

shame on those who may, yet will not save the

nation from the stain of this deep indignity to

woman

!

And how, you may ask, is this to be done ? Most

simply. Ireland possesses wealth in soil— in fuel—in

minerals—in fisheries— in water-power— in short, in

all things fitted to bedeveloped by the great and won-

derful business capability, knowledge, and capital of

England ; but the latter has feared without just

reason— has been acted upon by groundless preju-

diced and dreads, so as to prevent that business

intercourse and mercantile enterprise, for which

Ireland offers such beneficial opening ; and she has

been left to herself, to anarchy, misrule, and neg-
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Icct until she hnn sunk into pauperism. In a

word, let England but embark a just portion of

her enterprise and capital, and talent in Ireland,

in place of seeking for opportunity to do so abroad.

In doing this, bIic will employ the people in useful

occupations highly profitable, and in proportion as

such be done will Ireland's poverty vanish, and

Great Britain's wealth increase. Ask for ihu ;
—

and that the peasant labourer shall be paid in money^

not potatoes. And ifyou askfrom your heart, you

you will sticceed.

Then, fair pleaders for my countrywomen I—then

your labours may cease—for even those who pos-

sess yoiur aflections do not, nor cannot, value them

more highly ; nor those who hold you in their

hearts do not love more truly, than the peasant

of Ireland. Your labours may cease—for it will

then be his labour of love to guard and protect

his own from insult and indignity. And as you

rest after your glorious victory, your pillow

mayhap will not even crease by the pressure of the

fair cheek upon it, so light and so sweet will be

the sleep to follow so kind and good a work.
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NOTB.

From Lbttim on the Condition or tme pKurLB or

Ireland.

By TuoMAt Campbell Kobter, Kto.

" Very much of the apathy and iudiffereiice which marks the

Iri^h labourer in hu country, may, I think, be traced to the fact

that he rarely handles money. His yesr's labour is often bought

with an acre of con-acre land for his {loutoes. For this he will

uAen work a whole year for a farmer, ' riding the dead bone,'

and wiping out his debt. He rarely feels the atimalus of present

reward, and he is unused to consider the relatife falue of money,

and how it can be best laid out. This may account for the

absurd value which he often attaches to the most trumpery

articles, and for the folly with which he often wastes money,

when he has it. In Galway I was assured that so Uttle do the

people know the commercial value of money, they are constantly

in the habit of pawning it. I was so incredulous of this, that

the gentleman who informed me, asked me to go with him to

any pawnbroker's to assure myself of the fact ; and I went with

him and another gentleman to a pawnbroker*8 shop kept by Mr.

Murray, in Galway. On asking the question, the shopman said

it was quite a common thing to have money pawned ; and he

produced a drawer containing a £\0 Bank of IreUnd note,

pawned six months ago for 10<. ; a 30<. Bank of Ireland note

pawned for li. ; a £\ Provincial Bank note, pawned for 6m. ;

and a guinea in gold of the reign of George III., pawned for

\5s. two months ago.*'— f>. 313, Second Editlnu.





THB

POTATO TRUCK SYSTEM OF IRELAND,

THK CAUSE OP HER PERIODICAL PAMIMs

It has been proved, by incontrovertible evidence

submitted to Parliament, that few things can be

more demoralizing, or detrimental to the labourer,

or more injurious to the employer, than " the truck

system^** or payment for labour in kind, in place

of money : and the most stringent laws have been

enacted to put the practice down in England. In

fact, public voice has condemned it, and it no

longer exists. Yet, that very system which at any

time was but partially acted upon in England, is in

use in Ireland to an extent which affects directly at

least four millions of its inhabitants, and indirectly,

perhaps the entire.

It is a fact which cannot be contradicted, that

the greater portion of the agricultural labourers of

Ireland, except in parts of the north, are paid for

their labour by the potato, or by land to raise it.
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The operation between tliem and the fanner is

simply thus :

The farmer engages his labourers from year to

year, giving them land to produce their potato

crop, and seed when n.ecessary, charging, in almost

every instance, a rent much beyond his own ; and

if a cottage be included, frequently in a similar

ratio. Against this, he credits the labourer's work,

keeping strict account of days and half-chnjSy as the

weather permits labour ; and once a year—perhaps

in some few instances, twice—the account is settled,

and the balance, either way, struck. Thus, ** the

truck syste^Hy' in its worst form, exists in Ireland,

and has so existed for ages.

In England, it gave to the labourer all kinds of

food suited to his station, and clothing if required.

In Ireland it gives but the potato ! In England,

settlements were given weekly, or monthly at

farthest. In Ireland, once a year ! In England,

it was but a partial evil, yet has been abolished by

general desire. In Ireland, it is an almost universal

one, but still continues !

It cannot be wondered, then, that the Irish la-

bourer is not that active and energetic workman at

home that he is abroad ; nor that he is indolent,

not only in appearance, but effect, when it is recol-

lected, he suffers continuously from ** the truck



system,** (in iu wornt shape,) which has beeo put

down with indignation by the voice of England,

has been proved before the Mouse of Commons,

and admitted by tlic employers themselves, to be

*' demoralizing" to the English labourer, who re-

ceived a variety of food, and twelve settlements in

the year;—when he^ the Irish labourer, receives

but the miserable potato, and one settlement in

twelve months.

Now, if gold be the legal tender to the English

labourer, upon what principle is the Irishman per-

mitted to be paid by the potato ? He is not less

the object of protection by the law, nor is he by

the pure spirit of the constitution. Yet, in this

instance, the same measure of right is not only

withheld from him, but by being so, he is placed

in that position which debars him from effort in

those cases of need which at times fall upon all

classes, and which all have a rigiit to bear up against

and overcome as best they can ; but which he cannot^

because the system holds him bound by its chains,

almost at the lowest depth of human endurance ;

and when the slightest additional evil comes, he is

irretrievably overwhelmed, and, as now proved,

dies from destitution. He has neither innate

power for further endurance, nor means of any

kind to make effort against the further evil ; and

b2
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while he thus paliently suffers, he is believed to be

reckless and indolent.

By the custom described, the potato lias beconne

the labour coin of the agricultural community. It

18, in fact, as much the currency which pays for

that description of labour in Ireland, as gold is in

England. The labourer receives it as payment for

that labour which produces grain and other crops

from the land ; and these being sold for money,

pay the landlord's rent. It is, therefore, the bond

fide representative of gold, unjustly permitted to

usurp its place ; and each blight which affects it,

reduces the labour currency in the exact ratio of

the extent of that blight, whatever it may be.

Hence the periodical scarcities and famines of

Ireland : because the labourer not being paid in

money, has nothing to fall back upon when the

potato fails. The representative of his money, and

his only food, have been made one and the same,

and the failure in one makes him bankrupt in all.

It is not solely because the potato food fails, but

because the potato coin fails too.

If the labourer's food in England, fail or become

scarce, he may be forced to purchase a higher grade

of food, and be therefore pinched and reduced in

the quantity, but still he can livcy for his wages are

paid in rnonov: but if the labourer's food iS Ireland



fail, or become scarce, he dies, or is half fttniislied ;

because the barbarous custom of making the |>otato

the labour coin of the country, deprives him of both

food and money together.

It cannot be* necessary to enlarge upon so self-

evident a fact i\i the evil of the ** truck system,**

even in its lightest form; but when it has heeu

permitted to extend itself until it affecU the lives of

ut least four millions of the community, it becomes

a question of the deepest interest to all. But to

those who know, and have seen the fearful fruits of

the system year after year, the sunshine of one

giving hope to the poor sufferers sufficient to bear

them up against the blights and miseries of the

other, until at ** one fell swoop** their hopes and

lives have fallen, sacrificed together— the interest

becomes a duty^ the wish a command, that all who

know the evil, shall disseminate its 5tit, and seek

to obliterate it for ever. For who will say it is

not a sin that we. permit the continuation of a

custom which entails death on hundreds, with their

sins uuthought of:—the father thinking of hia

children, not of himself or the judgment before

him—the children, untaught and unable to think

—

one and all dying, without thought^ by the most

fearful death on record—starvation ! Wlio will feel

justitied in not seeking, by every means, to end the

cause of such a fearful calamity ?



Had the peasant labourer been paid in money,

such scenes as now occur, making humanity shudder

and cry shame upon itself, could not have taken

place. The blight of the potato would not have

blighted the coin of the realm, which still wouhl

be in circulation as the safeguard of the poor ; and

although the Irishman would have been reduced in

his food, as the poor English labourer is now, he

would receive his weekly stipend, and not starve.

Reflection will prove, that so long as the practice

described be permitted to continue, so long will the

agricultural labouring class of Ireland, be subjected

to the same periodical ordeals. They, who cannot

alter the system, will still be the sacrifice. The truck

master may struggle on and live ;— still no more

than ** struggle," for the system is deeply injurious

to him ; but the trtick slave will die. He who is

innocent, is made to undergo the punishment of

death, for the crime which has been committed by

others ; while the whole community, the nation

itself, suffers in purse and heart by a practice for

which no justification can be offered.

The lowest sum which can be assumed, from the

Government and other authorities, as the money

value of the potato lost the last year in Ireland, is

£15,000,000. ; and there cannot be a question,

that at least £13,000,000. of that amount would

have represented money to the labourer of the
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land, and those dependent upon him. This being

the case, grain, or other farm produce, would

have been the result of that labour, at least to

a similar amount, after leaving a sufficiency for

the maintenance, &c., of the farmer, and which

£13,000,000. is about the rental of Ireland. In

other words, the payment of £13,000,000. worth of

potatoes^ as money, to the labourers of Ireland,

would have enabled the farmers to live, and sup-

port their families as usual ; and by disposing

of their surplus grain, &c. for cash, they could

have paid the landlord's rent. But inasmuch as

£13,000,000. of the labour com of the country

became extinct, a similar amount was deficient in

the current coin ; because the labour coiti^ not

being the current coin which could not become

extinct, a bona fide loss took place, to the amount

which the labour coin represented, so soon as it

failed. Whereas, had the labour coin and the

current coin been the same as gold, as it is in Eng-

land, it would have been still in existence, and

afloat to meet, or at least tend to lessen the calamity

caused by the* loss of so much food ; therefore, that

amount became deficient to the landlord ; for, the

overplus grain, &c., which would have produced

money to be transferred to him, was held back to

sup|)ly the deficiency of food to the farmer's family,
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&c., and to pay for the future labour of his land,

or was hoarded, in dread of future want.

Again, the food of the labourer, and the labour

coin, being permitted to be the same, the loss be-

comes, perhaps, double by its failure ; for food

must be purchased by money to supply the place of

that lost, so much gold being taken from the

coffers of the banks to make the purchases ; while

the rents, which should have reached tiie banks

through the landlords, are left, perhaps almost

entirely, unpaid ; therefore a deficiency to that

extent also arises in the usual money currency of

the country, and the cost of food must rise in pro-

portion to this double drain. Thus, not alone all

Ireland suffers; but the evil falls most unjustly on

the poor of England, who are made to pay, perhaps,

double for their food ; but it cannot be otherwise
;

for a custom such as this based on a positive wrong

committed upon above four millions of the in-

habitants of the general country, cannot but affect

and damage the remainder deeply.

In a financial point of view alone, this question

is one of deep interest to the country ; and when

the labours of the greatest statesmen of the day

have been so anxiously given to check the undue

use of money representatives, unless based on im-

perishable security, it may well be hoped that the
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potato, wliicli hat been blighted, even Aoiidti the

bloom of all things cite in summer, shall no longer

be permitted to be the " labour coin*' of Ireland.

Property the most tangible, even the rarest jewels,

cannot be legally tendered, in England, as a pay-

ment to the humblest in the land, for his labour or

a debt—nothing, in fact, but that which is deemed

not only *' the money of the world,'* but is in itself

imperishable— gold. But the poor Irish labourer

has been left the exception to the rule, and the most

perishable commodity known is made the repre-

sentative, /o him, of the most imperishable; directly

reversing, in Ireland, the established principle of

monetary check, and thereby, not only producing

the heart-rending scenes of misery which she oc-

casionally exhibits, but, in truth, changing by its

effects, the whole monetary system of the country :

for it cannot be doubted, that whatever causes an

outdraught of gold, beyond the usual trading ex-

ports, deranges the pecuniary circulation at large.

It is plain, that precisely in the ratio of the extinction

of a low grade of food improperly made to represent

money, will be the derangement of the circulating

medium ; for that food must be replaced either by

the use of food of a higher grade, purchased at a

higher price, or by substituting food bought of

another countr^^
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For example:—the loss of the potato in Ireland

obliges the supply of a higher description of food,

grain, &c. : this, therefore, withholds from England

that which she has hitherto received, and in addi-

tion, she is obliged to send large quantities of her

own grain, &c. to feed the starving. She must,

therefore, in order to meet the general deficiency,

import food largely, and cannot increase her trade

at once, so as to balance this comparatively sudden

demand. Gold, of necessity, becomes the medium

of payment, and in proportion as it leaves the

country, so must all the operations of trade and

enterprise be lessened and cramped. And, that

every recurrence of the blight of the potato, so long

as it is permitted to be the "labour coin" of the

country, will produce the same effect, there cannot

be a question.

In England the labour currency of the country is

bullion, as there is no note circulated under £5.

and there is always as much of actual gold and

silver afloat from day to day, week to week, and

year to year, as pays every labouring man his

wages. The general amount is never withdrawn

from that use. In Ireland, it is a fact, that

money, in almost any shape does not circulate

amongst many of its agricultural labourers;

and taking the country at large, it may be fairly
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attained that there in no general circulaliiig

agricultural labour medium, that it, no money

provided from the bankt, from week to week, to

pay the labourer. Hence, one caute of the erer

apparent poverty with which Ireland it taunted.

Money it, in truth, not to be found amongtt the

lower clatt in almost any part of the country

;

and its value it to little known or understood in

contequence of its total disuse, that it is no uncom-

mon thing for a peasant who becomes pottetted of

a banA note to pledge it at a pawnbroker*t for to

many shillings as he may want, and pay interest on

the loan. On this point I refer to the extract

annexed, from the work ofThomas Campbell Foster,

Esq., so deservedly well known at the ** Timet

Commissioner;" and in doing to I thould not

render him justice if I did not, as an Irishman,

knowing my country's woes, and wants, and failings,

say that he has written more truths rospectinj^ Ire-

land than all who have published on the subject

;

although I cannot submit to the entire, nor admit,

if he even assume it, that the peasant is dishonest,

or indolent, from desike. He is indolent from the

cause herein stated, namely, he is not paid, like all

other labourers, by money for his labour.

But the evil of this system does not end here.

To it may be ascribed the want of successful
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culture, &c. by many of the srrmll farmers of Ire-

land, not to the presumed ills of the small farmers

themselves, of which Lord John Russell so judi-

ciously proves the real value, by facts which cannot

be gainsaid, namely, the comfort and independence

of the northern farmer ; who rarely, if at all, prac-

tises the potato truck system. In the other parts

of Ireland it tends mainly to produce the evil of

farms being taken by those who have not sufficient

capital to cultivate them. If the petty farmer

knew that, on taking a farm, he should pay his

labourers in cash weekly, he neither would, nor

could, attempt the culture as he now does. The

man who should be a labourer in place of the

holder of land, inasmuch as he has not enough

capital to cultivate it,—having, perhaps, some few

pounds to begin with— seeks unceasingly {or afarm ;

and once in possession becames a sure mark to the

parish usurer, who lends him seed, and potatoes for

his labourers, till the crops come round. How to

be paid back ? Bi/ two or three times the measure

lent ! Thus he begins his farming by paying,

perhaps, 200 per cent, for his loan, saying to him-

self, *' Once I get over the first year I'll have

plenty of seed, and everything for the next,'* because

he knows he has not to pay his labourers. But his

first years drain is rarely if ever overcome. And
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how can it ?—for the labourers work upon trucks

yielding him perliapn but half the value they other*

wise would ; while his usurer gets a treble payment.

And when rent day comes, perhaps all the grain

and stock he has is sacrificed, because, the rent

being paid, he knows he has the usurer's assistance

again, and his labourers' time for the year to come.

Tiius he proceeds to ruin. The obligation, alone, of

paying money weekly to the labourer would check

the evil.

But, in any way it can be viewed, the practice is

inexcusable, particularly existing as it does to tlie

extent pointed ont. All classes suffer from the

original injustice of the system, and the unfortunate

labourer, who suffers most in person, is also stamped

through its effects, with the name of ** indolent,"

which he but in few instances deserves, if treated

like another man.

Then who suffers most after him? Strange to

say it is the landlordSy-^-yei they are in no wise

blameable for the practice. It has been handed

down for ages amongst the farming class, or land-

holders, who are in this respect perfectly beyond

the reach of the landlord. Yet it is he who suffers

most in purse when a calamity like the present falls

upon the country, because it is evident that the

general number of farmers, being small holders,
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cannot pay their rents, their labour capital being

lost, and with it a principal portion of the usual

food of their families. If, therefore, they pay, they

cannot cultivate their ground, and in many and

many instances they are unaqle to do either. Here,

then, the loss falls with double weight upon that

class, the landlords, who have been considered to

feel the calamity least ; and when it is recollected

that the general property of Ireland is encumbered

to about two-thirds of its entire rental, it may well

be conceived how unenviable is the position of those

who, receiving no rent, may be forced to pay the

yearly interest on the incumbrance and still uphold

their rank and position in society.

And all this grievous evil may be traced back to

the one cd^use—the potato truck system.

Had the labourer of Ireland been paid in money

in place of the potato, there would have been

a labour capital, in money, constantly and con-

tinuously afloat, and whixjh nothing could with-

draw from the country but a lessening of the labour
;

which need not be apprehended in the ordinary

course of events, for money payment to labour

disseminates money to all. From that source it

must circulate and benefit all, creating new necessity

for labour, and rising as surely as the vital fluid

rises from the foot to the heart, renewing life and
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Tigour in its progrett. Then, had money been the

wages of the agricultural labourer, to AtM it roust

have ooroe coutinuously, to give food to those who

had the money ; and, as Ati labour erfa/0c/ new value,

so would the payment to him create new capital

amongst that class with whom he dealt for the

supply of his wants, mayhap, his humble luxuries.

Thus, the labourer being justly dealt with, would

have rendered justice to others, and distributed for

the general good a// that reached his hands— for he

is no hoarder—every shilling that comes to him does

good to some one else, perhaps to many. Why,

then, should money wages be withheld from him who

confers so much bene6t by its outlay, and who

receives so vital a wrong by its non-payment ?

But, I beg the question, England has abolished

the truck system, and given to her labourer the

right of the lord, to be paid in money,—her voice

will be the same as to Ireland. Custom and its

prejudices may seek to uphold the wrong, but the

facts already on record and before the leaders of

the nation, stamp the practice as a crying evil, and

to permit its continuance amongst those whose

habits England so strongly condemns, would be to

unjustly entail the evil and the condemnation ; and

still make that class, though guiltless, suffer the

most fearful penalties.
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Protected, paid, and kindly led, the Irish peasant

may now be made the willing, zealous, and con-

tented workman. Left to the ills which have

hitherto assailed him, and from which he cannot

emancipate himself; he will sink still lower than he

is, and become the shame of those who might have

saved him. The first step is

—

Money Payment

FOR HIS Labour.

JASPER W. ROGERS.

Nottiptfham-street, Dublin.

NORMAN AND SHCN, PRfNTIIU, MAIDEN LANK, COVCNT OAkDKN.
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THE PROFITS,
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IIND— THB RKMAINUBR TO TUB PROPRIKTARY.
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Menbrra should be in poncasion of tho beat practSeal InfonnatioB to ^^'-^ •^"
have accoM on the nubject of Irtah diatreaa. and the meana of reli«

I, wairn will, i% ib t-vib»ut, wv^^voav •* VHW • |*lW««UWrH» mibmwi ••

we would call attention to a troatiae iost pahliahed ia m conpact and
»nt form by Mr. Jasper Rogcra, of DobOa. Mr. Bomb ealMo apoa tho

in a spiHt of diaint*" •'I'^i"'-** >riaoai to be mot with la dhgnblHoai of

have acceaa on the subject

diatreaa, wbieh will, it is ceitain, bccooie at oace a prominent i

Ration, we would call attention to a trea^ jnst
convenient
inquiry in a spiHt
thia doBcription, and the % r are but the more oatitlod to iwlleo

inaamuch aa he ia more fai. affidra and the aacfltiaa of Irelaad

than perhapa almost any otiur autiiunty that eouid be aamtd.**—asmlag
Voat, January 10, 1847.—City Article.

** * Next to elcemoeynary aid periodically ridded to a people, la,' eaya Mr. Jaaper

Rogers, who haa just published aa excellent pamphlet oa the aobject, * that of

teradaahlo pahlie worka aa a means ' — menL* TUa writer eoatcada that

tho earryiac oat of aay measure wti t-rely to tho '
-•-«.-

people, without maVinii that employii. !ue fhmi tho

of the land is Ir ole itepend* reAiIly

and with rea»' ry pound »; knit b ao nuMh loaa to the

coin ic uuco he hold « linarfly adopted la tiaMo of

sen; iigpobUeanbaer:; i[e would teach hbcoaatry«
tn. \y upon the goo<l u^ and their owa ladastry

;

n to a new.

I

. he woald bewia by at oace
II the boR* untry. by task work, (with

-ure.) la eattiac torf for

Ihld, October SS, l84«.-Uodia|i

taat to the Mends of

In! Qoral It was
well said by ih« K*<1 o( IUsmJ iW; w iu<utoU * rtpmdueUiM
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-' ' •» -tr In the very able and scientific pamphlet
plificji ihU principle, and show* hi« conntrymcn the

\rn the Burf.irr of Irehnd presents for thr trouble of

> fcajiilde, ai
'

" ion,

!»cy have i • •

.
1 >n(l pr.iLi. - . .1 1 the

l„,tj V it in the Hnnthy and the inin hmcUtng huuscs.'

M- nth, that * the rxcclknce of forciffti iron and U$
u'tth EngUthy it solely owinfi to

liarcoaU Iron, whether
"- • ....^...K...K>..,,M0f

iroi. '^^}

the r
''-*4'

and therefore approxiiuaies to tht- ualuxc of slccl.' Mr. 1: .ogi-

tion ....»* most important to this country, which has no mean t of

compotinL: ' '' Vnrth of Europe, in so essential manufacture- i... «i^^

become m —our marhinerj' m')rc light, firm, and durable To
find reproc .ur on the largest and most efficacious scale was the groat

problem which the government and the Irish aristocracy had to solve; and it is

oompletelv done by the author of this pamphlet."—Morning AdvertUer,
Nov. 2, 1»46.—Leading Article.

*• Mr. Rogers, of whose pamphlet on the means lipr the permanent and profit-

able employment of the Irisn peasantry, without ultimate cost to the land, or the
nation, we had lately occasion to speak in favourable terms, observes that— ' To
our own habits, and the system of paying for labour in kind, that is by the potato,

we owe the present evil ; but it cannot be denied it has descended to us for ages,

and custom has hidden its error* But as agricultural labour will not
employ the whole population, Mr. llogers' suggestion, to make peat-charcoal from
the surface of the bogs, both for manure and smelling ores, merits early consider-

ation. The latter being superior to pit-conl, would become a valuable article of

commerce, as well as a source of profitable industry. . . . We have before mentioned,
that the superiority of Swedish orer English iron arises from the charcoal fires

employed in the smelting of the former—but ours is deteriorated by the coal fires.

We are, therefore, obliged to import iron for cutlery, and the better kind of

machinery, although there arc millions of acres covered with peat. On this

ftooount we are anxious that the means of government should be engaged in

creating an employment at once profitable to both labourer and master, and
presenting many commercial advantages."— Ibid, London, Nov. 26. 1W6.—
Leading Article.

" Among the suggestions for the regeneration and permanent relief of Ireland,

none appears to be more deserving of public consideration than the proposal of

Mr. Jasper W, Rogers, to make the surface of the bogs available to apiculture
and manufactures The subject is interesting to us nationally, m a most
important r,^iucx Our iron ships are useless in war, splintciing when struck by
shots, an : < >f foundering upon receiving concussions, that would scarcely
afleet an m . . . . On thi«< suhjret, Mr Rogers, who is a rivil ent^neer,
and * iks—'The evil 6ii t the
wh' lut to sav, entin one
cau-L „ . ^. ^ -., .. ^rcous fuel,' have
already stated and extracted, must convince everv one .... Thus, while wc should
benefit ourselves in a most essential respect, we should find immediate, permanent,
xmd profitable emplojrment for the people of Ir(' v species of

commerce, and. at the same time, be continuallj lilc ground
for agricultural purposes."—Ibid, January 23', 1

' ;c.

"Among the various su^rgcstions for meeting the present crisis in Ireland, Mr.
Jasper BoKers has p ne which hf ! not only improve the
condition of the pe.i - be of para . to the ironmasters,
manufaet'«-«— -"' .^.., ,...»..j,is of K^"' . .. .v .i...k chiefly to the adoption
of peat ;i ircoal as a fuel ai . In a commercial point of view
even th* i tainlj appears to < ution. If capital were applied to

the preparation of peat, it could be ufctd, liot only for household, but likewise for

manufacturing purposes, steam boilers, ^c, and, converted into charcoal, would



onxioxs or me rntan. fx

Um AmI a^a* frMi wood. HXkf a^tttl fai ^«Hif, mU
o# llM cMt A« a HvrtiUwr th* vaIm of pMt-ckmd b mv

OTtaiMMa OS tlM hlgliMl authority, for it U Uctiaf la Ha aCwi tad Ma«al la

tkira auald ba a ooaaaaiptftoa of flv ftflH*ra loas of aoal aaaaaUr wWA 9&^tk
baaanlUd at 4a. M. pot ion. whil* tho aTwaao coat of aoal tlvoaaWat IrtlHiA

Sia. por loa/'-Tka Sma. Jaaaaryl3. 1M7 -Oljr Af^.

** Wa havabioa attraetad by thia panphlat. in rnnaaqataea oTlha valaabl* l _ „
U aoataiaa wipooHng tha asa of paatHsharcoal aa a t&nOkmr Oa tkla aolat
Mr. Bofara rwaaoaa alaazlr, and wo rvfvr oor raadtra to p^M 60. Ac, fcr fan
lalaiatlTai Iketa. But the main oMaec b to polat oat a OMida to tanlay.
lawatlftly, tba paaaaatry of IrrlanO, partietilarly at lUa amDrat. wWa iharartbi
atlalaaritarTatloa We crrtamly hava aavar bad tha tradi a^tom bac«a«i
laadloid aad labotoar in Ireland ao rlearir ahowa. It to in tratb a aMit
MfbtAU aobjaet plainly deflaad ; and tha fkcta ara aiven witli that powar aad
tnrthftilaaaa whiehproea the Intiauta kaowladfa of the author with bto t«Me«« **

—Mask &Uia byiMS, Oct. 6, 1IM6 —Laadlaf Artiela.

** A anork of maeh iataraat aad iafDnaalkm haa eoaaa aaaar oar aaucw, wotra
«a paitioalarlj raeoaunond to tha Biraial of oar raadara, aa aoatalafaM Mallar
awMlfal la tba iataraat of tht brang alaaa oa tha aakjaet of Praf Pilariiaf at
a ganonl AKtiUatr of axtraordiBarT nrtaaa aad power.
^« Wa tlMald dothaaatborfaQaaaeolfwa did not mv that ha haa aahlbilad Ihata

af tha atawal Talaa to tha afrrlrtthura) I'ommnnity, and that tha inlafaatlaioif I

aaeata dataOad raapactiaa t

!

r pUnu, by charcoal, opaaa a wldaMiihr'*' **"
^iie truly admirablaaaaodatioa for aarrylM

tne Dtii aad rtcalationa for whtdi ara oot ftwth ia tha
; appraprktala darfgaatad ^Tkt IriMh AmMmwUm Aa^,' will

' ba in operation, aot alaoa on aoeount of tha BafUah fcnaar, bat that
aoBw portion of * reahiag laiaery which hanfpi upoa anibrtaaala IraUad
nay ba alleriatr : t hare can bono doubt, that aa a BMrcaaUlaapeealatiott
alooa it will commana Burrrsa."

—
^IMA. February 1, 1847.—Barkw

" V' \vf baan attracted by thia panphlat, ia aaaaaqaanaa o^ tar Tuumbia
•ntalaa raapaeting the uae of poat-aharooal aa a ibrtiliair . . . . Oa thia
Itogara raaaoaa clearly, and wa ratar aar raadwa to pagaa dO, Aa., 9m

very i&urcating (kota But tha main oMNt to to paiat oat a aaoda la aa^plaf,
lucratiTely, the peaaantry of Ireland, partioaiarly at Ihto OMMMat, wbaa tbay asa
in a aUte of atanration .... We cartainly hat* aarcr had tha tradt iialaai ba-
twaan landlord and labourer in Ireland ao clearlv ahown It to in truth a
moat fKahtfU aubiect plainly drflned ; and the lacU ara givaa with that powav
and trnthfiihiaaa which prova tha intinuUa kaowlcdga of the aathar whh hto tah*
ject."-IVU, Octobers. 184«.—Laadiag Article.

"Wa direct the attaatioa of
with tha making, or

Jasper W. Bogera. C B.
moae for the permanent
IreUnd. It containa mora tataraaHag
country, and tha oaaaaa of tha aiito«y

wa hare met with oa tha aul^cat Itaba poiali <

means for prerenting tha avil la Artara. bvanplv
generally throughout tha ootmtry, of iWnmk Uldt af IkiiL i

diitricu, which, it appear*, occnpy S,000,000 aorta, aal of 30,000,000, tha whala
arra of Ireland.

" That thia f^el is of tha highest raloe, thera cannot ba a jtMotioa s and it b
acarealy poaaibb to eoneeiT*, that so TalaabU a
bit aajwodacUfa ia tha eouatry. It b elaarly of tba alaMtl aoaaif
9fnrT\\ luanufActwiag purpoaca ; and to tha {roa*maalan of BaglaadJt '

«o long sought for—namelr, a f^cl, whiah wiu aaabU thcai la
r as good, if not better. Iron than the beat foraifa "—

'

Mining Journal, Oct. 31, l»4«.—LaadiagArticb.
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**It I* CTidrnt from thr-,< i;i( t->, T:i..' •
• •- >

.

i

,irit.j ;

and, therefore, j>< .it-rliartoal cm, w • .re u8

wood-charcoal. I ho ironniastcr of I . i .. i h -. . i . j>; tcich,

that which will enable turn ctfcctually to compete with funit^u iruu, and drive it

totallr f^om our market.
"We muat not conclude onr •— r-* «^ --^ .*r-:..„ „„r meed of

praiae to Mr. Hogera, for the t : is valuable

publication. We are !:ati>f1r I uul will be

greatly benefited b^ . while- Iitlumi will be helped out

of her miaery br th< i>ital. The detail for earryin^ the

meaaure into effect .s. o...^, .1 .vUhout any risk, while the returns

anpear to be more than ample—in fact, the whole proposition exhibits the result

of careful inveatigation, guided bv evidently dorp thought and intellect, and a
thorough knowle^e of the evils of Ireland, as v< ipabilities.

*' We shall return to tliis very interesting su' ., we arc hapny to find,

occupies the attention of somany of our contLi.., , us well in rrance as

England. Its merits cannot be too widely disseminated."—Wining Journal,
Dec. 6, 1846 —Leading Article.

•* We have already drawn the attention of our readers to a very valuable

proposition, published by Mr. Jasper Ho.<er8, of Dublin, for converting the
bog and peat-lands of Ireland into a profitable and useful fuel, as well in the

form of dried peat as charcoal, which, we have nhown, can be mai'.e equally

eligible in any way as wood-charcoal, for the purposes of smelting and manu-
facturing iron.' We shall conclude our present obRcrvations, by drawing
attention to the proposition for establishing the Irish Amelioration Society,

and the concluding appeal for the Irish peasantry. They ure questiouji of

deep interest at the present moment As a mercantile meaKure alone it

commands success Upon the whole, we cannot but wish it that success
which it richly deserves, as a measure of great and lasting good to the country,
and which reflects the highest credit on the head and heart of its most able author
and promoter."—Ibid, January 30, 11*47.—Leading Article.

"
' The people of Ireland,' says a native writer, ' may be said to be like a listless

fanner, who, possessing a rich and fruitful meadow, lets it run to waste, while he
mtrchaaea hay for his cattle; and this but faintly portrays the reality. It is not
In one degree that they suffer from that listlessness. but in many ; the ramifica-

tions of the evil extcndmg from its first grasp upon the very poor, until it reaches,

by its touch, even the very rich.'
*' Mr. Rogers, from whose valuable pamphlet the preceding passage is extracted,

entertains views very similar to those we have expressed, both m referenre to

symbolic money and the cultivation of the bogs of Ireland ; but he has brought
forward a subject, hitherto unnoticed by us, and which merits every attention.

This gentleman proposes to turn to account the covering of the bogs, consisting

of peat, which he recommends being converted into turf charcoal. This covering
removed, and applied to manufacturing and agricultural uses, we might proceed
to the substratum, which is always a fine marly soil, eminently fitted for cultiva-

tion. Thus the plan of Mr. Rogers is auxiliary to our own, and instead of one
aouroe of wealth, two are exhibited.

'' T ' '
:

r ofil may be denominated the ' natural fuel' of Ireland. It abounds,
an' ' use it is leas costly and ir.ore valuable than coal, because it is free

trc , the action of whose vapour deprives iron of some portion of its

malleability, and subjects it to crack in forging, and to break from even a slight

concussion. The superiority of Swedish over Enslish iron is attributed to the
employment of turf or wood charcoal * . k. .

.
xt- i> _ .1^ •

f turf,

on the bog side, is Z$. 9d. per ton, an r- ton
of charcoaL We must refer to his }• . very
clearly show tliat a large number of jjcri»uiis Uii;;ht be ;<pro-

ductivelv employed in preparing peat fuel for household ite of
coal ana charcoal for iron works, and as a fertilizer of the s... , .,. ,,, ,,irs, of

themselves lucrative, would of course facilitate the reclamation of the bogs,

and prepare them for systematic culture."—Douglas Jerxold's Newspaper,
Oct. 1846.—Leading ArUcle.

"Turf CHARCoaL as a Manure.—Emplotment of the Irish Labourer.—
And the value of well prepared turf-charcoal is not confined to agriculture.

Mr. Rogers, in a work just publixhed, which we commend to the perusal of the



oriJdoxM or TUB ruw. li

oTItilMU^Iwii faUypfwr^d lu valiM lot tiM M* •# ihakmmtm^
r For •itlMr, UMc«inff«, iIm gitoiHiri ar iW kim Tinifciiniii

«rUm Uttiltd Kiariom, Umypiarioa of«kM«o«l tnm tarf««w •• o^bv u ii«
ptMUMlry"^ |.^u».i .» i.r«« -i^y of r«minMrallttkbo«f: tk«ra b iMppOj Im, •
Twy ana o«Ud to lol Ui» tnj— of t^ mtautSm nt %kk»

"WblWvoahoald dhcoMagt ly^y-pltd, tiotoMiy tlworkf ofwko^i,
wo not few mokimr thrlr aDoearanr« ftt Drc*mi~«ko bofO m wiUi iMr<
•BdiMtod poiiMea^ '>afht to wokomo vitk

i

tlM MTioo of on lu .

of lib VBiuaoir iiiur, lanuur,
r of tho pomphlM bdbro m, km

IT, »nu —t—ky to tW <iMOWJ ofOM^
of tht coaamoo of Mo dfatfiwrt fcWBW iiimIijwm. V iko

hod Bot provioMly oiraotod otu •ttmuoti.btf iit«ic nirrlU of Mr. Rocon* ArooAaro I

th<- ' '<! coDtmu MT« booa eonvonod bj tho MoBviito )

Jr> I wsrAPBR. and othorlaflttoatiol jotmwb, eould u
oiu ttuiice \Vt oro glad that thk work hao osdtod ao niooh dm
olhor iido of tho rhonnol Thcro b o vost qooatity of

'

potnyhkt, whieh ohoold bo ooaooltod hj tho toteoman and philiBllroimt- Tte
osrtroeto wo hovo gHoa ooc forth briefljr tho nuin poinU of Mr. Ronro' plaa.
Tho dotoOo of It miiot bo oought for bi tho work itoolf, whkh to wdl worthy
ofboiavotadkdalthtoJttBoturt."—WmM^OoLSI, l$M.~BoTiow.

^
** Wo hovo boon fovoared with a pamphlet hj Jaaprr W. Bomio, Boq., C.B^wkkk

wo roeoomoad to tho carofol poraool of ororr oao tatoreolod la tho proai orttr "ad
wUttf of thioaaatry, by aarfol uaployl for tho aooplo, oad ptoitoblo oyaBm
tion of thob bboor. Mr. Boson dtoorfoo woU of tho eoaatiy. wkooo ahaaw U
will br. if ho deoo aot moot that oaeoarogoaMat oad rapport to whkh hb gnot
talent and antiriag sool oo Mly oatitio Ma.'*—yiMTiaw* <anttt. OoT. 17.
lM6.-RoTlow.

** In a pamphlet which baa jnat rooehod na, oad to whfeh wo hootoa to dboct
tho aotioe of our readers, Mr. Jaspor W. Rocera haa propoaod oaeh a ochoao.
Ub propooition b to form an * Irbh Amelioration Society/ wbkh ahall caupby bo
Auido la tho OMUinfoetaro of pool-fuol aad poofe-ohareoal, tho oarpfaM praito voaiia tho OMUinfoetaro of pool-fuol aad poofe-ohareoal, tho oorafaM praito voai
whleh(aadthoyoioooafldoaUyootimotcdotavorThbhrate) ohott bo dovotod to

ablbhaMat throochoat Irolaad of plaooo mt wiportfaig aoolU aad oalor>throoci
tofadag general information.
" It b a fact abo that rharcoal-dust b of great valoo aa a laoanre Wo

recommend thb pamphlet as worthy the attention of all fVirnds of IrrbBd
Tho pamphlet eoatalns much intoieating information on bog coltiTatioa, poat-
charoool o« manure, Ac."—aasAa&an Ohvoniola, Fcbnian C, I9t7.—Lemi-
lag Article.

•< A fow Bwatho ainoo, Mr. Jatper Bogoro, C.E., drew the aiimtwo ot wc dqoim
to tho hnpff—Ti^ of tnrf or peat-charcoal aa a manure, aad ao aftrdiat bandoaoo
of foaraaoratifa oaiployaieBt to tho uaemploTed poor of Irriuid. After Ihb
pobliaUioB, the Boyal Agrieultural Socbty of Bagkad oftrcd a prmaium of
tweaty aororolgao^ tor the beat cooay oa peat<harooal oo a auaaro and withia
tho toot BMath, Mr. Rogora ha^* r>..>.i:-).'w« aaother work aa tho aaaM faapoctaat

oalijeot, oad eopedally oa the > rf^karoool to iroa*

recommead to tho early aotice - lan^ * *

Macnalaai Loadoo, Not. 1, I&IO.—llcuew.

" Mr. Roger* boo f^^^rre^ invaluable oerrloo .... by ahowinc how poramaoat
and reproductive em

;

;tU for the Iriah peaaantry, simply In the rtclaam-
tion of bog^landa, i>: .land haa milUona of acrroi » cuttiM tarf for

foal, ami ia Ito preparation ai»o, in tho ahape of tarf-charoool, oaaal for all baa
aioaufootariag purpoooo to wood-charcool : and ftaolly, tho oitioiwdtaaty fortlliiiaf

propertioa of poat-ooko, whoa pulTeriied and appUed to the land, ia otfaaaliHag

and Increaoiag togetaUoa.'*—Vortli London Mlacallany, Oct. 181ft.—
RcTiew.

*• Cmmprmttd Pmi CAareoal.—Mr. Jaaper W. Bofotn propeooi to eat ap tho
peaty auporotratam of tho Irbh bog-laad lato aortloaao, aab;^ theoo to

hydraulic or other proooaro, aad thoa eoarort them faito ckareoal ; thao
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rmploycDtnt to '

, ]>ui{iosck, and nfTord-

in? the mcanK nt lo thai of Swuden.
Tiirf, too. at .5n. .. ... , ^ a. .. ^* i>v>;Uh coal at 10«. a ton."—
The Buildev.

*• Overcoming an excusable reluct;i \inter new trials of patience, we
re moat agreeably surprised to ftnd a njcct for amclioratiug the condi-

tion of all oUaaet of Irishmen, mod«.»w, ... ;....t J b^' a man of practical science,

perfectly eoBYenant with all the branches of his subject. The talent and research

dispiarrrt by Mr. Roffert in his former publication, arc here extended and ampli-

fied
'

H noes from the general statement of facts, which before were con-
rini \v demonstrated with precision and energy ; and the conclusion is

irrcj>.....w._, iwucd upon the mind, that it is not only possible to elevate the un-

happy peasantry of the sister kingdom in the scale of civilization; and with ease,

unattended by risk of peeimiary sacrifice, to render Ireland a profitable member of

the empire, but that it will be nothing short of ii/ any longer to neglect

seizing the advantages which nature herself ofi'cr raf hand.
*' It is clearly proved in this pamphlet, from th< liable date of existing

facts readily verified, that everything necessary ma^ be accomplished by a society

wi th a capital small in comparison with the magnitude of the enterprise and the

national advantages resulting from the work. We confidently recommend the

subject for consioeration, as offering commercial and industrial advniita^cs ex-

tremely desirable to the patriot and inestimable to the philanthropist."—Mons
Sacer.

" We strongly recommend this little volume to our readers, as opening up a very

clear and certain way to the extinction of the evils of Irclahd. It points out the

natural wealth of Ireland as a source of profit to English capitalists; and espe-

cially its peat bogs, as one of the most certain sources of profitable speculation in

the United Kingdom. The value of this enormous storehouse of peat, which
Ireland is, is made obvious by the plainest calculations ; it is, moreover, shown
that when this peat is removed, the ground is ready to produce the richest crops

;

and, lastly, that the Irish people, if employed for money wages, will work as hard
as anybody can desire. Mr. Rogers shows that the poor peasantry have been
paid, not in money, but by a patch of potato-ground, at a high nominal rent : and
that thus the truck-systeni has been in constant operation throughout Ireland in its

very wont shape. I'rom personal knowledge of these facts, we can and do moHt
earnestly recommend Mr. Rogers's work to general attention."— Howlti's
Journal.

" Mr. Rogers, in the pamphlet which we name to our readers, has collected scien*

tific and economic facts regarding the natural resources of Ireland, and the ill-

management of the Irish, national and personal, of great importance ; and would
render them effectual to his great purpose. He is not more the censor, however,
than he is the apologist for his countrymen He but seeks their amend-
ment for the future He developcs a scheme readily compatible with the

present undertakings of government, which would do much to improve the value

of the soil Mr. Rogers has the merit of presenting a work, which is eligible

on both a public and pnvate account and which secures immediately the most
general emplojrment of the peasantrv The talented writer, also, proposes
to /»r«#en/ for the 'employment of the peasantry to cultivate the land by spade
labour.' "—Pleadings for the Poor, London, Oct. 24, 1846, —Review.

" Mr. Rogers' humane thoughtfulness has gone beyond the bounds to which we
have yet advanced, and has wrought out a scheme for the relief of a more (and
always a) necessitous class Mr. R. has prepared full, and it would seem,
essilr practicable details f'" i of the scheme.

*• Moreover, Mr. R, ha.s 't of the principal unimproved natural

resources of his coimtry st ....... ^.... , <..K>iig a new course to be taken bygovem-
anent, and to be aided by the body of the people, for the givmg the benefit to

unoccupied industry, and n benefit tn national society throughout all its ranks.
Now, u ,»t these meritorious propositions,

which we have i by the state, and that God may
Ue&s the tise ol '....:... Ibid, ... . . licriew.
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EMPLOYMENT OF THE IRISH

PEASANTRY.

How to ameliorate the condition of the peasantry of

Ireland has lon^ been a question of the deepest inte-

rest. Hitherto every effort has failed to place them in

that position, which, as a portion of the ** labour medium"

of a great country, they are entitled to hold ; and it is

deemed a paradox that the sister of England should

perio<lically sink almost to destitution ; that she^ who

should be one and the same—whose life-stream flows

almost in equal veins, and which has been shed equally

all over the world—who is, and ought to be, in very

truth, England's SisleVt occasionally starves.

Wierelies the fault? Is it solely with England? No:it

is chiefly with Ireland herself; because she has not used

as she ought, those gifts which nature has given for her

advancement and good. She possesses all the attributes

of commercial greatness which England enjoys : but

the latter uses them for their purposes, brings them

forth to perform the ends intended by their Creator

;

while the former forgets them, and forgets her own ad-

vanromcnt.

Ireland is ricli in almost all product luns of the

*';»rf!.. She has lead, highly in^pn»gnuted with silver:
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iron, pure in quality; copptT, rich and productive; and

marble in abundance, of briglit and varied hue. Slate

spreads itself in various districts: coal is within reach

of capital generally tiiroughout the island ; in short,

all that England justly boasts of, Ireland possesses;

and even gold sparkles in sight of Dublin. All

these lie within reach of scientific effort, if but suffi-

cient capital and proper enterprise be applied to produce

them ; and they may be brought to equal profit, the

same means being applied which England applies

in like circumstances. But the want of confidence

which she feels towards Ireland, and the fears which

have existed as to the safety of property embarked there

have prevented such outlay, by England, on the mines

of Ireland as might have been made profitable ; and

therefore they are but partially made available by a

comparatively small amount of native capital.

Still, although such riches are embedded in the soil,

needing enterprise to draw them forth, there lies ex-

posed and open on the very surface, that which, alone,

would not only give wealth to Ireland, but yield to

England advantages which she cannot otherwise ob-

tain. One would impart to the other its individual

good, to make both the more happy and bound toge-

ther by ties of mutual obligation. Rivalry could not

exist, because the produce of Ireland, in this instance,

would add to, not take from, the produce of Eng-

land. Ireland's soil would enrich that of England

;

would advantage, infinitely, her general manufactures,

making her greater even than she is in her mechanism,

and no longer dependent on other countries for that
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inp^eniiity, the wonder-working capability of her peo-

ple, she converts into articles, varying in their worth

from 500 to 60,000 times their original value.* This

she cannot now do with her aum iran; but aided by the

fuel of Ireland she can ; and thus at once become inde-

|)cndcnt of all foreign countries for her future supply.

The hog-land of Ireland is capable of l>cing con-

verted into a singularly advantageous fuel for gcnerul

and manufacturing purposes, called peat or turf; which

also possesses great powersof fertilization, when properly

prepared and applied, for the purposes of agriculture.

This bog extends to about 3.000,000 acres, while the

whole of Ireland is but 20,000,000 ; and it is scry ge-

nenilly spread over the entire country, varying from four

to forty feet deep ; the substratum generally being

rich marly soil, possessing, when cleared from the peat,

all the advantages desirable for profitable cultivation,

without the natural inclination, when attempted to be

otherwise reclaimed, of relapsing into unproductive-

ness.! Thus the land will be made permanently valua-

ble, while in doing so, a natural production of the soil

will yield large proBt by its sale. Its quantity is almoat

inexhaustible ; and the value, commercially, will be

seen by the statement, page 25, to be very considerable.

To raise this most valuable commodity from the

surface of the land, and convert it into a fuel and

fertilizer for the purposes stated, is the leading object

* Balance-springs of watche»— JC 1 worth of Sfredish iron con-

rertod into this article is worth £50,000.

f S<H» Note un reclamation uf bog-land.
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of " The Irish Amelioration Societj/,'' so far as a com-

mercial undertaking; which will yield considerable

profit. Its next, perhaps it should be said, its firsts

is the employment of the overplus labourinj;' poor;

so as to give them certain food and shelter, and rescue

them from the chance even, of a similar calamity to

the present fearful famine.

Its final hope is to improve and ameliorate their

condition, giving to themselves the culture of a por-

tion of the lands they reclaim ; and thus to make them

the happy hands of that great body which, it should

be recollected, must always owe its greatness to the

labour of the poor in peace, as well as to their blood

in war.

That such objects will command the support of

the people of England, those who advocate this

raeasun; doubt not. But Ireland's evils have been

want of enterprise and steadiness, and in seeking

aid now, from those who have advanced themselves

by the exhibition of these virtues, she will ask it

only as a trader—for mutual good; and will give to

England value which she cannot otherwise obtain,

taking from her in return capital for future enter-

prise, the profits of which will flow back again, to

create more and more for both, and bind them the

more firmly together as sisters in deed, not name.

The plan of operation, and the profits to arise from

the preparation of peat, will be seen by the State-

ment and Tables annexed, which have been prepared

and calculated for the use of Government; and although

the outlay is at the maximum, and the income the
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niiniinum, u revenue of X236,7(N) ap|K*art to be

certilin, upon tlie estimate of one yeur's work, wbcv
the whole cupital sliull have been called into opi'ratioa :

and those calculations assume that all the {>cut shall

be supplied by the people of Ireland from their own

bogSy or those they may have the right of using, which

will be at a hij^her charge than if the Society potsesaed

its separate bog-land, as the proposed act empowers

;

the revenue will, therefore, in the latter case, be

so increased as to allow the Society to lessen its

charge for the peat. But to the shareholders, 4U

rtgards their divufend, this is a matter of no consider-

ation, as the Tables show that the returns must infi-

nitely exceed that sum ; still, as the accomplishers

of a great good, it must be highly interesting to

feel that there can be no question a considerable

residue of profits will go to " the Surplus f^md*'

of the Society ; and the use of that fund is intended

to be thus.

SURPLUS OR AMELIORATION FUND

TiiL first step towards the civilization of a people,

must be to make them masters of their own food,

and what nature calls upon them to supply to

others. Give them that by regular labour ; and lei

them feel that with the extent of their industry will

come increases! enjoyment. Thus, food being certain,

their minds will be optMi to improvement, but never
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until llicn. We cannot hope for the advancement or

cultivation of those who feel doubtful as to a sufficient

supply of that which is to sustain animal life. The

mind will, by nature directed, turn continuously to

the thought of how food is to be supplied, not alone

to the body itself, but to its offspring ; and the yearn-

ings of the heart will drive all other thought away.

Wholesome and sufficient food, then, must be first

secured to those we would seek to teach, or our lessons

will be lost.

'Hiis grand object being accomplished by the means

proposed, which will give to all the power of earning

according to the extent of their exertion, the next,

is to offer them the means of advancing themselves

in civilization ; and to give that opportunity, which is

the proud birthright of Great Britain, for labour,

enterprise, and talent, to raise itself to eminence ;

not alone the eminence of rank and station, but the

eminence of peaceful virtue, acknowledged and felt

by all.

The leading operations of the Society, on this score,

shall be to erect a building at each station, where the

preparation of peat fuel is to be carried into effect
;

and subsequently elsewhere throughout the country.

These buildings shall be sufficiently spacious for tlie

extent of the district, and provided with proper and

convenient seats, light, and heat. Here the Society will

invite the people to attend, for any time they please,

during two or three hours, for which period it shall be*

open every evening, except Sunday ; and a coinpc-

teut person shall read to them useful and instruc-
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live works fur their infornuitidii and enlertuinnicnt

;

aclcliii{r plain popular dcftcriptions of established im-

provements in agriculture generally ; but particularly

u|K>n the subject of rearing pigs, poultry, rabbits, bees,

and all such minor occupations as can be earned on

with profit and advantage by the cottier.

'I'he Irish peasant will be thus instructed, enter-

tertained, and kept from evil, by imparting to bini

useful knowledge, which, although it may be doubted,

he will getierallif seek and long for, when he feels

his bodily wants, and those of his family secure. And
to the class for which this great boon is intended, it will

yield a double gooil, because the mode of instruction

and anmsement proposed will be consonant with their

immemorial habits. They now, whenever they can

do so, assemble together in the evenings after work,

to sing their songs and relate the traditions and stories

of the country; and many a happy group may be

seen crowded even to the door-way of a cabin, when

a clever ** st<^ teller^'' or, as they express it, a '*
fine

reader'' can be had to impart information and

amusement.

Thus, the people shall be taught and made happy

through the influence of their own habits; and then

there may be added lectures, with practical illustra-

tions, to prove to the eye that which the mind may

doubt; for this, in many things, will be requisite, in

order to overcome Irish prejudice; the generalfeeling

of the peasant being to disbeli^e what is not practi-

callg demonstrated ; and hence, one of the diflicultiea

which may attend ellorts for their advancement.
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But tlic Society will go further still—they will seek

to draw tlie evil from their evil ways, by giving them

means for that enjoyment which nature has intended

for all, and which is tlie peculiar bias of the Irish

peasant. It may be smiled at by some, but still, they

will aid the natural love of the Irish for music, by

having them taught occasionally the rudiments and

rules of harmony, and thus place within the reach of

their own cottage a means of enjoyment which those

who know their habits and capabilities will at once

understand the value of; and which the people will

sincerely appreciate.

The cultivation of music amongst a people is but

aiding them in that which has been ordained for their

enjoyment. Nature, in its purity, is filled with sweet

sounds—innocence gives them forth unconsciously

—

they come in happy joyousness from the pure-minded

maiden, even as she toils ;—they support the wearied

soldier in his march—the labourer at his work ;—be-

cause they are Nature's sounds of peace—soothing

strains that issue alone from good. Melody lives not

with settled vice.—Music never accompanied a deed

of crime.

Then, according as the reclaimed land shall become

fit for cultivation, the Society will hope to have it oc-

cupied by those who aided in its reclamation. As

patch after patch shall be made ready for culture,

they expect to see the happy homestead of the humble

peasant-farmer, in the place of the now sterile bog;

and care shall be taken that a proportionate quantity

of each allotment, or letting, shall be cultivated in
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grain, and such otiuT crops as will be moat beneficial ;

so as to wean the pc^asantry from total dcpendeiice on /

tlie potato.

The tenant*9 interest in his holding, also, shall be tiich

that it will stimulate him to exertion ; for he shall feel

that every improvement he makes will contribute to

his own advancement; and feelinc^ this, it will be con-

trary to nature and to the thousand facts of experi-

ence in other countries, if lie do not become the happy

and independent tiller of the soil, which will yield him

independence ; in place of being the miserable la-

bourer, who labours now to receive that which may
vanish from him in uselesBueas, and leave him to starv-

ation. Rut care shall be taken to guard against that

evil wliich has tended so much to Ireland*8 poverty,

the suhdivinan of holdings.

It shall not be left in the power of the father of a

family to parcel his land amongst them ; nor, indeed,

will there be a necessity ; for as new generations rise, so

will the bog-land be made fit for cultivation, in pro-

portion to the demand of that class at least, which shall

be engaged in its reclamation ; but, the Society hope,

in a much greater ratio.

Thus, unhappy Ireland may, ere long, exhibit

thousands of as independent and happy peasantry as

those of which Germany proudly and properly boasts,

and which may well be taken as a good example.

Such are the objects of the Society, and when the

following statement and tables have been read, they

will show that it may be hoped, uay, almost counted

on, that above £100,000 per annum, will arise
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upon the ** Surpltis Fund;'' and if this amount be de-

voted to the advancement and general advantage of

the peasantry of Ireland, her regeneration will, with

Heaven *s permission, be sure, and her ultimate peace

and happiness secured—in the only way that it should

—by means of her own toil and industry, properly

aided and directed.
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8TATKMKNT.

COMMERCIAL ADVANTAGES

or

THE IRISH AMELIORATION SOCIETY.

The difficulty attending the preparation of pea/ at a

fuel, &c. by the peasant of Ireland, has hitherto arisen

from the want of proper means for drying ; and this

has been the main cause why it has not been more

extensively used. He dries it now in the open air,

being therefore dependent upon circumstances not un-

der his control for its preparation. It is frequently

the case that the labour of days may be washed away,

or marred, by a night of heavy rain ; and his poverty, it

may well be understood, prevents him from obviating

the evil by artificial means.

To overcome this otherwise insurmountable diffi-

culty, and thus aid the peasant by providing proper

appliances for drying and preparing the peat, and after-

wards converting it into charcoal, is the canm^ereiai

object of the Society.

Peat, when cut into properly shaped smis, and fully

dried, can he made into a most desirable fuel for \\\c

following purposes :

—

For general household use.

For all manufacturing uses ; such as brewing, dia*

D
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tilling, soap-boiling. &c. &c. &c. ; in fact, for all pur-

poses where a general heat, spreading over the

whole surface to be acted upon, is of advantage ; this

being its peculiar property.

For steam-boilers it presents singular benefits, yield-

ing, by its equality of heat, a much greater quantum of

steam, from a given surface, than coal ; while a boiler

fired by it will, from the absence of all sulphureous

vapour, last almost double its usual time.

It has been found that the flues of a steam-boiler

heated by properly prepared peat, are nearly equal in

temperature to the surface directly acted upon ; while

the consumption of firing is much less. In fact, when

dr^ peat can be had, at even a higher comparative

price then coal, it is more economical and desirable

for boiler use; the furnaces being arranged to suit

the greater bulk of the turf.

These facts being proved as regards steam-

boilers, it is evident that such a fuel for general

manufacturing purposes is highly desirable ; and

for household use, particularly amongst the lower

classes, its advantages are considerable. In Dublin,

the poor pay during winter, for peat or turf prepared,

even defectively as it is, above 35^. per ton, in prefer-

ence to using coal, say at 25*. ; the cause being,

that it can be easily lighted, and acts with greater

generality on the article to be cooked, than coal. It

quickly surrounds the cooking-vessel with a general

heat, while coal acts principally upon the bottom, and

takes a much longer time to ignite. Hence, peat pre-

pares the meals of the poor more quickly and econo-
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evil as regards coal, is the cause why almost all the

lower classes of England have their dishes dressed at

public ovens, in place of by their own fires. Thus
peat, if properly prepared, will be seen to possess

Talue which must command its consumption to almost

any extent, so soon as its properties shall have been

sufficiently understood.*

But the conversion of peat into charcoal offers ad-

Tantages still more striking. An erroneous impression

exists, that carbonized peat is so friable and volatile*

as to be unfitted for the purposes for which charcoal

of wood is generally used; and hence the belief,

that it cannot be made available for that grand object

to England, the smelting and preparation of iron ; but

for which it is in fact eminently fitted. Peat-charcoal

can be made even more detise than that from wood ; its

purity is fully equal ; and the cost about one-fourth. Its

value, therefore, for the production of iron, is almost

incalculable, not alone on the score of enabling the

ironmaster to command the English market, to the ex-

clusion of foreign iron; but that just in proportion to

the quantity of peat and peat-charcoal used in the ge-

neral preparation will be the stability of iron and the

safety of the public generally ; for it is impossible to

know >vhen even the best coal-made iron may have be-

come unsound by an over-action ofsulphur in its prepa-

ration. The value ofpeat-fuel for making iron has been

« See Note, ptge 69, contaioing a Ttlualile paper on Turf, writien

by John ClassoD, Esq., of Dublin.
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long proved on the continent, and England has been be-

hindhand, merely because of her abundance of coal.

Had she felt the slightest want of fuel for her furnaces,

she would long since have sought that which the Irish

bog can give her so abundantly.

For the manufacture and forging of all description

of iron-work, peat-charcoal possesses singularly desi-

rable qualities : the iron is improved by the action of

the carbon, and its strength and malleability increased;

while the calorific effect of the charcoal beinjr consi-

derably greater than any smiths' coal, the cost is

not more in reality. In fact, inferior iron, forged by

peat-charcoal, is more capable of being worked into

difficult forms, than superior, forged by coal ; and is

sounder, and more fitted for resisting concussion : a

circumstance invaluable at the present time, when the

want of strength and soundness in iron-work upon the

railways, may cause such fearful loss of life.

For the smelting of all metals also, the advantage of

peat-charcoal must be nearly equal ; for upon each,

the action of sulphur, from the coal, is injurious in a

greater or lesser degree.*

But there is a further use for peat-charcoal, which

will not only make its demand certain and progres-

sive, but will confer on the agricultural interests of

England considerable benefit. It has been proved by

unquestionable experiments, commenced some years

since at Munich, that carbon^ or charcoal^ applied as

a manure, or fertilizer, produced great advantage to

* See Note on the making and manufacture of iron by peat-char-

coal, page 60.
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vegetution ; and by a succcMion of triaU since, it has

been incontestably establislird thut pf*at-charcoal it one

of the most valuable general fertilia^ers now known-
one that cannot produce injury by over use, while

almost the smallest quantity will yield a certain

amount of good. It is lasting in its effect, and general

in its action, not being confined, like most other fertil-

izers, to an isolated capability. It supplies to the root

in ample abundance, that carbon of which most vege-

tables contain from forty to fifty per cent, and to ob-

tain which they are now left dependent almost solely

on the atmosphere.

Its inestimable value, in this respect, will be seen

by the notes annexed ;* and that this is fully admitted

by those most competent to judge, has been proved by

the fact, that " The Royal Agricultural Society of

England" have granted a prize for the best Essay on

the quantities, &c. of peat-charcoal to be used with

different crops. It is evident, therefore, that the peat-

bogs of Ireland contain a commodity of the highest

value to the agriculturists of England.

Thus, the Society will possess another considerable

source of profit, and be assured of a sale for even the

very dtist which will remain from the general prepara-

tion of the charcoal. And to the agriculturist the

boon will be of the utmost value ; for he will be enabled

to purchase a fertilizer of the most productive kind, at

a cost infinitely less than other manures*

It is intended that the plan of operation to be

adopted by the Society, shall be upon the same prin-

* 8ee Notes on peAt-cbarcoal ts a fertiliser, page 67.
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ciple as that laid down in the Report upon the subject,

made to the late Relief Commissioners of Ireland

—

namely, by ** task-work^'' which has since been so ad-

vantageously carried into eflfect by the present Go-

vernment.

The Society purpose establishing, in convenient and

desirable positions throughout the country, stations

for the final drying and preparation of peat, and its

conversion into charcoal ; having at each, one confiden-

tial officer, to be aided by a sufficient number of labour-

ing assistants belonging to the locality. Here, all the

necessary appliances shall be provided, and the pea-

santry then invited to cut turf, or peat, according

to certain dimensions, either upon the bogs which

they may possess the right of using under their leases,

or by agreement with the owners of the bog-land. In

this case, the Society will pay a given sum per measure,

for all peat brought to their stations in a sufficiently

dry state for carriage ; and upon the peasant himself

piling it in the drying-houses, which shall be so ar-

ranged that he can do so without difficulty, he shall be

paid the value at once. Thus a trade of great advan-

tage will be opened for all whb possess the power of

cutting turf under privilege of their holdings, or other-

wise.

Next, the Society will rent or purchase bog-land

for their own direct operations. On this the peasantry

shall be employed, and paid for their work by measure

also, the Society providing apparatus of a simple

nature for cutting and preserving the peat in any

weather sufficiently dry for out-door labour. Here
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again, the peasant will be paid and rewarded in

proportion to his labour and exertion ; and according

as the turf shall have been removed from the sur-

face, the substratum shall be properly drained and

prepared for permanent cultivation.

It is proposed that in place of cash, cash- ticitets,

representing the amount due to each peasant, shall

be the mode of payment. The society will arrange

that they shall be payable at all banks in the district,

on the signature of the superintendent, who shall be

supplied with only a given amount weekly. They will

thus pass as cash through the country, and do away

with the necessity for an establishment of officers

necessary for the custody and outlay of a large sum

of money ; and also save risk arising from money

being kept at, or sent to, remote stations.

The sales of peat and charcoal can be efiected

throughout the kingdom by agents, paid and giving

security in the usual manner, and yielding accounts

monthly; which can be arranged in so simple a form,

that the /ofa/!^ of debits and credits, duly set out, will

show, at any time, the exact state of the revenue, &c.

These items, arriving in detail from each agent,

being totalled monthly or quarterly, deducting general

expenses of management, will make the net revenue at

once apparent ; while a periodical inspection of the

stations and measurement of the peat in store, must

effectually check the whole operation ; in which there

can be no temptation for fraud or peculation. The

superintendent will be accountable for the quantity

of peat set out in his returns, and be checked by the
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quantity stated in his '' cash-tickets ; alho by the

periodical examination, which will eft'ectually prevent

any irregularity ; thus the transactions of the So-

ciety, extending over the whole of Ireland, can be as

simply guided and checked, as if but in one estab-

lishment
;
proper inspectors and supervisors being of

course provided.

As regards profits, the data laid down in the

report upon the subject to Government have been

adopted, although circumstances have shown that the

cost of undried peat, and the outlay in its drying and

preparation, is much beyond what will be in reality

paid when the Society is in operation ; but in order

to be on the safe side, this course has been followed,

and the results will appear from the following facts.

It is right to observe also, that the allowance made for

the quantity of peat necessary to produce a ton of

charcoal, is considerably beyond that which will be

required, as will be apparent from the notes on the

subject annexed ; therefore the profits on this score

will be considerably greater than represented.

The import of coal to Ireland before the intro-

duction of railways, has been estimated at from

2,500,000 to 3,000,000 tons per annum. The present

or future average may be assumed at 4,000,000 ; but

taking it to be only 3,000,000, and that Ireland uses

but two-thirds of her own fuel in future—not to speak

of the English market at all—there will arise a certain

demand for 4,000,000 tons of peat
;
(taking it as only

half the calorific value of coal ;) and if there be added

to this, 2,000,000 tons, to be converted into 500,000



tons of charcoal, (a low estimate, indeed, for the

United Kingdom,) it may with safety be calculated

that there will be a consumption of 6,000,000 ton*

of peat annually ; the first step of an undertaking,

the ultimate extent of which cannot be fairly es-

timated.

Assuming the cost of peat, in its partially dried

state, to be 2s. Gd., per ton, which is above the reality,

and that It takes even one-half more to produce one

ton ofproperly dried peat, the cost at each station will

be 3s. 9d., per ton. To this is to be added the

Society's revenue, of one shilling per ton ; therefore,

peat fuel of the most superior quality may be sup-

plied at 48. 9d:, while the average cost of coal through-

out Ireland cannot be estimated at less than 25s.,

per ton.

Calculating, then, that 6,000,000 tons of peat and

charcoal be prepared and sold per annum, which is

much below what may be estimated ; and that really

dry peal be sold at 4s. 9d. per ton, charcoal being

charged £1. Is. per ton, in place of £4, (the present

price, exclusive of carriage,) the estimates submitted

hereafter, will show the result as regards Income and

Expenditure^ and the Revenue to be derived.
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Thus, there will be a clear i)iuiiL ul X23G,700 per

annum arising from an apparent minimum income and

maximum expenditure ; while, as before stated, the cal-

culations are made upon peat procured from the pea-

santry, although the Society will be entitled to purchase

and work its own bog-land. It will be seen that Is. per

ton revenue to be authorized by the act of parliament,

will, even assuming the whole capital of £1,000,000

to be paid up, return nearly 25 per cent, upon the

amount ; securing, it may be said, the certainty of at

least 10 per cent, to the proprietors, and giving them

the enviable privilege of being instrumental in the ex-

penditure of perhaps £100,000 yearly, in ameliorating

the condition of a people for ages in wretchedness; and

raising them from that misery which has been not

alone a disgrace to themselves but a blot upon the

nation.

In addition to the foregoing advantages, the Society

will be privileged in the exclusive use of an apparatus

for the thorough drying and compression of peat,

and its conversion into charcoal, which is being

patented ; and the patentee secures the royalty to

the Society, at one pennt/ only, upon each ton of peat

which shall be manufactured and sold; while the

Society will have a revenue of one shilli7ig ; and the

patentee will appropriate one- half of his royalty yearly

in granting premiums to the lower classes of Ireland, for

superior skill in their callings, cleanliness of habit, neat-

ness of habitations, and general propriety of conduct.

A further advantage of great consideration exists.

It is estimated that the actual expense of all appara-
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tub at eacli htutiun, may he avoruj^tHl al Iroin x

£500, arising iruiu the simplicity of the appiiuiM ^:^

which have been constructed to aid haiiH-lnftonr, uiid

thus secure to the population that employment which

is essential to their advancement; therefore, even

taking the maximum JC600 as the expenditure at each

station, the whole outlay on two hundred stations will

be but £100,000. And if it be deemed right to com-

mence with only one station, the outlay of £300 will

produce a profit equivalent to that expenditure ; and at

once prove the advantage of the whole. But it must

be plain, that whatever be the amount of capital

raised, one-tenth only can be expended under the de-

signation of ** plant,** while nine-tentht will be repre-

sented by an available stock, always of marketable

value beyond its cost of production ; and of this nine-

tenths, almost the whole will be expended in labour

—

thus, to the fullest extent accomplishing the object of

the Society.

But there is a final advantage, which although of

great magnitude, has not been brought into account

in estimating the returns to the Society. The value

of the land Jbr culture when divested of its peat. It

has been shown, that the substratum of all peat-l>og

possesses elements essential for the most profitable

cultivation ; and therefore, just in proportion as the

operations of the Society extend, yielding to it large

returns by every yard of surface cleared, so will

lasting advantages accrue, in the powesiion of most

valuable landed property. But against this is to

be placed the cost of purchase and thorough drainage^
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which are items that cannot be estimated with cer-

tainty, until the position of the bog-land to be taken

by the Society shall have been fully ascertained

;

therefore, the actual value of the Society's future pos-

sessions, in agricultural land, cannot be properly as-

sumed, although it must be of considerable amount.*

No one can contemplate the happy results which must

arise to the overplus peasantry of Ireland, by thus pro-

viding aiv asylum for their wretchedness, {earned hy

their own lahour^) without feeling that the measure pro-

posed may be made the groundwork for the regeneration

and future permanent good of a people, than whom, it

may perhaps be said, there exists not amongst civil-

ized nations one more truly wretched, nor who so

much need the aid and direction of those to whom
Providence has granted information and independence.

The legal constitution of the Society will be seen

by the heads of the proposed Act of Parliament an-

nexed, which will provide full protection for the pro-

prietary, without the necessity for a deed of settle-

ment.

^ Sec Notes ou the reclamation of bog-land.
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PROPOSED ACT OF PARLIAMENT.

For Promoting the ProfiUblo Emplojmeot of the L*bo<iinig Pbpo-

Ution of Irdaadf by the Prep«rstion of Peat and Peai-Cfaueoal,

thereby recUiming the Bog Luidt for coIttTmtioii : alao for im-

proving the Social Condition of the People, by means of aa

Aawciation, to be called ** The Irish Ameliontioo Society."

PREABIBLE.—Capital to be £1,000,000, in 50,000 Shaiea of

£20 each.

Deposit £1 per Share. Sabaegnent pajf iueata, £1 per Share per

quarter.

Board op Makaoembit, to eoMiat of Diieclow» a Chair-

man, a Managing Director, and a Seerotaiy, to eoadaei aad oon-

trol the entire mercantile affairs of the Society, riadeiing yearly

aooonntB, &e. After paying the per eentage to the Proprietoii,

and reeerring per oent. as a rust against oontuigeDt losses, (the

Rest Fund not to exceed £ in the wholei) the Diieclon ai« to

lodge two-thirds of the balance of profits to the crsdit of a ftmd to



l»t» called The Amcliunition Fund. Qualification of a Director, to

be the holder of Shares ; one-fourth to go out yearly, but bo

re-eligible. A Committee of the Board of Management to sit for

the transaction of business in Dublin, with the Managing Dinn^tor,

who is to be resident there.

Board op Audit and Amelioration, to consist of a Prenident,

Vice-Presidents, Members, and a Secretary. To audit

the accounts of the Society, and to direct and manage the establish-

ment of Reading and Lecture Rooms, for the improvement of the

labouring class to be employed, and others in the district, and carry

into effect the remaining objects of the Society, in bettering the

condition of the Irish people. Members of the Board of Audit

and Amelioration to have no voice or responsibility in the direction

of the mercantile affairs of the Society, and need not of necessity

be Shareholders.

Members of the Board of Management to be ex-officio mem-

bers of the Board oi Amelioration, but not to sit on a Board, of

Audit.

No Shareholder to be liable for more than the amount of his

shares.

All payments to be by cheque, filled up by the Accountant,

signed by three Directors, at a meeting of the Board, countersigned

by Secretary, and endorsed by the payee.

All money to be paid to credit of Directors.

General Meetings for election of Directors, &c., not to be less

than 100 Shareholders, holding in the aggregate 1000 shares, or

proxies to a similar extent. Holders of shares to have

votes ; holders of sliarcs votes.
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Special Oenrral Merting to be called hf

iiOO tharr*.

Ton (Uyt notice to be given of OmerAl and SpeoiAl Ocottml

Mcilingt. If a quonim be do! pieeeut, to •4i<>tti^ fovloen days.

If a qiiorom not tlien prr«*nt, the qoeetion to be adjoifrved to fint

Yrarly Oeoerml Meeting.

All deeda, and oilier dficunienU rrlating to Um Society, to be

free of stamp duty.

Power to take, hold^ and purehaee Bog Landi by Taloatioa or

agreement ; paying to the ownen thereof the tom, whether rent or

otherwise awarded^ and a royalty, not exceeding per cent, on

tlie profits of tho httk told, and a quit rent on the laad when p»-

cbimed, not exceeding per cent, on rental.

Power to take landn nocesMry for making water cuii and

oanala for drainnpr-

Power to Undlords to rocorer rents, royalties, &c., against the

Society.

Liberty to charge a re^mms^ not eiceeding One Shilling per ton

above all expenses, on each ton of Peat prepared and sold, en esn-

ditiam tMat two-Oirth ff ail §urpius pro^ ajUr jMi^m^ A$ Prs-

prUtary 6 p$r cmt. on Me paUt-up mpiitl, Ot coti 0^

AabiUttumM, Sfc. ^c., ikall U lodjftd to tAs amKt of tAs Awitii

Fmui ; tJk0 r$mmmd0r to U M9U0d mmam^ d^ Pnprutmy. The

Amelioration Fnnd is to be applied In proTiding buildings at each

station where the Society's operations »hall be carried on, in which

the people may assemble each evening to hear nseftil and entertain-

ing works read for their information and improvement ; alsoleetafSi

on praetical farming, cottage economy, See; to provide books,

readers, lecturers, and all necessary persons and things for the pur-

P
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pose. When all such buildings, &c. shall have been provided and

in operation, the balance or surplus is to be applied in establishing

loan funds at each station, under the regulations of the Loan Fund

Act, and in conjunction with the Loan Fund Board of Ireland, for

the purpose of rendering proper pecuniary assistance to the indus-

trious poor : and from the returns thereon or otherwise, to establish

at each station, as soon as it can be accomplished, Dispensaries

and Medical Attendants, for the general benefit of the district.

Amelioration District Committees to be appointed by Amelioration

Board ; and to be composed of Protestant, Roman Catholic, Pres-

byterian, and Dissenting ministers of the parish, with other leading

inhabitants.

Power to the Directors of the Amelioration Board to take re-

payments of loans, at such periods as they may tliink fit ; but not

to charge higher rate of interest than is establiylicd by tlie act

named.

Society to deliver yearly a Report, with all necessary details and

information, respecting the profits, amount transferred to the Ame-

lioration Fund, how applied, the balance in hand, &c., to the Lord

Lieutenant of Ireland, who may require, and is to be supplied

with, all such further information as he may think necessary.
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NOTE.

VALUE OF P F A T FUEL.

It is an almost unaccountable fact, that while countriw

by no meant to favoured as Ireland, should make such

advanUigeous u^es of their peat, and thereby advance their

trade and manufactures to an extent they otherwise could

not, she rests supinely, allows her natural fuel to be not

only useless, but a burthen upon the surface of the soil

which would yield grain in abundance; and she actually

draws from the miserable resources of her im()overished

people, a sum not far from two millions yearly, to pay

England for coal ! It may be ascertained from the Cus-

tom-house entries of Ireland, that she has imported coal

>vithin the last half century, at the cost of above serent^

./fre millions of money—every shilling of which she might

have kept at home, giving herself, while she did so, a much

chca|)er fuel, and giving her people employment But it

is to be hoped a brighter day dawns upon her. Why
should France and Germany outstrip her in the production

and use of an admirable fuel, while the peat itself is much

inferior ? But above all, why should Russia ?

I take the following very interesting papers on the sub-

ject, from the Petersburgh *' Journal of MaMtfaciurf"^

GaseUe of Manufactures and Mines,** a Government pub-
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lication, issued in 1842, which will show, that Russia

already ))osses8e8 an ** Association " for the manufacture

of her turf; and if she, with such a climate, can so well

accomplish it, how little must be the comparative difliculty

iu Ireland

!

"RAISING OF TURF IN THE ENVIRONS OF
MOSCOW."

" For several years immense layers of turf filled the

marshes within the govenuuent of Moscow, and excited

the attention of the proprietors, as much as that of the

administration. The rapid pro^jress that manufacturing

industry has made in our day, particularly in that part of

the empire, and the increased consumption of that com-

bustible, is the cause that, as yet, we have not been able to

drain any part; and it promises to become, without the

slightest doubt, very productive. It suffices to know, that

the only established manufactory at Moscow, annually

consumes more than * 200,000 sagenes courantes^ or

nearly 70,000 cubic sagencs of wood, to judge how much
these strata of turf offer to the resources, and could be

made precious to the country.

" A person employed, who had before organized in Cour-

lande the raising of some similar turf, M. Bode, who was

ordered last year to examine those of the government of

Moscow, reports, that the banks of turf that are found, are

so immense that there is no fear of their ever being

exhausted. The layers are often found of a thickness of

from six to eight, sometimes even from twenty to twenty-

four feet ; and the turf is of so good a quality, that,

according to the opmion of the person employed, whom we

have already cited, onenaf/^nCt for example, of that which

has been taken from a marsh situated not fur from the



vilUge of KouZ4*ninsk« in the ilitttricl of BolMfodfk, givw
at uiuck heat as 1 ^ tay^nc of deal wood. M. Boda €•!•

culaied that four uiariihct situated in (he neigbbourbood of

Moscow, and ofl'enng together a surface of nearly 1»7(I0

f/#'Mki/i/fc», dues nut^hold Icha than 3,0(>6,000 cubic sdyi^r*

of turf, without reckoning a marsh near the Tillage of

Kouzmintik, b<*lon*;ing to His Highness Prince Serge

GaJitzyne, a little further from the town, but which might

present immense advantages, becauiie tlie river Moakvm

would allow the turf to be forHordcnl, by water, as far as

the centre of the copitul.

*' The marshes that exist in the district of Bohorodsk

will not fail showing advantageous results, a great number

oi manufactories having alrtady been established for

years on the banks of the Kliazma. The difficultiea

arise at the commencement of all new industry, have been

the cause that the labours have never been carried on, till

lately, with that activity from which we may expect Mtit*

factory results.

** The labourers that are employed, areas yet so unaccu^

tomed, that the number of squares of turf that each man

cuts in the course of a day, averages but 1,600, whilst in

Germany, each labourer daily fumisbat from five to six

thousand. Perhaps it would be, likewue, iiur more adnm-

tageous to drain those marshes/ before ever thinking of

raising those layers of turf. In their actual state, the

bottom of those marshes are froien till towards the emi of

June; we Uicrefore cannot commence raiting the turf till

the niontl) of July, a time in the year that wnget are

iuvariubly extremely high.

" Thciie circumstances have ii i. »! tii<
j

r
,

i t r> tn -ell,

until tlie present, turf at a price c-iii|Kii;iti\ii\ -piMti, lar

too high. But the first essays are made ; we bencefortk

will occupy ourselves by showing on one side^ the
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of raising, likewise the improvements that have oHiered

elsewhere : on the other, by stating that already a proprie-

tor of a large factory at Moscow, has realized a consider-

able profit, in using in his immense workhouses, turf in

lieu of wood."

"In our supplement of lasl }eai, (page o5,) we had

occasion to speak of the immense layers of turf in the

marshes of Moscow, and the works of raising which lately

had commenced, and promised, for the future, immense

resources to this capital, wh'^re manufacturing industry lias

made such rapid proj^ress.

" We never expected that those works could have ap-

peared so favourable the first year; however, the quantities

of turf drawn from the marshes of Moscow and its dis-

tricts, and placed for sale in the town, by a company of

shareholders formed for that purpose, amount to 5,051^^

cubic sag^mes, without reckoning a certain quantity of turf,

arising from marshes in the environs of the village of

Sriblova, and on which we can give no further information.

This mass is equal to 10,000 sagenes of wood, and besides,

at rather a high price. The use of it spreads every day,

more and more, either in factories or private houses. So

as to encourage the public, the Governor-General of the

Military Department had several steam-engines made, in

establishments belonging to Government, in order to use

the turf; the result of which, during the first six months,

made at an average 16 per cent, profit on the expense of

firing and warming. Some parts of Petroffsky Barracks,

besides an apartment in the Chancery, are equally warmed

by means of that combustible. The example thus given

was followed by Mr. Rebolsin and Captain Mertry, of the

Guards. The splendid and extensive manufactory of
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eiigiuei», belonging to Butenop and Soot, ii alto amoog the

number of ettablishinenU where experiinenU of ibmt kind

have been made ; and in the manufactory of Colonel Vol-

kofT, considerable profits have been realized by using turf

for engines of twcnty-horae power. Using wood, muat

have been at an expense, for seven months, of 15^2
rttblfs ass. ; whiUt turf, consumed in the same space of

time, at an expense only of 12,740 rubles. It is as well to

remark, that the turf taken from the lands of Colonel Vol-

koff, was far from being of the best quality. Besides, the

Association for the raising of turf have establit^hed, in the

neighbourhood of the marshes, a iiU-kiin, the ovens of

uhich are heated by means of that combustible, and fur-

nished last year as many as 512,600 bricks of the beat

quality.

" In the course of the year the nising of those layen

of turf will not fail to unfold immense advantages, ai se-

veral works of similar nature are projected, and even partly

commenced. •>» tlinVr.nr parts of the dominions of this

empire."

Having shown what has been done abroad, I now give

the opinions of a native writer upon the value of peat fuel ;

—

one, who, in a single volume, has exhibited more truths re-

specting Ireland's capabilities, than ever has been collected

or brought forth upon the subject.

EXTRACTS FROM SIR ROBERT KANE*S "IN-

DUSTRIAL RESOURCES OF IRELAND."

** Our bogs may become, under the influence of enlight-

ened energy, sources of industry eminently productive. It

is a fuel of excellent nature. We see it. in iu ordinary
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use, spoiled by its mode of preparation."

" Near the surface it is light-coloured, spongy, and con-

tains the vejjetnble remains but little altered. Deeper, it

is brown, denser, and more decomposed ; and finally, at the

base of the greater bogs, some of which present a depth of

forty feet, the mass of turf asmmea the black colour, and
fiearhj the deuxity of coaly to which it approximates very

much in chemical composition."

" The specific gravity of the light-surface turf is 400,

ivater being 1000, and from this it increases, with the

compactness of the structure, to nearly the density of coal.

A cubic yard of good turf, packed close in sods, weighs

about 9001bs. The densest turf, well packed, will go so

far as 1100 lbs. per cubic yard; but the light turf, of

which so much is burned, may not weigh more than 6001b8.

For comparison I may mention, that the cubic yard of solid

coal weighs nearly a ton ; but the coal, in fragments, as

sold and burned, weighs but 13 cwt. per cubic yard, it is

therefore about twice as dense as average turf." ....
" For all flaming fires turf is applicable; and in its ap-

plication to boilers it is peculiarly useful as there is no

liability to that burning away of the metal, which may

arise from local intensity of the heat of coke or coal." . .

" Mr. Burstall, of Bristol, has published the results of

his use of turf with a high -pressure engine. The steam

was of 30 lbs. pressure, and there were consumed 74 lbs. of

turf (which he describes as bad) per hour. The quantity of

water evaporated from the boiler, per hour, was, in average,

360lb.s.,' * nearly five times its weight of water."

" The following results as to the comparative effective

power of turf and coal are derived from the working of the

* Lansdowne,' one of the steamers of the Inland Navi-

gation Company, which ply upon the Shannon with goods

and passengers. They have been kindly placed in my
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hands, for my preteut object, by Mr. C. W. WillmoM.

Belbfe the use of turf was introduced, there were burned In

e week, which comprite« forty-nine hourt of work, tweoty-

four tons of coal, which costing, in average, at KilUloe,

16t. per ton, amount to £18, or 7s. 6d. per hour. To do

the same work at present, burning nothing but tarf, there

are consumed, per week, three hundred and fifteen boxes

of turf, which, at 7d. per box, cosU £9. 12s. 7d.,or 3s. 1 Id.

per hour of work ; but a shade more than half the cost with

coal."

'' The employment of turf, as' a source of heat, in indus-

try, is extending ; already it supplies exclusively the steam-

boats on the Shannon, and a great number of distilleries

and mills. From the numerical facts which have been

given, the economy of its use may be inferred, ss compared

with other fuels.*'

** Mr. Williams, using the same son oi xuci (,curi; as is

employed at the corn-mill, noticed at page 66, as paying

6d. per box, but drying it well, found that, with a large

working waggon-boiler, there were 3-87 lbs. of wattt- evapo-

rated per pound of turf, and that it cost 3s. 7d. to evapo-

rate one hundred cubic feet of water. Now this is 5^ per

hone-power per working day. When the turf was burned

in the furnace, without Mr. Williams's peculiar mode of

effecting perfect combustion, the cost per horse-power

was 6^, coinciding with the result which I lisve derived

from other sources.'*

** From all these examples it may be decidedly con-

cluded, that in Ireland the horse-power of steam costs, per

day, in fuel

—

Using eoali, whether British or native 7}.

„ iur/y properly dried .... 6.

„ furt', an Mr WUUams^s mode r>\'*
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•*The Ingli price of fuel in Cornwall has led not only to

the wonderful economy produced by the principle of

expansion, but also to endeavours to replace the imported

coal by the native turf of that district. Mr. Wickstead

has given an account of an engine with which comparative

trials of these fuels have been made. The engine, working

five-horse power, consumed in twenty-four hours, three

bushels and one-third of coal (310 lbs.) In the same

time, and doing the same work, it burned three cubic feet

of turf, which cost SJ^d. I think that in the volume of

the turf an error has crept into Mr. Wickstead's paper,

which prevents my estimating the weight of turf con-

sumed ; but the cost enables us to judge:—At 10s. per

ton the coals cost 17d., and hence the turf did the same

work for just half the price."

Such evidence as to the value of peat as a fuel, from the

experience of an authority so highly informed on the sub-

ject, might well be deemed conclusive; but the following

paper, written by a gentleman,* whose benevolence of

purpose keeps pace with his energy in all things for the

advancement of Ireland, is so interesting and satisfactory,

that I insert it ; the more particularly, as although the

publication was not made for some months after my report

to Government upon the matter, I have reason to know

by subsequent facts, that he had been long engaged in

investigating the subject, having the humane view of sup-

plying the poor of Ireland with a cheap fuel ; and I should

much regret were he deprived of one iota of the merit he

so well deserves, for advocating and seeking to accomplish

so admirable an object.

* JoHW Classow, Eso., or Dublik.
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" SuOOMTIOItS FOR IMMIOIATt, IXTKHtlVB, PBMMAIiltST,

AND RBMUNSRATIVB IMPLOTMRMT, IN IRELAND; AND
RBTURNt POR TBB CAPITAL WITBIN A PBW MONTBt.

" Food, clothing, Riid fuel are the three prime

of life. There it no way of obtaining these but by em-

ploying the people. Employment is of two kinds, teai-

porary and permanent; and without undenraluing the im-

mense advantage to the country which the laying down of

judiciowt railways in Ireland will afford, the employment

given in the construction of them, it must be admitted,

will be but temporary, as, when completed, the work (at

least as far as common labour is concerned) almost entirely

ceases. It would appear that the time has arriTed, when

it is imperative that pennanent plan« of extensive, conti-

nuouSf but, above all, rem ttneratire employment should be

devised.

** The reclamation of waste lands will effect much, the

mines, and the extension of fisheries, more. But, after all,

the great source of almost untouched wealth lies in the

bogs of Ireland. England, Wales, and Scotland have

enormous and well-developed sources of wealth and

employment in their invaluable coal-mines, while Ire-

land has her equally valuable fuel ; and thence the source

of the same extended employment through the means of

her neglected turf-bogs. Nature, to the coal-miner, aeema

to say, Not only shall your labour be by the sweat of

your brow, but you shall at the same time be deprived

of the glorious light of the sun, and be expoaed to the

noxious damp of the mine. But in Ireland, in the prepa-

ration of the valuable fuel nature has spread out almost on

the surface, man, wonian, and child may be healthfully

employed under the clear canopy of heaven, with the fresh
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breeze to brace their frames for the cheerful work. What
have not science, machinery, and capital done in the de-

velopement of the resources of England through the work-

ing of her coal-mines ? And what have capital, skill,

machinery, or science done to bring into profitable working

the turf-bogs of Ireland? Alas, with a few honourable

exceptions, almost nothing ! But the progress of events

is about to force the advantages that have been hitherto

neglected, on the attention of man. And when the proper

appliances have been made to the turf-bogs of Ireland

then will be seen the prodigious amount of waste property

that has been allowed to remain for centuries unproduc-

tive ; while the vast employment that will be thus afforded,

by producing cheap and abundant fuel, and turning the

morass into well-cultivated land, studded with the com-

fortable habitations of the producing classes, will be such

a conclusive demonstration of what can be done in Ireland

that we shall cease to be designated ' that country for

which God has done so much and man so little.^

" But before entering into the detail of the practical

working and effect of the projected undertaking, it may

be stated, as the very first step to attract capital to it, that

a public Act of the legislature will be requisite to enable

landlords, whether they are tenants for life, or encumbered,

or trustees for lunatics or minors, to make leases without

limit of time. This Act, which would be equally for the

interest of the landlord and his heirs, as for companies

that may agree to operate on the present worthless waste,

is indispensable.

" We may now consider the matter under the following

heads:

—

" Firstly.—The magnitude of the subject, and the in-

terest at stake.
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** Secomdly.—The pofition of Ireland, mora pvtKularly

the city of Dublin, with raferenoe to AmI.

" /:^f>(i/^.—Present elate of the turf trade to Dubiin,

and what, under other and nior^ Tm von ruble circumetaneae,

might be made of it.

"•/Vrr/, then, It is beyond dispute, that aboat one*

•eTentb of the whole surface of Ireland, or between two

and three millions of acres, consists of bog-land of one

kind or another ; by far the lai^gest portion of which doea

not now produce, nor has for ages past produced, any in-

come, and must be considered, in ita pieeent state, as atU^

mommal property. Can then the magnitnde and import-

aooe of an undertaking such as that now in contemplatKNi,

be over estimated, when it ia capable of proof that what

is now worth little or nothing can not only be made to pro-

duce abundance of fuel, but be converted into valuable

estates of reclaimed arable land 7 in doing which, hun-

dreds of thousands of pounds would be annually expended

in mere labour, bringing to the capitalist, wWum the jf^mr^

a return of from 10 to 16 per cent., for his inveetmeota.

** Second, Ireland, in comparison with England, Scot-

land, and Wales, may be considered as destitute of coal

;

and the present and future wants of the latter countiiea

for themselves, forbid the expectation, that sea-borne coal

will, within a reasonable time, be again at moderate pricea.

The prodigious consumption in the mamifacture of iron—

the increased wants for steam, particularly on railways—

the enormously increased export of coals since the removal

of the duty—together with the very gratifying advance of

wages to the miners, combine to prove that even with all

the competition that exists, sea-borne coals cannot be sup-

plied to the Irish market at anything like the prices of the

last few years. Again, it has been said, truly, that turf ia

the fuel of the poor, from its great convenience for their
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which does not seem unattainable, a roomkeeper should

have his day'^s fuel at a cost of little more than one penny.

But latterly, owing to the great advance in the price of

coal, turf has reached still higher prices in proportion.

Further, cheap fuel is the basis of many manufactures

;

and in this respect, by the application of capital and skill,

Ireland will be enabled to compete with other countries.

In proof of this, the town of Mountmellick has at the

present day five steam-engines, all driven by steam pro-

duced by turf. One of the largest of these establishments

has given the results of the experience of some years, and

being conducted in a systematic manner, the calculation,

may be depended on. The proprietor of the concern re-

ferred to states, that the medium quality of turf, delivered

at 58. to 5s. tid. per ton, (the price he has been paying

under the present very defective system ofcutting^ saving,

and drawitig the turf,) will produce fully as much steam

as Scotch coal at 10s. per ton. Now the sum of money

paid annually by the city of Dublin for coal, is from

i?300,000 to £400,000 ; one half of which, at the least,

might, with great profit and advantage to all parties, be

expended yearly in remunerative labour in Ireland. That

turf can be made available for sieam-power, both for loco-

motion and otherwise, the following advertisement, recently

put forth by the City of Dublin Steam Navigation Com-

pany, abundantly proves:

—

" *The City of Dublin Steam Navigation Company are

ready to receive proposals for the supply of 67,000 boxes

of turf for the use of their steam-vessels on the river Shan-

non. " * P. Howell, Secretary,'

" Then, as to railways in Ireland, with reference to fuel,

there can be no doubt that the locomotive department will

be much more expensive here than in other parts of the
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kingdom which are favoured by the proiimity of coal, tf

the companies in Ireland have to import coke, iDttead of

making the proper arrangementa for the nae of turf, whiek

will come so much cheaper.

** Thirds Nothing can be worse than the whole sjrs*

tem of the turf trade to Dublin at present ; there is no

capital in the first instance (with very few exceptions)

to enable the persons in cutting the turf to subsist, without

borrowing or taking expensive credit for their support

during the season. The general practice is, to arrange

with some huxter or small provision dealer for the supplies

of meal and other requisites during the time they are

occupied in cutting and saving the turf; this is to be paid

when harrest comes ronnd, for which accommodation they

pay about 30 to 40 per cent, more than the value of the

articles if they had been paid for in cash ; and there is not

a more fruitful source of acrimonious litigation at the petty

sessions than the settlement of those extortionate transae-

tions. Ag^in, between holy-days and wet weather, almost

one-half of the season is lost ; there is no provision made

to enable the workmen cutting turf to stand out during

a wet day, nor any means used for artificially and effec-

tually drying it ; whereas, a shed on a rail, moveable aa

the work went on, or even an oiled linen cape, similar to

those nsed by the police, would sufficiently protect a man
There is generally no hard road into the bog, by which to

remove the turf in bad weather ; then the average time

taken by a boat for each trip to Dublin is from three to

four weeks. All theae, with other unfavourable circum-

stances, increase the cost of the turf, without bringing any

augmentation of comfort or advantage to those engaged in

this miserable management
" It frequently happens that, on the introduction of

important and extensive improvements, old intereats are
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injured. Not so ia this case. No person need be dis-

placed to meet the changed circumstances: alterations

would take place, no doubt ; for instance, the master of

a boat would, in all probability, perform his trip in

about as many days as there are now weeks consumed

;

but he, and all concerned, would be better paid ; while

the canal companies, by reducing their tolls to a very

small comparative rate, would greatly increase their

aggregate income ; and the bog-owner, instead of his

present petty and uncertain income, would receive fair

and safe remuneration.

" It will not be requisite here to enter into a detail

of the improvements that capital, skill, machinery, and

science, may bring to bear on this important subject;

but let any ordinary mind look at the probable effect

that will be produced, in the first instance, by unwatering

a bog, from a large cut or branch canal being taken into

it, thus producing a hard safe bog to work upon, instead

of a swamp, and the operation of saving the turf half

accomplished before being cut out, with tram roads, cover

for working in wet weather, and other facilities, in order

to be ready on a large scale for favourable, dry weather,

ample capital to enable a company or companies (for

there is a wide field for many) at the proper time to stock

their depots with thousands and tens of thousands of tons

of the best turf; add to all this, the incentive to industry

that would be found in cash-paid labour, instead of de-

pending on credit for subsistence ; and it is not too much

to affirm, that fuel of superior quality can thus be produced

for less than half the present cost; and, in fact, that it

may fairly be brought into competition with sea-borne coal,

not only for domestic, but for manufacturing purposes, to

great pubhc advantage.

" With reference to risk in the undertaking, and the
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rapidity and certainty with whicli returns to uliareliotdert

can be made, all the operations in the cutting out, sartng,

and selling sections of bogt, are as capable of accurate

calculations, as nmnufactureni gmerally—certainly more

so than mining upcrotions, or railway speculations; whilst

the money laid out in npring and samnier in labour,

returns with its increase by the sale of the turf in winter ;

twice blessed—first, in the employment given, and again,

in the cheap and abundant fuel produced ; the capitalist,

at the same time, receiving ample remuneration for the

investment.

" But shuulil .science he eiiii hied to brm«^ to jM-itiition

the use of turf, by charing, coking, or olhen^ise, >o us to

overcome the difficulties that have hitherto prevented its

being applied to the making of iron—there are no meana

of adequately estimating the importance of the result to

the nation at large, as iron-stone is to be found in unlimited

quantities, almost on the surface, in various districts.

** Viewing the whole subject, it is not too much to say,

that there does not exist any one project that would be

productive of more important benefits to this country*

(particularly at the present time) than the development

of those almost inexhaustible sources of empiotfmemf,

comfort^ and weaithf which lie at present waste, in the

bogs of Ireland ; a project which if carried out, even with

ordinary skill and liberality, would confer on the people

the blessings of a prime necessary of life in such a climate

as ''"^ r Ireland

—

cheap and abundant fuel.*'

*• We have read the above carefully through, and so far

as we are at present competent to judge of the intentions

of the writer, we most cheerfully subscribe to it.

" We have also before us a specimen of turf or peat pre-

pared by evaporation, without either compression or other
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abundant, we doubt not would bid fair to supersede the

use of both coal and coke ; but of the manner in which

this evaporation was superinduced, or the working of the

system brought under notice by Mr. Classon, we are

unable more fully to speak. We had intended, as we

promised last week, to oB'er a few remarks on the abuses

so frequently permitted on turf-bogs in Ireland, but

will for the present, forego our intentions till better

informed of Mr. Classon*s plan, which may, perhaps,

render any remarks of ours a work of supererogation
;

but when better informed, as we hope to be, of Mr.

Classon's prospects and intended operations, if we can

be of any service, he has only to command us, and, for

the present, merely wish him ' good speed,* in which

we hope to be joined by every kind heart * who can feel

for another.'
"

" [Since the foregoing was in type, we have seen a pro-

position, from the pen of Mr. Jasper W. Rogers, C.E.,

which, we understand, has been some time under con-

sideration by government, for ' the permanent employ-

ment of the Irish peasantry, by the production of

peat and peat-charcoal as a fuel and a fertilizer,^ It

is dated November, 1845, and points out facts particu-

larly on the question of the value of charcoal as a ma-
nure, and the immense loss sustained by the country by

not using our own fuel, which are of the utmost value

in consideration of the question. That the use of carbon

as a fertilizer, in proper quantities, would be of the utmost

value, we presume, cannot be questioned ; and we only

wonder that what had so long been within our reach,

had not been suggested until thus brought forward by

Mr. Rogers ; but we find that since that, the Agricultural
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Society of Boglaiid offered m priie of 20 guinemi for the

best eeeey on its use. This will bring the question forward

as it should, and does but proper justice to Mr. Rogers's

proposition.]"— £J«#rarlfrf/fwii The Farmer't GazHU ^
i/ie'20th Junt\ 184(1.

MAKING OF PEAT-FUEL IN FRANCE.

''The cuttinic aiul inakiiii^ot' turt i^ a )jianch of industry

growing into great extension in IVancu. Upon 2^27

"tourbieretf," the works registered or classified are-

Communal property (worked for the benefit

of the district) . . I,6d3

Private property 374

'* These facts are from the official accounts made up to

1842, since which the manufacture has much increased

;

and it appears that at the period stated the number of

iviirkfnen employed was 38,94»."
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NOTE
ON THE MAKING AND MANUFACTURE OF IRON

BY PEAT AND PEAT-CIIARCOAL.

{Extractsfrom the " Voyage Metalluroique en Angle-

TERRE," published in 1837.)

The above-named work, which is the result of a series

of investigations carried on by a Commission of French

Engineers, on the Continent as well as in England, gives

the most accurate information yet collected, on the state of

the iron trade generally, and as regards the use of peat-fuel

and charcoal for smelting, puddling, rolling, &c. The fol-

lowing are the leading facts, which entirely overset the

erroneous impression, that these fuels are not suitable for

such purposes. It appears that

—

" In the department of the Landes—France—there are

iron works at Ichoux, which consume turf only ; the cost

there, is about 8«. per ton. Forty-five cwt. of turf, and

twenty-three cwt. of pig-iron, give one ton puddled iron.

Twenty-six cubic feet of turf, and twenty-five cwt. pig,

yield twenty cwt. bar-iron of superior quality.

" M. Muller, ofWadenhammer, a manufacturer of leading

notoriety, has proved by actual working test, that an equal

quantity of turf-charcoal, used in place of wood-charcoal,

produces a greater quantity of produce from the ore, than

the best wood-charcoal."

** At Wiichtcr-Ncwnhammcr, it was found, that when
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ill place of wood-charcoal solely, the quantity of ore waa

raised from three hundred and cighty-aix lbs., to four

hundred and sixty-four lbs., the iron being excellent."

" There are at Ransko, in Dohemia, iron works for smelting

—cupolas for re-melting pig—-and reverberating fumacen,

6cc,f for making bar and plate-iron. The ore is but mid-

dling in quality. The fuel, lurf and charcoal onty^ the

turf being of light texture, and not in any way prepared

or pretaed. The fuel consumed to make one ton of iron

is about thirty-four cwt. of turf, and thirty cwt of

charcoal ; the cost of the first, is less than 9«. ; the latter,

about £1.4jr; smelting, therefore, costs about £1. 13«.

;

and the total cost of pig-iron, about £3. 16«. per ton. The

quality of the iron is the highest^'

'' In Bavaria there are iron works similarly worked.

One at Konigsbruiin, carries on the whole operations of

fusion, puddling, re-heating, and rolling, solely by peat fuel.

The commissioners state that the turf is not prtswedf but

carefully dried^ by mean* of heal from separate Jiret, or

from the furnaces. Bertheir states the analysis of this

turf to be

—

\\)l.itilr ii.;itt(r 706
Carl.un .... 24'4

Aslu-

100

30} cwt. of this turf, to 22} cwt. of pig, produces one

ton puddled iron.

30 cwt. of dense turf, to 24) cwt. of puddled iron, pro-

duces one ton small bars of fine quality."

The apparent average is that 32 cwt properly dried turf,

to 20} cwt. pig skives 1 ton castings.

30 cwt. turf to 21 cwt flat iron, one ton plates.
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Upon the whole, it appears, by tlie investigations of the

French Engineers, that peat fuel is generally used on the

Continent in the making of iron, and that turf-charcoal

is fully equal, if not superior, to wood-charcoal, for all

purposes of iron manufacture.

This fact, therefore, being incontestably proved, it can-

not be necessary to point out to the Iron-^nasters of Eng^

taudj the superior value of " charcoal iron ;" nor the

advantages which will arise from its general manufacture

in this country, by means of a fuel, say one-fourth the

price of charcoal of wood
; yet not only equal, but superior

for the purpose. The following extract from ** The Indus-

trial Resources of Ireland," gives analytical and other facts

of much importance ; and sets the question of the real

value of peat-charcoal completely at rest.

" When compressed peat is carbonized, it gives a fine

coherent coke, which contains very little ash, and amounts

to above thirty per cent, of its weight, when the coking

is properly carried on. The density of this coke is greater

than that of wood -charcoal, being found to range from

913 to 1040."

" The iron furnaces of Voitoumra, gives from turf, when

coked in small vessels

—

Charcoal .... 40*2o per cent.

Tar 2450

Watery liquor . . 140 "

Gaseous matter . '21 •2') "

100

" The economical carbonization of turf, is carried on in

heaps, m the same manner as that of wood The

mass must be allowed to heat more than is necessary for

wood The quantity of charcoal obtained in this
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iiiixlf ol c.irh I . i'
! 1. m lr'»iu n^rniN 'liirty per

cent, of the \%t ij;lit .t dry turf."

'* By eompreuing turf, it hat already been ihown that

the resulting cliarcoal may obtain a density of 1040,

which is far superior to that of wood charcoal."

" As to the calorific effect, turf-charcoal, mncompreued, is

about the same as coal-cokes."

The value of peat-charcoal is, therefore, e\mini : ma u

is right to observe, that, although the cQicuIations of The
Amelioration Society htLve been grounded on the production

of charcoal from dried turf being only 25 per cent, which

is the minimum quantity produced by manufacture ** in

heaps,** as described by Sir Robert Kane, the mode of

operation, although equally simple, will be such that the

density and quantity obtained by ** coking in close vessels,**

will be had by the Society.

It is useless to go into calculations to prove that English

iron, made by means of peat-charcoal at the price of one

guinea per ton with carriage, by our own manufacturers,

must cost so low a sum, in comparison to that of foreign iron,

that the English market will no longer admit the latter

—

but, the admirable appliances and machinery possessed by

our iron-masters, when aided by an almost pure carbon as a

fuel, will produce a class of iron infinitely superior to any

which can be had from abroad. In fact, it may be anti-

cipated that England will soon occupy other markets be-

side her own, with a description of iron, not alooe ^ best,

best,*" but the heal that cam be made.

But there is a fact of recent occurrence, which should,

perhaps, claim the attention of the iron-masters of Eng-

land, anxiously, at present. It appears by experience of

iron xhipM in action, that the effect of tplintering of the

iron has been so great, it is recommended that our ships
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of war shall no longer be built of that material. Jt has

been stated that practice has turned out quite contrary

to expectation ; as it was supposed that the aperture

made by a cannon-ball would have been a clean hole,

without splinters; whereas both the plate and angle iron,

have splintered like metal.

To those who understand the different qualities of iron,

it is not necessary to say, that if a pure kind had been

made use of, there would have been no s«plintering; and

that the hole made by a shot ought to be a clean one,

or rather, slightly burred within. Thus, the fact of

making our iron almost entirely by sulphureous fuel, bids

fair, in this case at least, to mar a measure of paramount

national importance. If it be found that our plate-iron

used in ship-building, proves its unmalleability and

brittleness, in the case of concussion from a shot,

what becomes of the boasted value of iron vessels, in re-

sisting concussion against the sharp points of rocks ?

And if a fracture be made in splinters, what means can

be taken to staunch ?—Certainly not any with good effect.

—^Therefore, the evil strikes against the whole trade of iron-

ship building ; and, I hesitate not to say, entirely from

the one cause—that of iron being made solely by sul-

phureous fuel. That plate and angle iron of all kinds

fitted for the purpose, can and ought aluays to be made

so as not to splinter, there cannot be a question; and it is

not perhaps too much to say, that it behoves the trade to

take measures to prevent the loss of that which has

already caused so great a demand upon them ; and which

may now be overthrown for want of explanation of facts :

while care should be taken not to permit for the future,

the use of any iron in ship-building, finally prepared by

sulphureous fuel. In fact, each plate used for such pur-

pose should be tested, as well for the general and ulti-
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which is de«ply interested in the question.

There never was a period in the annals of Enghuh trade,

when she so much needed pure and toumd iron us tl»e pre*

sent First, in the instance I have given ; next, in her

railways. From the rail to the very step upon the car-

riage, all the intermediate parts require Mound maUeaUe
iron. If even the most triHiiig part be unnound, how much

depends upon it ! Yet the simple action of a jet of sulphure-

ous vapour, issuing from the coal that either makes or forget

the iron which composes u railway axle or a rail, may pro-

duce the loss of life of hundreds, although no human eye

can see the evil in the work ; and this is within proof of

all who please to try it Wherever that jet strikes, as it

iA8ui'S from the fuel, it perfectly deprives the part of mal-

leability ; and subsequent concussion acting upon it in that

state, makes it fracture with almost equal facdity to cast-

iron. So long as sulphureous fuel is used, at least in

the 6nal processes of making iron required for such pur-

poses, this evil can scarcely be guarded Hgainst, because

nothing; short of testing almost every foot of bar or plate,

can overcome it, arising from the cause stated.

Again, what fearful results daily occur, from u<iii«; >\\U

phurettcd iron in boilers ! Plates so brittle that they

will not bear a flange, and barely the blow of tlie punch

without cracking, are used under the denomination of

mnlleaUe iron, and subjected to a pressure equal ti

that assumption. The consequences arc told daiiy, io

the explosions which take place in boilers ; and scientific

men weary themselves in humane eflbrts to discover the

cause, and means to prevent the evil, which perhaps resta

alone with the material used. This fact need not be

questioned, and the testing of boiler-plate will prove the

reality to an extent which would not otherwise be
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credited ; and wbich I believe is not known even by the

makers; because, as I have before stated, until tested fully,

it cannot be detected.

To the worker of iron also, almost greater advantages are

offered by the use of peat-charcoal. The price, taking the

calorific value into consideration, will not exceed the

average of smiths' coal ; and under any circumstance, the

article made by it will be of higher value as to strength,

&c., while the iitne in making will be much less. The

action of the charcoal is to carbonize the iron. Its strength

and malleability is of course increased, and a crack, or

flaw need not be feared under almost any circumstance.

Long personal experience and a necessity to produce

iron work in complex form, to possess great strength,

while as light as possible, has proved these facts ; and

in eight years of actual practice on the point, I have not

known of a single flaw in any work forged by it, even in the

most severely-tried crank-axles. That workmen will gladly

seek it, when once they know its advantages, there can be

no doubt, from the fact, that in critical formations of work

the labour and skill required will be much less than work-

ing iron with sulphureous fuel. The same iron I have had fre-

quently tested in my presence by one fuel and the other,

and in every instance the coal-worked iron has failed in the

peculiar tests, as compared with the other. But it is

unnecessary to dwell upon a fact which all iron-manufac-

turers will understand; and the advantages pointed out are

so easily within reach of proof, that it would be waste of

time to do more than make the '^ bane and antidote"^

public, and leave the test, if doubt exist, to those whom
it so deeply interests, as well personally as upon the score

of public good; and it will afford me great pleasure to give

to all concerned in the question, every information which

I |)OSSCSS.
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N O T E.

PEAT-CIIARCOAL AS A FERTILIZER OF THE

SOIL.

PPAT-OHARCOAL AS A FERTILIZES.

** It nmy In- wvm lo say, tli.it 1 \vii> (iret attracted to the

action of charcoal on vegetation, by an interesting paper

which I heard read about four years since, at the Royal

Victoria Gallery, in Manchester, detailing the particulars

of the experiments which had been carried on at the

Botanical Gaixlens of Munich, and pointing out the bene-

ficial effect of carbon upon many varieties of plants.

" The idea then struck me, that both thexoiV and/Mol of

this country made them peculiarly applicable to aid each

other, and a variety of experiments, which I have since

made, have fully proved the advantage of charcoal or

carbon as a fertilizer. The following extracts from the

paper I allude to, forcibly impressed themselvM on me

at the time :

—

'"The first experiment which naturally suggested itself,

was to have a certain portion of charcoal mixed with the

earth in which different plants grew, and to increase its

quantity according as the advantage of the method was

perceived. An addition of two-thirds of charcoal, for
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example, to vegetable mould, appeared to answer excel-

lently for the gesnera and gloxinea, and also for the

tropical aroidecB, with tuberous roots ; the two first soon

attracted the attention of connoisseurft by the great beauty

of all their parts, and their genei-al appearance. They

surpassed very quickly those cultivated in the common

way, both in thickness of their stems and dark colour of

their leaves: their blossoms were beautiful, and their vege-

tation lasted much longer than usual, so much so, that in the

middle of November, when other plants of the same kind

were dead, those were quite fresh and partly in blossom.

Aroideae took root very rapidly, and their leaves sur-

passed much in size the leaves of those not so treated.

** * A cactus, planted in a mixture of charcoal and earth,

throve prodigiously, and attained double its size in a few

weeks.

" *At the same time that those experiments were per-

formed with a mixture of charcoal and earth, charcoal was

also used, free from any addition, and in every case the

best results were obtained. Cuts of plants from different

genera, took root in it well and generally. Pure charcoal

acts excellently as a means of curingf unhealthy plants

:

a doryanthus excelsa, for example, which had been droop-

ing for three years, was rendered completely healthy in a

very short lime by this means ; an orange-tree, which had

a very common disease^ in which the leaves become yellow,

acquired within a few weeks a healthy green colour, when
the upper surface of the earth was removed from the pot

in which it *was contained, and a ring of charcoal, of

an inch in thickness, strewed in its place, round the

periphery of the pot.'

" It is almost unnecessary to say, that one of the main

constituents of vegetation is carbon, and in proportion to

its proper supply to the culture of all plants, either by the
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atmotphere, or otberwisey depeadt the lutufMiiM wad vW
gour of their growth. It cannot be requiaite to eoter into

minute detail to prove e fact m> well known ; bol it it de»

simble to point out, that the quantity of carbon uted in

manure is by no means couiuienaurate with the quantum

found to exist in the plant grown from it—hence, it it

evident, that the luxuriance of the plant principally de-

|)cuds upon the carbon, drawn partly from the soil, but

principally from the atmosphere, which at once accounts

for the greater or lesser vigour in vegetation, according

to the nature of the season ;—in other words, the greater

or lesser amount of carbon afloat in the atmosphere ; and,

thcrrefore, agriculture is now left mainly dependent upon

what cannot be controlled ; but for which a remedy may

with ease be applied.

'* Sir Robert Kane gives the following highly valuable

table, showing the amount of carbon in each plant, which

he names, viz.

—

Wheat Carbon, 46*1 per cent.

Wheat Straw iU 48-4 do.

Oat do. 60-7 do.

Oat Straw do. 501 do.

Potatoes do. 440 do.

Turnips do. 42-9 do.

Red Clover Uay do. 47*4 do.

** This, in itself, is suflicient to prove the indispensability

of carbon to vegetation ; and the experiments at Munich

incontestably decide the value of charcoal as a fertilizer of

the highest order. My own, made under many different

circumstances, have proved that tlie tendere»t plants will

vegetate and luxuriate abundantly in pulverized charcoal,

unmixed with earth, or any other subetance; and 1 have
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found that even the most modemte quantity produces

highly desirable eH'ccts; but, in addition, it possesses a

singularly beneficial property quite foreign to other ma-

nures. It is known that in the growth of all plants a

putrescent matter is yielded from the root, which if not ab-

sorbed either by filtration or evaporation, or removed by

working up the earth around, produces evil of much mag-

nitude; which may be well compared to that arising to

human life by the retention around it of those excretions

of the pores, &c., which nature has ordained. This is en-

tirely corrected by the presence of charcoal.

"The putrescent matter is at once absorbed, and decom-

posed, and the plant is not alone relieved from the evil, but

gets back nutrition in the shape of carbonic oxide. It

need scarcely be said that so admirable and bountiful a

property stamps at once its value and identity as a wise

and beautiful provision of nature which, like many others,

we neglect and are ungrateful for.

"To this climate and soil its advantages are particularly

adapted. In a pulverized state it acts, in the first in-

stance, as sandy thus making the soil desirably porous.

During rain it absorbs a certain amount quickly, and then,

resisting all further saturation, aids in filtration of the

water downwards, or in evaporation when rain ceases,

invariably retaining in itself its full amount of moisture,

until the superabundance around has lessened, when it not

alone gives out that moisture, but with it yields a portion of

its carbon; and this action is unceasing until entire decom-

position takes place, which is equal and gradual, usually

not before four to five years.

" Thus, it is not alone a most lasting manure, but one by

which the utmost ignorance cannot suffer. Even the

greatest proportion will not do evil, while the smallest will

do good ; and were it not that equal blessings have lain
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dortnaol fur c«iilurie« ftt our dounii it might be doublMl

tliat so great a good could have beeo to loog uokoown. 1

1

is known, however, that the phocipal value of fann-yatd

manure lies in its straw, because of the quantity of carboo

which it contains ; yet this straw is given back to the huid,

at certain Ions to the fanner, while carbon, pure, and in its

fittest form, lies within reach unused/'

PEATCllARCOAL

The following facts as to peat-charcoal, and the parti-

culars of a few recent experiments on its use as a fertilizer

for all description of plants, I beg attention to^
Istly.— It is an absorbent of the highest order, possess-

ing the power of taking in 80 per cent of moisture.

2ndly.—It possesses the capability of perfectly correct-

ing, and immediately decomposing, all putrescent matter

coming into contact with it.

3rdty.—Used as a fertilizer, it yields to the roots of the

plant, carbon in its purest state, in such quantum as nature

demands.

4thly.— It hoUj! the full extent of the moisture which it

receives in the ground, until the soil around it becomes

drier than itself; then, and not till then, giving that mois-

ture out. Thus opening, it may be said, innumerable

reservoirs to uphold and invigorate the plant till moisture

comes again. And when that occurs superabundantly,

charcoal becomes tLjiHerer. It will receive its due portion of

wnUr only, and then is like a hard grain of sand, which

aids III currying away the overplus moisture from the roots

of the plant, round which it otherwise would rest.

Its |K)wer of decomposing putrescent matter is singularly
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and gives to the soil, by such decomposition, increased fer-

tilizing power. Its uses, therefore, are manifold; but, above

all, it supplies to the plant pure carbon^ which is essential

to its vigorous growth, and for which it is now left mainly

dependent on the atmosphere only.

First Experiment.

Diseased Potatoes were planted in the usual manner,

in October, 1845, the seed being whole, and small sized;

the ground slightly dressed with farm-yard manure, and

upon each set was thrown a handful of pulverized char-

coal ; about as fine as coarse sand. The result was, an

abundant crop, perfectly free from disease. The kind,

*' the cup'* potato.

Second Experiment.

In the spring of this year four diseased potatoes were

planted in separate garden-pots, the first entirely peal-

charcoal ; the second, half mixed with the usual garden-

soil ; third, one-third; and the fourth, one-fourth char-

coal. The pots were placed at first, on the surface of a

garden-walk, so as to have no aid from the soil. The

shoots from each came up about the same time, but pre-

sented a singular difference in appearance : those in the char-

coal alone, being a peculiarly dark green; the others per-

ceptibly lighter in colour, as the quantity of charcoal less-

ened. On the other hand, those which had only one-fourth

charcoal, subsequently grew quickest, while those with

all charcoal, slowest. The tops of the plants having become

too heavy, the pots were obliged to be plunged in the soil, to

hold them upright; and after about a month, having found

that the roots had shot through at the bottom, which of
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coune marred tlie accuracy of the experiineiit, I broke lb*

|>ot« to aacftrtain the reaulu to far. This was in July last.

The potato in the pure charcoal, was perfectly nn-

rhniiged in outward appearance, but eliatic >

' retcurc

of the hand; when cut, it presented but »i
, acation

of the disease within, und had much the look ofbees'-wax.

On examination it was found that all the fecula was with-

drawn, and that what remained was, in fact, the cells, or

fibrous part of the tuber; prevented, it would appear, from

decomposition, by the action of the charcoal. Cut into

thin shccft and held to a strong light, the naked eye coold

perceive the formation of the cell, and the absence of that

whicii it had held ; but subsequent analysis proved the fact

that no fecula whatever remained.

The indications of new tubers were nimute, and not

many. While in the pot which contained only one-Jburih

rharcoal, they were very numerous and healthy in appear-

ance ; tlie set also was almost entirely decomposed. The

two intermediate pots had burst in the ground, and there-

fore, no fair judgment could be formed ; but the seed, in

each was sound in proportion to the quantity of charcoal.

On examining the stems, or shaws, they presented a very

remarkable diflTcrence. Those produced from the charcoal

alone were short, elastic, and strong, resembling the stema

uf a shrub; while that from the one-fourth charcoal did

not show this peculiarity. Throughout tlie expeiiineot%

however, the difference of colour in the leaves was at

all times apparent; but this effect is produced by cbarcoel

on all description of vegetation, presenting the appear-

ance of peculiar vigour.

The results of a long series of trials and proofs as regards

the potato have amply satisfied my judgment^ that peai^

charcoal is the most fitting manure which can be used under

the existing circumstances of the disease ; and subaequenlly
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to my publications on the subject, muMy writers have borne

out the theory and facts. Carbon supplied to the root of

the potato gives back to it that which it has lost by the

disease; and there need be no question that potatoes

planted in autumn, and manured with charcoal, will pro-

duce sound crops. 1 cannot hesitate to (Uisert that which

I have incontestably proved ; and although this fact, which

I published when the potato disease first became public,

has not yet been generally admitted, I have no fears in

inviting and seeking for proof to the contrary; which I

now do formally, as I have on several former occasions.

In the storage and pitting of potatoes also, pulverized

charcoal will be found almost a perfect prevention to

decay. Whether stored on lofts, or in pits, let all the

interstices be filled with charcoal, about as fine as coarse

sand, so as to come as much as possible in contact with

each potato—the result will be, that the charcoal will

absorb all superabundant moisture as it may be given out,

and any putrescent mattier yielded will be at once corrected.

The tubers will, therefore, remain sound, and the charcoal

itself will become even a more valuable manure, from the

matter it will have absorbed and decomposed.

TuiKD Experiment.

At the same time that the potatoes which I have men-

tioned were planted, wheats oatSy peas, beans, turnips, and

mangel-wurzel were similarly treated ; each kind being

placed in pure charcoal, one-half, one-third, and one-fourth.

Vegetation seemed to take ])lace in each alike, and the

same appearance exhibited itself in the rich strong

green of those grown in the charcoal alone, as compared

with those in only one-fourth. But after having been

plunged, the roots of all protruded into the soil, and it

was useless to continue the experiment further; nor indeed
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was it pecemry ; for the fact I have ftlready ttatad wai

•gain proved by practice, namely, ikat ike mmaiUtt qnam*

lily of charcoal applied to the roots of a plamt will d9

yood^ while the t/reatrH cannot do harm. All the planta

1 have named throve luxuriantly, in every instance; but

those in charcoal alone, although peculiarly rich and ttrong

in appearance, progressed more slowly than the others.

Fourth Expbrimbiit.

Three cuttings were taken from a root of the c«

rhubarb; and one 9od of turf having been cham

pulverized, they were planted in ii, and covered up in

the usual way ; being at the distance of about ten yards

from the mother plant.

The growlli of those manured by charcoal was singularly

great. The leaves grew to about one-third larger ; the colour

cjuite dissimihir to the other, being much darker; and tlie

8tem possessing infinitely greater substance ; the yield

being nearly iwO'thirdu more from the same number of

leaves taken from each.

Fifth Expsrimbmt.

Five hundred early York cabbage-plants were pur-

chased from a market-gardener on the day he planted a

large patch of the same exactly, for himself, lo the

evening, the men who planted his, were employed to plant

those, in ground previously manured with carbon ooly.

The distance between the position of each was about one

thousand yards. Yet^ the Utter were headed, and in

use fully ten days on the average, before the ^former,

and were in every respect superior ; although the market-

^ardener^s ground had been richly manured in the usual

way. Similar results were experienced with onions, pars-
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nips, and carrots; but no romparativo t(*st.s havn ])0(mi made

by me.

Sixth Expkuimi.m.

In order to test the eH'ect on plants exactly similarly

situated, two baby fuchias were selected, growing at each

side of a narrow walk. They were almost identical in

appearance, when peat-charcoal was given to the root of

one, early in spring, the other left uncimnged. The ett'ect

on the former was most striking ; first, as to the greatly

increased luxuriance, and the dark green of the leaf;

and, subsequently, it became literally covered with blos-

soms beautifully rich in colour. In fact, when each

were in bloom, they seemed to be a totally different va-

riety.

Subsequently, a house fuchia, (the lobe-leafed,) which

had been declining, had about two inches of soil taken

from the surface of the pot, and peat-charcoal placed

instead, without at all disturbing the root, the object

being to see, would the charcoal, by penetrating into

the soil, which it quickly does when watered, correct

the evil of the excretory matter which might have sur-

rounded the root. The effect of the treatment was appa-

rent in a short time ; and this plant has been since pro-

nounced hy many highly competent judges to he the

finest they had ever seen, although, when the charcoal

was applied, it was in a diseased state.

Experiments were made with several kinds of seed, all

being highly favourable to the use of charcoal. On
pelargonium seed it was most remarkable : the seedlings

in every instance, when planted in the usual soil, well im-

pregnated with pulverized peat-charcoal, thriving in a

given time, to nearly double, if not fully so, the size of

those planted without it. The dark rich green again pre-
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to the touch. In short, under every circumttanee, the aee

of charcoal wai found to produce the moat beneficial

resultM, which perhaps are fortunately of a nature that

come within the reach of every person, almost, to try«-

even those who potaets but a few house-plants.

Carbon, of one kind or other, is within reach of almost

ull : to all, then, I would say, ic«l what I assert, from the

Hurist to the farmer ; and happily shall I yield any further

information required, to aid in proving the statements 1

have set forth.

But, if proof be necessary that carbon should be sup-

plied abundantly to the root of plants, it is to be had from

uu incontestable fact, exhibited in London first, and then in

every manufacturing city in the kingdom. And it is sin-

gular, that towns should furnish such evidence for the

beiicHt of the country.

To those who will take the trouble of observing, it will

l>e apparent, that even in the closest square of the densest

part of London, there is, at almost all periods of the year,

to be found bright and verdant grass; rich and beautiful in

appearance. Compare, and it will be seen to exceed in

verdure what can be had in the country round. " Graff§

Inn' willy in fact, from first to last of the year, exceed

in the verdure of its grass, Kenemgtom Gardeme.

The cause is evident. The town graaa b constantly ma-

nured by pure carbon, falling upon it in the showers of

'* blacks' so well known to all large cities; and every

fall of rain drives that carbon to the root: bence^ ita

peculiar verdancy. Now the trees and shniba in tba

close parU of the city exhibit a directly opposite ap-

pearance. It cannot therefore be said, that the carbon ao

abundantly afloat in the atmospkere of London causea

the efi'ect described ; for if so, its trees and shruba should
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be more luxuriant than those in the country. In fact, a

little thought will show, tliat to '* the blacks" only, can be

ascribed the peculiar verdancy of the grass in all manu-

facturing and close towns. And if its effect be so striking,

where all other vegetation lingers or dies, what may not

be expected, from a liberal use of pure carbon to the roots

of plants, in situations where nature gives all her other

blessings for their growth and luxuriance ? We have but

to think
J
and we shall see, and wonder we have not before

done so, that carbon is the foundation or life-stream of

vegetation; and that its ample supply to the plant is as

essential to it, as is that nutriment which gives life to the

human frame.

ON THE USE OF CHARCOAL AS A FERTILIZER.

Extractedfrom the Farmers' Magazine, A^oi;., 184G.

" A few months since Mr. Jasper Rogers, C.E., drew the

attention of the public to the importance of turf or peat-

charcoal as a manure, and as affording abundance of re-

munerative employment to the unemployed poor of Ire-

land. After this publication, the Royal Agricultural So-

ciety of England offered a premiunj of twenty sovereigns

for the best essay on peat-charcoal as a manure. And

within the last month Mr. Rogers has published another

work on the same important subject. . In this work

he adds his testimony to the value ol turt-charcoal as a

fertilizer, and attributes its powerful influence as a manure,

to its powers (amongst other good properties) of absorbing

the excretory matter which plants deposit in the soil
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That the carboii of the cbtrcoal opermlet to boneficklly

upon plant*, amoiigat other modea, by a gradcial combiiui-

tion with oxygen, hardly admits of a doubt. Leibig gitva

the results of a series of expcriuieots by ' Lukas' on the nae

of charcoal ns a manure, which seem to corroborate this

opinion. ' The charcoal,* continues M. Lukas,

* used in these experiments, was the dust-like powder of

charcoal from i\n and pines. It was found to have moat

eflect when allowed to lin during winter exposed to the ac-

tion of the air.

.

The action of charcoal cooaista

primarily in its prc»etvui^ the powers of plants with which

it is in contact, whether tliey be roots, branches, leaves, &e.,

unchanged in their vital powers for a long space of time, so

that tlie plant obtains time to develope the organs for its

future support and propagation Every experiment,'

concludes M. Lukas, ' was crowned with success.'

It is of great importance that the farmer should understand

the difference between peat-charcoal and the ashes of

this substance. The distinction is very easy to understand
;

for the peat-ashes^ like those of Holland or of Berkshire,

(owing to the mode adopted of many burning them in un-

covered heaps in the open air) contain hardly anything but

the earthy and saline contents of the peaL ' We
tried it/ (charcoal,) continues Mr. M'Kenzie, * against

well-made stable manure The plants grew well in

both cases The weight of bulbs (it for use manured

with the /iM/y mixture^ was upfrards of 40 tons per acre,

w hile those produced from stable-dung weighed only about

30 tons The evidence then is abundant in favour of

charcoal as a fertiliser.'

"
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TURF-CHARCOAL AS A MANURE.

EMPLOYMENT OF THE IRISH LABOURERS.

BY CUTHBERT W. JOIIXSOX, ESQ., F.R.S.

"The employment of vegetable charcoal as a t'eitilizer

has never been very extensive For this neglect of an excel-

lent manure its value for other purposes must in most

places be admitted as a reasonable cause. But although

it may be too valuable a manure, when used in its tolerably

pure stale, as prepared by the ordinary process of the

wood-charcoal burners, still there are sources of supply, as

from the peat or turf of bogs, of which it would be well if

the Encrlish farmer in certain localities availed himself. At

such a period as this, when a scarcity of food and the

privations of whiter are rapidly approaching, 1 am anxious

to remind the Irish farmers and landowners of a mode by

which they can em-ich themselves, and at the same time

afford a considerable supply of remunerative labour to their

poor neighbours by the preparation of charcoal from turf

or peat. To this end it will be perhaps desirable if 1 first

explain the distinction between the charcoal procured by

cliarring of peat or turf, and the ordinary peat-asheSy like

those so long and extensively employed by the farmers near

the valley of the Kennett, in Berkshire, or the celebrated

peat ashes of the Dutch farmers. Now the distinction is

very easy to understand ; for the first kind, the peat-ashes^

(owing to the mode adopted of merely burning them in

uncovered heaps in the open air,) contain hardly anything

but the earthy and saline contents of the peat. To give

an analysis, 100 parts of some Dutch ashes were examined*

and were found to be composed of—
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Silicfouii earth .... . . SJ

Sulphate of lime (gypiium) . . . I'J

Sulphate and muriate ofiMHlu, Glau-

ber salt, and coninon salt . . (i

Carbonate of lim*^ («li:ill< » 40

Oxide of irtMi i

L4OM during the anulysifi 7

100

These oshes Ih-mm^ totally devoid of carbon (or charcoal)

are evidently adapted for the only purpose to which the

Dutch fanneri apply them, vii., as a top-dressing for their

clover or other gnuites into which the gypsum of the pcat-

aabes enters as an essential constituent. The charcoal

being all removed by the combustion of the peat, it is

evident that for crops which do not contain sulphate of

lime the peat-ashes could hardly be expected to be a fer-

tilizing upplicatioo. But let us examine carefully the

analysis of the ashes procured from peat by a difiereot and

far less complete combustion of the carbon of the peat and

turf. Such an analysis we find in the excellent little work

of Professor J. F.Johnston. (Elements of Agric. Chem.,

p. 189.) The ashes were obtained from Puibley moss by

Mr. Fleming, of Barrochan. One hundred parts of each

of these contained

—

Charcoal ...
Sulphate and carbonate of pot

ash, soda and magnesia

Alumina 2*99

Oxide of iroi

Sulphate of imic

Carbonate of lime .

Phosphate of lime .

Siliceous matter .

White PmI Blarkrcftt
AMhm, Aahn.

5412 . . 302

6-57 . 516
2-99 . . 2 48

4-61 . . 18-66

1049 . . 2123
8-54 . 3-50

(y90 . . 0.40

1088 . . 43-91

9^10 98-36

L
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" From this analysis it will be seen that tiie first, or white

peat-ushes, were so prepared (hy merely checking the ex-

tent of the burning) thut they contained more than half

their weight of charcoal. It is to the preparation of this

kind of impure c/mrcoa/.ashes that I am now so anxious

to direct the immediate attention of the owners of those

estates, in whatever portion of the United Kingdom they

are situated, where suitable turf abounds and work is

difficult to obtain. I hardly deem it necessary to prove

to any one the value of charcoal as a manure; and

if it was necessary to obviate the suspicion that there is

any difference in the effect produced by the use of char-

coal-ashes and the impure variety of these ashes afforded

by peat, I am readily supplied with the means of doing

so by a recent report by Mr. Peter Mackenzie, of West

Plean, near Stirling (Quar. Jour, of Agric, 1846, p. 467.)

He tells us that he has been for some years past try-

ing experiments with peat, charred peat, and peat-ashes,

as a substitute for stable-manure, and for many kinds

of crop grown by farmers and gardeners. He remarks,

* In the spring of last year, I collected a quantity of

peat for various purposes, and part of it was intended

to be charred or burned. It was not so well prepared

for burning as I wished, a good deal of moisture being

in it ; however, a good fire was made of wood to begin

with, and as the peat dried it was drawn to the fire, and in

this way was kept burning for two weeks. It required

little watching, only once or twice in twelve hours. The

partially-dried peat was drawn to the fire, because it

was intended to have a quantity of charred peat and

ashes mixed together ; and, in order to obtain both, the

fire was kept in a smothered state to char the peat (let

the farmer mark the distinction). It commonly burst

through in some parts, and there supplied the ashes.

When we had a quantity to begin with, the unburnt peat
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and the charred, with the anheii, were all well mixed Uy
gether; at least oDe-half of the maM was unbunit peat.'

This mixture was applied to land about the beginmng of

May, to a sandy soil, for a crop of Swedifh turnips. Th«
quantity used was at least at the rate of two hundred

busheU )>er acre. ' We tried it/ continues Mr. Mac-

kenzie, ' against well-made stable-manure, in a state like

mould, cut well with the spade, which was applied in at

the rate of about twenty tons to the acre, and spread

into drills like the peaty mixture. The plants grew well

in both cases. We tried to ascertain the amooDt of pro-

duce per acre from each manure as late as the middle of

January, 1846 ; for from the mildness of the season, the

turnips till then appeared to be in a growing state, each

plant having had ubout two square feet of surface to grow

upon. The surface was kept flat, and the ground chiefly

worked with the Dutch hoe. The weight of bulbs fit for

use, manured with the |)euty mixture, was upwards of

forty tons per acre; while those produced from stable-

dung weighed only about thirty tons. One row of peas

was also manured with the peaty composition, and yielded

as great a crop as those manured with the stable manure*'

Such a preparation of charcoal, although mixed with other

substances, the farmer will find very Taluable in a variety

of ways. It would constitute an excellent foundation for

dung-heaps or sheep-folds, since charcoal very exten-

sively absorbs the gaseous matters of putrefaction, and

when used in considerable proportions, would also imbibe

all the drainage matters of the sheep or other live-stock.

It answers as well also for a covering for dunghills; but

to this end, again let me remind the farmer, that he must

only carbonise or char his peat or turf; he must, to

accomplish this, by covering the burning heap with earth

or green turf, retard, regulate, and i^uce the extent of
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the combustion as much as possible. It is to the presence

of a considerable portion of carbon in the ashes of land

pared and burnt, that the advantajrcs of this now nearly-

exploded operation may be attributed* The ashes of a

pared and burnt chalk soil from Kent contained four to

5 per cent, of carbon ; that of a ligl»t Leicestershire

soil contained 6 per cent. ; and that of a stiff clay soil

from Mount's Kay, in Cornwall, contained 8 per cent, of

carbon. In an experiment reported by Mr. Pusey, upon

dressing land * of the very stiffest description of the Oxford

clay * with ashes procured by burning the soil, the follow-

ing results per acre were obtained (Jour. R. A. S., vol. vi.

p. 4/ 8).—
The soil simple, produced of wheat . . 37^ bushels

— — dressed with 80 cubic yards of

burnt clay 45^ —
— — 80 cubic yards ditto, and sheep

folded 47J —
The value of charcoal, therefore, as a fertilizer is undoubted,

under almost whatever impure variety it presents itself.

" And the value of well-prepared turf-charcoal is not

confined to agriculture. Mr. Rogers, in a work just pub-

lished,* (which I commend to the perusal of the friends of

Ireland,) has successfully proved its value for the use of

the iron manufacturer. He tells us, p. 32, *the experience

and practice of eight years of very active labour in con-

structing locomotive carriages for common roads, which re-

quired iron to be prepared of the greatest possible tenacity

with the least possible weight, has proved to me the in-

* Letter to the Landlords and Rate-payers of Ireland, detailing

Mans for the permanent and profitable employment of the peasantry

without ultimate cost to the land or the nation, and within the pro-

visions of the Act, 10 Vict. c. 107. By Jasper W. Rogers, C.E. London,

J. Ridgway.
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of iHr/H'harcorti, which I may deooiumle a natunU fuel

uf tlie country ; und I have been in the habit of having

It prepared for 8mith!»' use—iufinitely in preference to any

coal—uriDing from my knowledge of the fact that the

excellence of foreign iron, and itn conaeqoently greatly

increased value, as compared with English, (which variea

from 1 to 200 per cent, in favour of the former,) ia solely

owing to its mode of preparation, entirely by fmHUU qf
iurf or wood'charcoai The cause of this is, that those

substances do not contain sulphur, which British coal doeti

more or less, the action of Uie vapour of which deprives

iron of its malleability, subjecting it to crack in the

forging, or break from very slight concussion when in

use.*

" For either, therefore, the agriculture or the iron manu-

factures of the United Kingdom, the preparation of char-

coal from turf seems to offer to the peasantry of Ireland a

large supply of remunerative labour; and surely at the

present period, an effort of this kind seems peculiarly

desirable. There b happily, too, a very small outlay of

capital needed to test the ralue of the preparation of this

charcoal. The only items of the expense are labour, and

perhaps some wood or coals to commence the fires with
;

and this last is not of any considerable amount, for when

once the fire is well commenced, the heap, in the language

of the preparers of the turf-charcoal, ' bums itself/ Let

then the Irish landowner consider these facts carefiilly, and

ask himself how and where he can make the attempt thus

to benefit his poorer neighbours ; let him not forget, too,

without eventual cost to himself, for the sale of the turf-

charcoal will more than repay bim for all his outlay. And

having well and maturely considered, let him act, and

promptly too, upon the conclusions to which he is led
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Let no one say, ' I can do but little in this manufacture of

turf-cliarcoal.' Let him rather do that little, and if he

can only in this way, during a period of scarcity, find

fairly-paid labour for only a few Irish peasants, he may

rest assured that he will not pass the approaching rigour

of winter the less happily from feeling conscious that he

has made one poor attempt to rescue from starvation

some few, at least, of his unwillingly idle neighbours."

PROFESSOR LINDLEY'S OPINION OF
CHARCOAL.

(Gardeners Chronicle, 21s/ November, 1846

J

(replies to correspondents.)

" Charcoal—Durus—Use it to your onion and potato

crop in preference : but it suits everything. Its being in

fine powder is of no consequence X X—The only

reason why half-burnt wood when plunged in water is not

so good as charcoal is— first, that it perhaps is not charred

through; second, that there is not so nmch of it; third,

that some of the saline matter will be washed out.

Charcoal should be made without access of air, except

just so far as is required to maintain a very slow com-

bustion. When reduced to powder it suits all kitchen-

garden crops, especially onions, potatos, and root-crops."
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NOTE

ON THE RECLAMATION OF BOG-LAMJ.

It is unnecesftary here to enter into the question, whether

boi; or peat ift a plant in itself, or that it is a collection of

various plants matured, and af\er death and decompo-

sition, giving life to others ; thus, stratum upon stratum

composing that vast mass which ri^es from, (not dcMcefkb

ffito,) the land upon which it rests. Yet, be the opposing

theory right or wrong, which makes peat a defined plant,

and shows it from the soil to the surface the same—except

that as the depth extends, the lowest part becomes denser,

because gravity acts upon the poition underneath, and

thus perhaps deprives it of vitality, while that above

lives and fructifies;— still it is immaterial for our present

purpose to enter into either question, more than to show

that all writers or thinkers upon the subject agree, that

peat w a Urinff mass to some extent ; and, of necessity, the

portion upon the surface must be that which contains most

vitality. This, therefore, will prove that the conversioa of

a living substance into a soil fit and proper for the pro-

duction of vegetation, must, under any circumstance, be ft

work of unceasing efibrt; simply because it is seeking, by

partial and generally inadequate means to extinguish that

life of which Nature, in her vegetative power, so tenaciously

holds possession. Hence the necessity which exists for

removing from the surface of the land that peat which

clearly operates against its reclamation; and when the

removal can be accomplished in a manner to produce gold
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the greatest advocates for other systems of rcdaniation

will opjiose the present; particuhirly as all experience

has proved the fact, that bog or peat land attempted to

be reclaimed, has presented continuous difficulty unless

the surface was effectually changed, or that the peat was

of so trifling a depth as to admit of reaching the sub-

stratum with else.

Assuming then, that to remove the bog is the true course,

the next natural inquiry will be, can the land be thoroughly

drained ? The answer may be decisive

—

It can with per-

fect ease ! and in the drainage, judicious arrangement will

not alone accomplish that purpose fully ; but the main

water-cuts necessary for doing so may be constructed in

many instances, so as to become the ready means for ex-

tended water-carriage throughout the district ; not to cease

when the peat has been removed, but to remain, and be

thereafter a mode of transport for the produce of the soil,

which it may be hoped the operations of the Society will

call into existence.

Mr. Griffith, in his valuable report upon the Waste

Lands of Ireland, made to the Devon Commission, esti-

mates the extent, including bog or peat, at 6,290,000 acres,

of which he states 3,755,000 are improvable for cultiva-

tion, or fit for coarse meadow, together with pasture for

sheep and young cattle ; and he adds, that some of the

bog-lands " offer great facility for improvement, inasmuch

as there is abundance of clay and gravel immediately be-

neath the bogs, which are frequently shallow ; and, in con-

sequence, the surface, when drained^ can be easily and

cheaply coated with the subsoil." In his report in con-

junction with Mr. Edgeworth, the great agricultural value

of that subsoil is clearly defined by the accurate analyses

which have been given, viz. :

—
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Straia bintaA TImakot Bcgi.

Marl. Blue and Yellow CUj.

Cmrbooate of lime . . 64 6

Silica 24 22

AluDiina 12 72

100 loo

Strata under Bogs in Westmeath.

Blue Lime
City.

Carbonate of lime . . 44*4

Carbonate of magnesia . 1*4

Alumina . 27*2

Silica . 27-0

Bog Bluff —

White Marl. Blue Clay.

87-3 53-0

II 360
•9 II-O

10-7 —

100 100 100

We need not seek for higher authority, and it clearly

proves the necessity, no matter what the depth, of arriving

at that substratum, to obtain valuable soil; but, upon the

question of drainage, I have reason to know it is Mr.

Griffith's opinion that the bogs of Ireland can be fully un-

watered; and the concurrent opinions of some of the

moet leading engineers of the day set this question entirely

at rest It is to be recollected also, that in removing the

peat, (producing from it large profit,) we dispose of, with

double advantage, a living mass of vegetable moisture, not

alone useless in its existing state, but highly detrimental

in its effect of increasing the humidity of the climate, if

it have no other injurious tendency ; and therefore the re-
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clamatton of the bog-land of Ireland, in the manner pro-

posed, cannot fail in its purpose, while it accomplishes

profit and advantage by every step taken; and the cost of

its purchase can be judged of from the fact, that it may be

leased throughout Ireland at from 3«. to 5«. per acre.
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NOTE.

APPEAL FOR THE IRISH PEASANT.

It is the general impression in England, that the Irish

sunt is indolent, and not desirous to make proper efforts

for his own advancement ; that he not only wishes to be

idle, but is more inclined to do evil than good ; and that

his outrages place him at times beyond the pale of civiliza-

tion. That the latter is fearfully true, it is impossible to

deny, or to divine a cause for the dreadful infatoatioD

which drives him to this madness, unless it is that rem-

nant of barbarity, '* revenge for bye-gone ills," which

so long stained Scotland with crime and blood; and

which, it is too clear, still lingers amongst a portion of the

Irish. Many facts may be brought forward to support

this supposition, amongst others, that in Tipperary, where

the great amount of crime is committed, the people are

descended principally from a body of German emigranta

called '< Palatines ;'* and it is well known that the German

character is deeply imbued with the feeling I describe,

which, in many instances, has been deemed a stem virtue.

But the investigation avails not here, unless to give the hope

that Ireland will, ere long, l>e as free as Scotland is now

from such a barbarism. And it perhaps may be looked for-

ward to, with well grounded expectation, that as the same

evil declined in h^cotland, exactly in the ratio of the in-

crease of the comfort and contentment of her people, so will

it in Ireland, in the proportion that her peasantry shall be

raised from their privation and misery. One fears to dwell

a moment upon such a subject, !«*-» * •.itul.* unnl r,( pallia.
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lion might be deemed an excuse for the wild atrocities

which have disgraced my unhappy country ; but it is not the

less a duty to look for the cause, (and remove it if we can,)

of that which sinks us amidst the scale of nations. It is

aliM> right that the impression which such fearful evils

naturally leave upon the public mind, making it feel by

the nature of the outrages—that not only the whole popula-

tion are participators and abettors in the crime, but that

the aggregate vastly exceeds in amount the crimes of

other countries. Still, it is not because the guilty /<?i^ com-

mit deep ofi'ences, that the innocent many should be

punished by being classed amongst them.

In making the comparison between crime in Ireland,

and that in England and Wales generally, it may be said

that offences against the law usually increase in the ratio

of the population, and the space occupied ; and that a

comparison between England and Ireland in this respect

is not just: but the following facts will show that no com-

parison can be more just; and I set out with it, in order

at once to meet such an objection, should it arise.

According to "The Statistics of Ireland," published by

*' Thom," from the Government returns, it appears, that in

the year 1841, respecting which the relative calculations

were made, that

—

The population of England and Wales

was 15,906,829

Ireland 8,175,124

That the number of cultivable acres

in England and Wales was . . 32,733,000

Ireland 17,025,280

Therefore, the number of acres to each person, is

—

In England and Wales 2*06

Ireland 208
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The two countriat, oOQMqiitnUy, may be said to be iq

relative conditiou almoftt exactly equal as regards popula-

tioo and space occupied.

Now, by the statistical returns of crime committed in

each country, the following fkcts appear, as regards the

number of convictions to the ratio of the population, for

four years ending 1844. Since which the average of crime

has not been accurately ascertained; but it is presumed

rather to have diminished than increased :

—

IM BMOLAIID AMD WALIS.

Year. Number of Coovietioiis.
Proportion of CoBTictioos

to Popnlatioii.

1841

1842

1843

1844

20;280

22,733

21,092

18,918

1 person to 784

1 " 704

1 " 760

1 " 841

11 IRKLAMD.

Year. Number of Convictiont.
Proportion of Convietioas

to Popttlatioo.

1841

1842

1843

1844

9,287

9,874

8,620

8,042

1 person to 880

I *' 831

I - 948

1 " 1016

Thus, in 1844, the proportion of convictions in

England and Wales was . . 1 to 841

While the proportion in Ireland was but . . . 1 to 1016

But let us heek a little further. The comparative

number oft convictions, which received sentence of death
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last named ;

—

Murder, or its attempt—In England and Wales . 25

In Ireland 21

Conspiracy to Murder . In England and Wales .

III Ireland 1

Burglary, Robbery, Rob-

bery with wounds,

Sheep-stealing, Lar-

ceny, Housebreaking,

and Stealing Jjetters . In England and Wales . 88

In Ireland 7

Manslaughter .... In England and Wales . 1

1

In Ireland 4

Rape In England and Wales . 51

In Ireland 15

Arson In England and Wales . 37

In Ireland 6

Nameless offences . .In England and Wales . 1

7

In Ireland

Forgery, Threatening Let-

ters, and Returning

from Transportation . In England and Wales . 8

In Ireland ..... 2

Assembling armed . . In England and Wales .

In Ireland 2

Administeriiiif u n hi wfii

I

oaths In England and Wales .

In Ireland 7

From incse lacts it is incontrovertible, that the com-

parison of each class of crime, between the two countries, is

most strikingly in favour of Ireland, in all things but those

which belong to her political character. Her " murders,"

" armed assemblages,'* and ^' unlawful oaths," emanating
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from the •clfHiiiine cauiie, are committed, ptrlmiA, oiKltr

the guidance of aome fearful conaptracy, diicbiaiad by all

aUke, but which atill exiaU, (although MDOOgit a v«ry few

in compariaoD to her populaHon,) and atampa the whole

with thut atigma which only a few ahould bear. The fol-

lowing, taken from the retuma named, will amply prove

my poaition on thia acore :

—

In 1837 there were 10 executiona in Ireland,

6 being in Tipperary,

In 1838 there were but 3 executiona,

none in Tipperaty.

In 1839 there were 17 executiona,

4 being in Tlfynarjf.

Ill IH41, there were 5 executiona,

2 being in Tipperary,

In 1842 " 6 executiona,

2 in Tipperary.

In 1843 ** 6 executiona,

1 in Tipperary.

In 1»44 " 11 executiona,

4 in Tippermry,

Thua it may be aaid, that the crimea of one county ha?a

atamped with degradation the character of tkiriy^two

'

—the whole of Ireland; and that the entire population

suffers for tbe raah and frightful acta of a very few indeed,

driven to mtdneaa either by the dictatea of wild rsrenga,

or some other infatuation not to be accounted fur.

Having now, I trust, reacaed the maaa of the unhappy

Irish peasantry from the presumed guilt so widely charged

against them, I would ask a little consideimtioo of the

circumatancea which have subjected them to tba

of idleneaa and careleeaoeaa for their own

which has been so frequently, and with apparent trntk,

cast upon them.
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It has been the habit for centuries of the landliolders

and fanners throughout the greater part of Ireland, to pay

their labourers or farm-servants, not in money, but potatoes

;

that is, they gave to them a patch of ground denominated

a " potato garden ;" and charging a certain rent, usually

above their own, allowed against it the number of days the

labourer worked ; the balance being generally closed once

a-year. Thus, the " truck si/stem" to a monstrous extent,

has for ages existed in Ireland, and still continues
;
giving to

the labourer there, but one description of food, the potato, in

return for his labour, and perhaps but one settlement per

year. While the " truck si/stem^* of England, which ran but

from week to week, or month to month—giving the labourer

ali descriptions of food and comforts he might require—has

been, almost by universal voice, cried down and done away

with, not alone by desire of the labouring class, but by

masters ; to whom, although it afforded a profit in one way,

it has been admitted, entailed a loss in the quantity of

work done. This fact has been amply proved by the

evidence given last sessions, before the House of Commons,

upon railway labour, even by the contractors themselves;

many of whom forcibly pointed out its evils and demoraliz-

ing tendency and strongly showed the necessity that even

on railway works distant from towns where provisions

and supplies should come from, money payments should

be made to the labourer, in place of supplyiiiir him with

food.

. It may be well conceived then, that if the system car-

ried on in England, demoralized and lessened the energy of

the labourer ; that one of infinitely greater evil, for ages

existing in Ireland, must Iiave deprived him, almost to-

tally, of desire for effort, or hope that such eflPort could

produce him good. He, in fact, worked against time, not

with it—he " put the day over," to use his own expression.
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•t best be cpuld ; for be knew, whether ** work or pity," be

haii nothing to look for, iu return, but tbe boUrd potato tmd

salt , many a day, too, without the latter. And it it notooly

contrary to humanity that such u system should eiist, bot

it ifi contrary to nature and reason, to suppose it could,

without evil extending itself to those in the higher grades

;

because labour, being the source from which wealth

springs, cannot be vitiated without spreading its injuries.

As well may it be expected that if the pure streams

which issue from the mountain side, and supply health

and life to our cities, be contaminated in their progress,

they shall still impart purity and vigour; as that the

stream of labour, which issues originally, from just as pure

a source, will, if permitted to be corrupted and turned to

evil, yield good to the nation. Still, that nation depends npoo

it for its maintenance and strength. The labours of peace,

the magnificence of commerce, and the wealth of the mer-

chant princes of the world at large, have produced, perhaps,

the brightest gems in the diadems of nations; but those

apparent glories have ever been the precursors of downfall,

simply because the life-stream, labour—the purity and

health of which gives strength and power to an empire,

—being permitted to become impure and corrupted, the

whole frame became corrupted too, and dissolution followed

of necessity.

And this is not the tale of to-day, nor of yesterday, but

of ages. Greatness upheld by force of arms, secured to the

labourer of the sword, the thought and care and considera-

tion of his lord and master ; for the labour given extended

10 the preservation of the life and welfare of each alike.

But the labours of peace entail no such consequences, and

in the aggrandisement of wealth by peaceful arts, tbe

claims of those without whose aid it cannot l>e obtained,
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are too often forgotten, and the consequeni es are forgotten

also,—but they come, and when they come, are fearful

indeed.

But to inice the evil from its source in Ireland. The

half-done work, of the half-fed labourer, entails its loss

upon the fanner. He knows it, perhaps, but the custom

of the country makes him fearful of a chuiige, and then, to

attempt it, requires immediate money; so the custom

continues, because he rarely possesses the power to make

an effort against it. His produce from this half-labour,

cannot, of course, be that which anxious and willing work

would have given him, and therefore his returns are not

what they should be. He in fact receives half-work, and

perhaps but half the crop he should ; and whrn rent-day

comes, the evil commencing with the labourer reaches the

landlord ; for he finds his rent deiicient or unable to be

paid. Then the tradesman suffers, who depends on the

landlord's rent for payment of his dues. The artisan next

is thrown out of work, arising from the same cause; his

labourer shares the master's fate : and thus, the want of

energy, or, perhaps, physical incapability of the labourer

of the land in Ireland, caused by the system I have ex-

plained, not alone does to him grievous and lasting evil,

but that evil extends itself to the highest in the country,

and sinks again, to damage, mayhap destroy, even the

labourer of the town.

Still, that the peasant labourer of Ireland is not indolent,

when he can get work to pay him, is yearly proved by

what he undergoes in his migrations to England—the jour-

neys he takes on foot, almost across Ireland (for he

usually comes from the west)—the sufferings he bears in

crossing the Channel, hundreds huddled together on the

deck of the steamer—and his unceasing toil, if paid for
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by the piece. In fact, h« is no more iior leM ihuii other

lueii : he %e^\i% for paymentfw hit labour^ tod «»hcti be

^eU it, dues that labour cheerfully and happily.

Luckily for his character in this respect, the judicHNia

cL'tertuination of Oovenimeiit to employ only by loMk-uMtrk

tUiji year, hait proved the facts 1 have atated. Last year

the peasant was paid Gd., 8d., or lOd. a day fur time; now

\w eaniH Is. 4d. to U. lOd. a day by piece, and he wiabea

for no other work. He cannot, thcrefure, be naturally indo-

lent, although he may have been made so by circumstances.

The following paragraph, extmcUKl from the Momimg
Chronicle of the 2oth November, verifies the fact:

—

** The large number of men employed at Clonakilty, are

in the embankment and drainage of the slob.

i..... •- tverage, wc understand, 1h. 7d. a day. Thty

are u idmirably, giving no trouble to the officers

and overseers, taking task-work as choice, and performing

It with skill, diligence, and effect. A fisiir day's wages for

a fair day*s work was the maxim propounded at Clonakilty,

and the labourers accepted it as the golden tule of right.

Let a like stimulant be applied everywhere else with equal

judgment— for there is somethini: in the mode of applica-

tion—end the labourers on other works will execute tlieir

tasks with equal heartiness, eas^*, and satisfaction to the

engineer and his subordinates.

Thus we find that **iask'uuru i^ sought inr by the

Irish peasant, and it in fact only accords with his natural

feeling; for notwithstanding all his apparent indolence,

under circumstances where he has been observed by those

who knew not the causes for his apathy, he will labour

longer and live u(K>n less, than ntany of his brolh«*r la-

bourers of England ; and I fear not to ask the evidence of

the English farmers who employ my poor countrymen

vrailv, to b<Mi me out in the facts, that th.v w'>rk •* whilr
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tlie light is in the sky/' and that their food is of the cheap-

est and meanest kind. Why ? In order that they may bring

back the produce of the "sweat of their brow," to sliare it

with those they love—that they may give to others the com-

forts they deny to themselves—that they may preserve the

roof over their little ones, and have store enough of turf

to warm them through the winter. And yet, this class

who rarely labour for themselves alone, are deemed to be

indolent and full of crime ; while in reality they possess

some of the noblest attributes of nature: but they are

poor I and the rich sometimes think the poor cannot have

virtues like themselves.

In the Report emanating from the Devon Commission, it

is stated, ** that the testimony received by the Commis-

sioners is uniform in representing the unimproved state of

extensive districts, the want of employment, and the con-

sequent poverty and hardship under which a large portion

of the agricultural population continually labours. The

obvious remedy for this state of things is shown to be, the

prondiny of retnunerative employmentJ" It continues by

observing, *' that the agricultural labourer still suffers the

greatest privations and hardships —he still is dependent on

casual and precarious employment—is still badly housed,

badly fed, badly clothed, and badly paid. Yet, under

sufferings greater than the people of any other country in

Eurupe," the Commissioners state, " that they cannot for-

bear expressing their strong sense of the patient endurance

they have generally exhibited under the pressure." The

Report adds, " In many districts their only food is the

potato, their only beverage water , their cabins are seldom

a protection against the weather, and nearly in all cases

their pigs and their manure-heap constitute their only pro-

perty." Any improvement that may have taken place is

attributed almost eiitircly to their habits of tem|)erance
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ill which they have lo genfrally pervevered \ atid not to uti

increased detntiiid for their lahour.

The Report conclude* by stating, ^ that the best directed

ineasurt»8 of parliament will not be Kufficient, hnUm aided

bff the iictirc and steady exerlimix nf the fjeapie of etery

rank and condition, in their renftectire Mpheren ; but much

may he accontpliMhed by the united and riyorouM exertiom

of the tetjinlature and of indiridnaUJ'^

This Ke)K>it speaks not of idleness. It does not breathe

such a charge against the people; but it tells of their

*• want of employment ;** " their consequent poverty and

hardship ;" that they " suffer the greatest privations ;" and,

** under nufferiny greater than the people of any country

in Europe,** they exhibit ** patient endurance,** And it is

to be recollected that this admirable document has been the

result of the most laborious investigation, from evidence on

oath, of all classes and in all parts of Ireland ; the facts

elicited under close examination, and the direction and

seurching care of men, than whom it may be said none

more competent for the purpose could have been se-

lected ; nor whose labours could have been more anxi-

ously and zealously given. The facts brought forth also,

were anterior to the evils arising from the potato disease

;

and it may well be conceived, from the truthful and touch-

ing description, given before that scoui^ set in, what are

the sufferings of the people now. But I ask not credence

for the facts without proof. I li
''

i one of the leading

morning papers of London (pu i 4lh December) ** a

plain, unvaniished tale,** which tells most truthfully of

the appalling misery of my unhappy countrymen, and

" their meek submission to the will of God :**

—

STATB OF THE CONNAUOUT PBASANTRr.

** Oalway, Nov. *J9th.-—The severity of the wcuthci fur
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the last week has added much to the sufierings of our poor

people. Yesterday some snow fell, followed by a cutting

wind from the north, and the night was sharp and frosty.

It is hard for

' Unfed sides, and loop'd and window'd nggednett,*

to encounter such a biting season. In one respect, how-

ever, they are better provided than they were last winter

—

firing is more abundant and of a better quality; but there

are many families who are without it, and the clothing of

all is scanty and threadbare. Without means to procure

needful food, all hope of beinu; able to purchase the usual

sparing additions to their wardrobe has long been given

up. Even on Sundays old clothes are patched up to serve

instead of new, and the miberable appearance of the coun-

try is greatly aggravated by this evidence of its poverty.

" hi the meantime the promised public works are delayed

in several districts, and hundreds of men are unemployed,

who have no food to give their wives and children. The

latter are, therefore, necessarily driven out to beg. Entire

families are thus reduced to a vagrant condition ; and in all

directions the roads are traversed, and the doors of the

farmers and gentry beset by women, nianifestly strange to

this wretched trade, with troops of palefaced, shivering

children tottering at their heels.

*' It is honourable to the chardcteristic humanity of our

people that these poor outcasts still receive some relief from

persons whose condition is not many degrees better than

their own. Families, reduced themselves to short allow-

ance, can still find two or three small potatoes, or a handful

of oatmeal, to bestow upon the houseless wanderer ; and

though every day the dole is becoming smaller, and given

more grudgingly, they will continue out of their penury to

distribute much longer than the worldly piudent would
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deem it con«iiiient with duty to iboie who have a nmrer

and more racred claim to their tupport. Culpttble m thm

weakne«8 muy be, in ordiniiry tinie«, which lavishen in*

discriminnte alms upon all who apply for it, there ia aom^
thing noble and affecting in the generous feelinji^ which, in

this trying season, ofienti the hearts of the Iriah farmert

and their wives (to the latter, indeed, the greater ahare of

the merit belongs) to the destitute poor. If it were not for

the extraordinary humanity of thin class, numbers miiat

have perished ere now of absolute starvation.

** Nor is the tranquil endurance of the p6or unemployed

labourers less surprising. No violence has been attempted,

no threats held out ; but still a meek submission to the

will of God, and a hopeful reliance upon the gentlemen to

' do something for them,' are the prevailing sentiments

among them. There is some secret pilfering of food by

night, but by no means to the extent which it would be

natural, and scarcely more than reasonable, to expect,

whert; thousands are obliged to sustain life upon one scanty

meal in the twenty-four hours. Heavy contributions are

levied upon turnip-fields, and some sheep have been taken

from the pastures and slaughtered for food ; but no high-

way robberies or housebreakings have been committed,

nor, unless the patience of the sufferers shall be exhausted

by an almost indefinite postponement of the expected aid,

arc they disposed to have recourse to such desperate ex-

tremities. They are a good deal exasperated against some

individuals who, with ample means derived from the land,

have hitherto manifested no sympathy nor desire to alle-

viate the general calamity ; but the gratitude which is

shown towards others, who have come forward to assist

them, appears as yet to master every bitter feeling in their

minds. Up to the present time, the character of the pea-
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suntry may almost be said to liave been ' made perfect by

suffering/"

—

Morning Chronicle, 4th Dec, 184^i.

Having now proved incontrovertibly, that the general

population of Ireland are not idlers from desire, butfrom
tcant of work ; and, that their habitual " sufferings, borne

with patient endurance," are ** greater than the people of

any country in Europe,'*— I may ask, would it be wonder-

ful that their crimes were great in proportion ? Still, it

has been shown, that those—of such a nature as sub-

jected the convicts to death or transportation— were, in

England and W«les, in one year, 237 ; while, in Ireland,

the same year, they were but 65 !—being, in England and

Wales, more than double those of Ireland, in the ratio of

the population of each country.

It being fact, then, that the general people of Ireland

are not guilty of the misdeeds and crime laid to their

charge, which is almost universally believed in England;

and that the Irish peasant labourer is not idle from choice,

but necessity,—will not England now, as heartily retract

as she has unthinkingly condemned?—nay, will she not

lend the aid of her powerful voice and assistance, to rescue

from their misery those who have unquestionably suffered,

and suffered deeply, by that condemnation? What has

held back English capital from Ireland, where it might

have fructified abundantly for the capitalist and given

peaceful employment to her people ? Tlce dread of that

crime which exists not ! A causeless fear to encounter

and change the habits and peculiarities of a people but

partially civilized ; who may be won to anything by kind-

ness, while, like all uncivilized countries, they may be

driven to despair by fancied insult or presumed wrong.

Yet, the capital of England spreads itself all over the

world—is vested in all climes

—

except Ireland. And is
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this at at it thould be ? Are the bonds that bind ih§

countries so loose, so trivial, that Ireland's weakness bar

comparatife poverty, give no claim upon England lor

counsel and help, for co-operation and capital, to lead

towards proper independence, and protection from pe-

riodical want ?

Ireland feels that her ciairos are such as to make

her, in trader as she is in war, the partner and help-

mate of England :—that the honours and gains of peace,

when earned by equal labour, should be shared, as

are now the honours and gains of the sword ; upheld b>'

Kiigli^hand Irish alike without fear or distrust and in heart-

felt good-fellowship :—that she should not he shut out Croin

the advantages and blessings of peaceful labour, as the cola-

borateur of England, while she embarks, heart and hand, in

all the dangers and horrors of bloodshed ;— in short, that

England, from her position, her intelligence, her business

knowledge, and her wealth, is bound as a people, and as a

friend and partner in trade, to render to Ireland that aid, for

mutual good, which Ireland wants, to raise her from the

evils which surround her. Help in indasiiy is what ahe

needs—not the boon of charity ; and she feels, perhaps, that

her claims of consanguinity entitle her to that assistance

in the way of trade and business, which the naerchants

of England render to each other for general good; byi

which haM been almoti intMtriablg withkM from IrHmt^,

heeau9€ of fearsfor which there was nofommdaiiom. Still,

her pride would make her wish that those who have wrong-

fully accused her, and through the influence of the wrong,

held back from her the advantage of that capital which has

fructified in, and enriched almost every other portion of

the globe, should come to her aid fioir, for mutual good

only. She will hope that the distrust and doubt which

have so long marred mercantile and trading effort between

o
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the countries, will soon be "facts of bye-gone days"

which each will think of with regret; and that Ireland's

real crimes shall cease with her prosperity, while her

imaginary ones will be smiled at and no longer believed

by England.

And it is to be recollected that the claims of her labour-

ing class are now those of absolute starvation, arising from

a calamity over which they had no control, and which

may again visit them, if they be not aided and put into the

right path for their future maintenance and good. The

coin which paid them for their labour of the last year, and

which was to be their support until the next

—

the potato—
(as perfectly the labour coin of Ireland as gold is that of Eng-

land,) has vanished as if it never had existed ; and, accord-

ing to the present custom of the country, the labourers of

Ireland are as thoroughly without the means of existence

as the labourers of England would be, if by any fatality

their wages for a year were not forthcoming by their

employers. The farmer also cannot, in the majority of

cases, aid the labourer, because he suffers almost equally.

He is a small holder generally*; his labour capital^

which formerly lay from season to season in the potato-pit

of his labourer, is gone; the principal part of his own and

family's food is gone also, and he has but his grain and

trifling live-stock, which barely paid his rent in former

years, to meet all the demands and evils of the present.

In short, it may be received as an unquestionable fact,

that the money value of the potato coin, by which the

land was cultivated, (now totally lost,) is at the lowest

possible calculation above twelre and a half millions of

money ! and this is at the rate of but two pence per day

* lliere are 6^,836 fiBurma in Ireland, from five to fifteen acres $ and

79,000 under thirty acres.
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for oue year to the 4»200,0(X) people, which Ike

ineiit retunis have proved, exist upon the potato tolcly

;

not to speak at all of the quantity consumed by all other

classes in the country, but merely of that which actually

represented goid. But, further, this twelve and a halj

millions of the representative of money, is contiderallif

more than double the whole amount, which the preMriit

owners of property in Ireland

—

the latttUordM—^njoy

yearly ; the remainder of the rental of the country being

incumbered and payable to others, who care not for the

labourer, and forget that his labour is that which yields

tbaai payment of their claims ; consequently it may truly

be said that there is not a parallel in the hibtory of civilized

countries for the position in which the Irish peasant, the

farmer, and the landlord, are now placed ; arising originally

and solely from the mistaken and unjustifiable custom of

trucking the potato for labour; one, however, handed

down by the usage of ages, and which can be alone likened

to Uie ** truck system " of England, abolished not only by

the legislature, but by the public voice, as degrading and

demoralizing in its operation.

I feel, then, that I plead for the peasant not in vaio,

although no pen can hope to describe his suflerings at the

present hour. The infant dies for want of maternal nutri-

ment, and the mother, as she seeks for means to place it in

its grave, sinks, and both lie dead together. The father

labours at his task to feed some six or eight, his little ones,

and stints himself in food to give it them, till all bis

strenp:th is gone, and he diet too. In hope to give them

life, he yields his own, yet leaves them to survation.

Wives barely eat, that they may keep food to give their

husbands, which still is not enough ; and in noble rivalry

of endurance and love, both die, and fill one grave.

But greater evils come than even these. Cold and frost
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prevail, and life, held hanging on a single meal per day,

will snap like ice itself. Despair then seizing on the

multitude, death upon death will follow, without an effort,

even from themselves, to prevent it. The people firmly

believe there is "a curse upon the land.** They have

lived for years in hope of something, they knew not what

;

but now the heart has sickened till they despair, and the

good in principle will calmly droop and die, believing it is

the will of God that they should do so !

But although this feeling actuates and sways the Irish

peasant generally, it is not less the duty of those who

know that they are bound " to use the means," and teach

its use to others, now to come forward to help the starving

in their need, and show them how to " rise and save them-

selves;" and I doubt not that England will willingly stretch

forth her hand 'to aid Ireland during her misery, when the

cause and its remedy are known, and that she is no longer

believed to be *^ steeped in crhne,** as has been stated.

England will help and encourage her to rescue herself by

honest labour from her wretchedness. She will assist to

teach how^it can be done ; and if once the work be set on

foot to that extent which will prove the good is more than

merely ** promise,*' the Irish peasant will soon be known,

not as the "careless indolent, reckless of good or evil," but

the contented, grateful, and willing labourer ; receiving hjs

blessings with thankfulness^ in the self-same spirit that^e

has borne his miseries with ** patient endurance, and under

Hurterings greater than the people of any other country in

Europe."

JASPER W. ROGERS.

Nott'tnyhaiU'Strcct , Dublin.

Ist Jakuart, 1847.

London : Effingham Wilson, Printer, 11, Royal Exchange.
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